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Vacuum Impregnated
To Keep Out Moisture
Moisture is the enemy of every fine coil or winding and Dudlo coils
are not only shipped "bone dry," but unusual precautions are
taken to see that they stay absolutely dry.
Dudlo coils are kiln -dried to drive out any moisture and then
placed in huge vacuum tanks to exhaust the air pockets. The
waxes and compounds applied under heavy pressure thoroughly
penetrate the windings and prevent, for all time, the absorption of
moisture.

But this is only one feature of the Dudlo processes.

addition ro being the worlds headquarters
for dependable coils and windings, Dudlo is also
the largest manufacturer of fine magnet wire.
In

Step by step the manufacture of Dudlo coils advances by the use
of special methods and equipment and under the most rigid and
frequent inspection-processes made possible only by immense
production -the largest in the world. The result is a uniformity
and dependability of product that causes leading manufacturers
to depend exclusively on Dudlo for their coil requirements.
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DUREZ

molded parts with high dielectric
strength and permanent luster DUREZ

DUREZ molded parts have

rap-

:e

Complex parts can be made rapidly in a single operation, and
the high mechanical strength of
Durez makes thin section molding entirely practical.
Radio panels of Durez molded
with ornamental inscriptions and
embossments present a handsome
appearance. The strength of
Durez permits the extensive use
of holes, slots and metal inserts
in molding panels and sub-panels.
Dials, instrument cases and tube
bases are made quickly, durably
and beautifully of Durez.
Durez is speeding the production and improving the products

idly increasing range of application

in

radio, automotive
and electric appliance industries
wherever a combination of high
dielectric strength and excellent
appearance are essential. Durez
is
electrically non -conductive,
non -inflammable and is resistant
to heat. It has a permanent high
luster after molding, and neither
wear, age nor deteriorating. agencies affect its attractiveness. The
surface will not crack or check.
Durez molds with perfect accuracy. It duplicates exactly the
smallest detail of intricate design.
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of many industries.

Use the fa-

cilities of the Durez laboratory
to determine its place in your
process.

Counsel and investigation without obligation.
Molded samples of Durez and
complete data sent on request.
Specify use and color.
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EDITORIAL
that we are well along in the midst of the 1928
radio season, it might be well for all factors in the
industry to take stock of the accomplishments -the
progress -which the industry has made.
be in its infancy.
The radio industry might still be said to
of telephonic
NOW

lilies
Developments are in the offing along the
etc., which five
communication, picture transmission, television,
aspirations of the
years from now may alter the aspects and
entire industry.
so much.
To date, the radio industry has accomplished
basis than at any
Financially it is on a measurably sounder
situation, while not
time since its inception. The broadcasting
and apparently the
ideal. is. in the opinion of the "best minds"
in a happier
vast majority of the program receiving public,conducted on a
is
Merchandising
before.
over
than
condition
of returns for
sound aggressive basis which is productive
professional men
and
dealers
distributors,
manufacturers,
alike.
as carried in
The day of the weekly Ultra, Ultra Sedanafore a thing of
or less
radio publications and newspapers, is more
have been along the
the past. Developments for the past year
improvements-the
mechanical
and
engineering
sound
of
lines
with a large and
costs,
assembling
and
of
production
lowering
-the employbuying
public
the
saving
to
greatly appreciated
and techengineering
competent
of
ment by the manufacturers
arrangeservicing
of
efficient
development
nical personnel -the
the distribuments working from the manufacturers through
tors to the dealers and the dealers service men.
was promoted by get In times gone by, the radio industry
with a mental
youths
by
-engineered
financiers
rich-quick
merchandising
a
with
men
by
advertising
quirk -publicised
but disastrous to
conception based on established industries
young developing ones.
from the best
Ilowever. today the industry itself, drawing
electrical industry,
minds and most prominent factors in the
cabinet manufacutilizing the facilities of the furniture and of other indusscores
of
resources
the
upon
drawing
turers,
industry. It is
tries. assumes its rightful position as a leading
evidenced by
as
Universities.
large
the
by
such
as
recognized
curriculum.
of
the
a
part
as
radio
in
of
courses
the addition
headed, are doing
The tnole organizations ably umnmed, ably
organizations, on a
line developmental work. The industrial
succeeded in
basis of mutual confidence and cooperation have
stabilizing the field.
activities
The industry lots become n power, through its main
upon
in the broadcast field. The two, which are dependent
entire
each other, work together as a beneficial influence on the
country-and the world.
ImproveThe engineers deserve a large amount of credit.
any
ments in transmission and reception have done more than
other one factor in placing the radio industry on a sound basis.
'thus has the industry developed in the past few years.
What will the next live years bring`? -M. L. MUHLEMANEditor.
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And to keep the grid bias constant
heard a lot lately about the
use of the Eveready Layerbilt "B"
Battery No. 486 as a source of power
for short -wave, low -power transmitters. Here's another way in which the
YOU'VE

Layerbilt makes transmitters more reli-

able, more economical, and helps make

better DX records -as a "C" battery.
Harry F. Dobbs, Director Southeastern Division, A. R. R. L., operating
4ZA at Atlanta, Ga., uses two Eveready
Layerbilts on his transmitter, to put
22/ volts bias on the grid of the oscillator, and 90 volts on the amplifier.
"The rugged construction, compact-

ness of

size, and long life make
Eveready Batteries particularly adaptable for this installation," says Dobbs.
"The batteries shown in the illustration have been in use more than six
months and show no drop in voltage."
For amateur radio, as well as broadcast reception, Eveready Layerbilt
can't be beat. It is, as amateurs the
country over tell us, the longest- lasting,
most economical of "B" batteries.
N. \TI()N:\I. CARBON COMPANY, I.c.
New Vi irk

San Francisco

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
Tuesday night is Eveready Hour .Night
P. M..

-9

Eastern Standard Time, Through the IVE.-1F
F netzt'nrk

EVEREADtr

Radio Batteries
-they last longer
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SHAKEPROOF

LOCK WASHERS and LUGS
TangleprooîMultíple
Locking
Spreadproofthats

SliakeprooÎ!
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h tilethat
livisted Teeth
lock"

Shakeproof's Twisted Teeth, evenly distributed
around the diameter, insure a multiple lock
that resists vibration and prevents loose connections. And Shakeproof cannot tangle or
spread.

A lock washer

Type 12
Internad

and a

lug terminal in one
Shakeproof locking wire lugs prevent loose connections
and eliminate one assembly because they are a lock washer
and a terminal in one. Good radio sets stay good with
Shakeproof Lug Terminals.

-

Send for Free Samples Today
Make Your Own Convincing Shop Test!

SHAKEPR(I (r F

Locl¿TYasher Company
Division Illinois Tool Works

2511 North Keeler Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

a

Type 2008

COMO
Type 20061

Type 20064
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PRINCIPLES of RADIO COMMUNICATION
(Second Edition)

Completely Revised and Up to Date by

RADIO
FREQUENCY

JOHN H. MORECROFT

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University
Past President Institute of Radio Engineers

MEASUREMEN1'S

assisted by

A. PINTO

Electrical Engineer, Otis Elevator Co.
and

W. A. CURRY

.1.-,estant Professor of

Electrical Engineering, Columbia
University

Saves Hours of Calculation

RADIO FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
by

Practically

a
New
Book -including all
new
developments

but

retaining the
good features .of the
old.

E. B. MOULLIN, M. A., A. M. I. E. E.
It e.ntla ins formulas for measurements that the Cs peri mentor in the
past had to derive for himself. Theories are made practical by ex.
amples. Practically every measurement is illustrated by an example.
There are copious instructions about the manipulation of apparatus.
The use of the vacuum tube voltmeter is described.

For use while measurements
are in progress.
This book shows how the
latest discoveries in R.F.
measurements are practically applied.
^i

Let Radio Engineering Assist When You Are Adding
to Your Technical Library
See offer at
nmummMWlnF

foot of this advertisement

n.,.

ENGINEERING WORKS
RADIO FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

MANUAL

Moullin, M.A., A.M.I.E.E.
Van der Bijl, M.A., Ph.D.
by Admiral S. S. Robison
i by Vladimir Karapeto$
Prof. EE., Cornell Univ.
by Joseph G. Coffin, B.S., Ph.D.
by Irving B. Crandall

by E. B.
by II. J.

THERMIONIC VACUUM TUBE
RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY
EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
(and Manual for Electrical Testing)
OF

$10.00

5.00
5.50

5.00

1

ANALYSIS
THEORY OF VIBRATING SYSTEMS AND SOUNDS
VECTOR

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION

Bell Telephone Labs.

2.50

5.00

Prof. J. H. Morecroft

7.50

by L. Grant Hector, Ph,D.
by Moyer & Wostrel

5.00
2.00
1.50
2.50

by

GENERAL PUBLICATIONS
PRINCIPLES
PRACTICAL
ELEMENTS
WIRELESS

OF MODERN RADIO

RECEIVING
RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRING
OF RADIO TELEPHONY
PICTURES AND TELEVISION

by W. C. Ballard, Jr., M.E.
by T. Thorne Baker

Robison's Manual is the standard radio text book of the U. S. Navy.

Note.-Radio Engineering will be glad to give information concerning the above oks und other
radio and engineering books, in which subscribers may be interested.

Note: Your subscription, or the renewal or
extension of your subscription saves $1.00
toward the purchase price of any of the above
publications.

Just add $1.00 to the price listed opposite
the book desired. Send check or Money Order
to RADIO ENGINEERING, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City, and you will receive a full
year's subscription to RADIO ENGINEERING and
the book (postpaid) by return mail.
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For Better Sets and Units
You can secure the reliability of fixed resistance with the convenience of
variable resistance, by using Clarostats. Furthermore, you can avoid resistance troubles at the very start, by using Clarostats. Lastly, you can cash
in on the popularity of the Clarostats, because these devices are now the
recognized standard of radio resistances.

The Clarostat is not an ordinary variable resistance. It operates on an
entirely different principle. It assures positive conduction at all times,
instead of conduction through loose contacts between conducting particles.
It covers an enormous resistance range-several times that of any other
variable resistance -with micrometric adjustment. It holds its adjustment
indefinitely and without fluctuation to cause troublesome noises. And within
its current -carrying rating, it will last as long or longer than any of the other
components in your assembly. The Clarostat means an end to your resistance worries.
Clarostat is being widely imitated in
appearance but hardly in performance. Look for the name stamped
on the shell. Accept none other.
But be sure you get Clarostats.

There's a CLAROSTAT for Every Need
MIDGET CLAROSTAT will improve your
receiver. Use it for controlling volume, plate
voltage of r. f. tubes and detector, regeneration by a micrometric means, stabilization, and in a dozen other ways. This
type is extremely compact. Occupies miniInmum space on the receiver panel.
tended solely for receiver applications
not for radio power units.

-

STANDARD CLAROSTAT handles more current than the Midget. Use it for voltage control in your radio power unit, for it has the
endorsement of the majority of radio power
unit manufacturers. The radio market i
still in favor of radio power units with advoltage taps to compensate for
changes in circuits and tubes -provided the
voltage taps remain fixed when once adjusted. (20 -watt rating.)
justable

HEAVY DUTY CLAROSTAT handles still
more current. It is especially intended for
that radio power unit which compensates for
fluctuating line voltage -a most important
merchandising point in these days of socket With this device, the set
power radio.
operator can instantly adjust his operating
voltages, in a group, in compensating for
high or low line voltage. The radio public
is beginning to appreciate this feature. Yet
vie i.anufacturing cost is so slightly increased !
(25 -watt rating.)
POWER CLAROSTAT is the big brother of
the Clarostat family. It is intended for that
A -B-C radio power unit and the seriesfilament set, as a heavy -duty variable control. It is also employed as a line- voltage
control in the larger radio power units, as
well as for group control of voltages. It
will withstand the load alone, in most applications, or it can be used for greater
loads by shunting it with a suitable fixed
resistor. (40 -watt rating.)

Write to us regarding your resistor problems, and we shall help you solve them. We
are prepared to furnish variable resistors in any range and capacity necessary to meet
your specific requirements.

AMERICAN MECUANICAL LABORATORIES,
281

INC.

Specialists in Variable Resistors
: BROOKLYN, N. Y.
-287 NORTH IIXTH ITREET

CLAROSTAT.

Rodin Enpinrrriwq,
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!NEW!

SUPER - HILODYNE

> ABSOLUTELY IMMUNE FROM PATENT

L

ITIGATION

<

CHASSIS
For
Manufacturers

KITS
For
Builders

The "SUPER- HILODYNE" is not a variation of existing circuits. It is entirely new and
novel in its conception.
The "SUPER- HILODYNE" is available in kit form, for the trade and custom builders. It
builds economically, efficiently, and assures ultimate satisfaction to the user; designed so
that it may be installed in a 9 x 24 x 12% cabinet, as a complete chassis, or in three separate
units, consisting of a unit each of the tuning or vario- frequency unit, untuned radio-frequency unit, and audio -frequency unit, simplifying eventual service in the field, inasmuch as
any unit may be easily extracted and replaced with a new unit in a few minutes.
Competitive and comparative demonstration
receiver, employing as many or more stages,
engineer that never before has a circuit been
that will bring in DX with the volume, tone,
this new Nine Tube "SUPER- HILODYNE."

against any commercial or otherwise built
will easily convince the most discriminating
designed with real single control operation,
quality, and selectivity that is possible with

Manufacturers, engineers, professional builders, write for complete information.

Algonquin Electric Co., Inc.
245 Fifth Avenue

New York City

Rr,din á'a!linrrriall. Xnrernber.
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Unseen

Precision
You cannot measure CeCo Tube performance and
quality with a micrometer. Only the "yard stick" of
experience, scientific skill and experimentation can
determine the super -value of CeCo Tubes in steadiness,
clarity, volume, longer life. Since your technical skill
and equipment qualify you to make an engineering test
of CeCo Tubes, we invite you to do so, feeling certain
that the results obtained in your own laboratory will
fully justify our claims of CeCo superiority. Nearly
every qualified engineer who experiments with CeCo
Tubes under test conditions adds his endorsement to
the long list of recommendations received from such
radio authorities as Browning, Lynch, Cockaday, Harkness, Hurd, Best, Bernard, Henney and others. All
have used and recommended CeCo The Tube of
Longer Life.

-

Ask Your Radio Dealer for
Complete Data Sheet or write direct to

C. E. MFG. CO., Inc., Providence, R. I., U.S.A.
Largest exclusive Tube Manufacturers in the World.

There's a CeCo Tube
for Every Radio NeedGeneral Purpose Tubes
Special Purpose Tubes
Power Tubes
Filament Type Rectifiers
A. C. Tubes

19.17
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Notes on the Testing of Audio Frequency
Amplifiers
Testing Procedure. Curate Drawing Apparatus and a Discourse on
Amplifier Distortion
By Edward T. Dickey'

FI\).\M1 ::''ALLY,

the testing

of audio frequency amplifiers
,consists of an examination of

and structural
features of the amplifier with the view
to determining the following points:
1. The voltage anlplifieation, with
special regard to the relative amplification at various points along the midi.
frequency range.
2. Ability to produce the necessary
output power for the particular use
for which it is intended, without distortion of the Impressed
wave form.
3. General operational and
structural practicality with
reference to such points as
freedom from nudio frequency howling. susceptibility to howling through
lengthening of the input
and output leads. correct
values of grid and plate
potential for the particular
tubes used, etc.
I f these points. the most
important. and ihinse requiring the most equipment
and care in their deter Fig. 9.
mination. are undoubtedly
the first two. The greater
portion of this paler, therefore. will
be devoted to consideration of these
points.
It is. of course. understood that a
test of the audio frequency amplifying
system constitutes by no means the entire story on the fidelity of a complete
receiving set.
The various tuning,
amplifying;, and detecting stages preceding the audio frequency amplifier,
all have their effect on fidelity. Those
interested in a discussion of the other
factors affecting fidelity and their
measurement. are referred to a con temporary paper MI .'Notes on Receiver
Measurement.," by Messrs. T. A. Smith
and G. Rodwin.
the

I

.r even all of the most important methods, of attacking this
Methods,

problem. Discussion will be confined
to the methods which have been found
by the author to give the best results
in eontiiintil accuracy, speed of test,
and simplicity of operation.
The iii'h mains necessary consists of
the following three essentials:
A. A s.uree of variable audio frequency potential. capable of supplying

the required amplifier input potential,

ibb to .Main from the oscillator of the type used by like author,
audio frequemiey potentials of the order
of 50 volts. The wave shape of the
oscillations obtained front a properly
constructed oscillator of this type, can
be made to contain not more than 1 or
2 per cent of harmonics, and the output
potential will remain effectively constant over the frequency range front
30 to 10.000 cycles approximately,
without readjustment.
It has become a fairly well established practice in radio
MIS p

laboratories, to use a logarithmic scale for the frequency in plotting audio
eharaeterist is
frequency

graphs. Icy properly shaping the plates of the frequency adjusting variable
condenser, it is possible to
mnke the frequency pr.iluced by the oscillator vary
logarithmically with respect
to the condenser dial. The
advantage of this will be
trident when the method of
using this oscillator in testing audio frequency ampliSpecial curve drawing mechanism for obtaining
fiers is described. (See secfrequency amplifier characteristic curves
tion .a general I)escriptiou
and producing oscillations whose wave of Amplification Test Method.)
form differs froul the sinusoidal to a
B. Input Potential .1/eamare nte,,
negligible degree.
The output .f the oscillator used is oil jastable internally. and thus for this
R. Means for accurately measuring
measurement. it is only necessary to
the potential impressed upon the input
employ a thcrmo- udlliammeter of reof the i,udio frequency amplifier under
liable make, which is asenrate over
test.
the audio frequency range. Associating
C. Jleans for accurately measuring
this meter kith the necessary series
the output potential front the amplifier,
resistance. which must be accurate
without appreciably influencing any
over the range Of audio frequencies
characteristic Of the amplifier.
used, potentials over the desired range
Description .f the apparatus conmay be measured and applied to the
sidered most suitable for these three
amplifier input. As stated previously.
purposes is given below:
the output potential of the oscillator
when once set. will remain appreciably
A. The t)xeillafor. The source of
constant over the range from 30 to
audio frequency potential found most
10.000 cycles. which is sufficient for the
satisfactory was an oscillator of the
1. Voltage Amplification
beat frequency variety, employing the usual amplifier measurements. It is
It is not intended to discuss all the difference frequency of two radio fre- considered good practice to read the
input voltage again at the end of the
' (Engineer, Technical and Test Department quency oscillators. By combining and
Radio Corporation of America.)
test ran, to make sure that the oscilrectifying these frequencies. and then
Reprinted from Proceedings of The Instilator is working properly.
amplifying the resultant frequency, it
tute of Radio Engineers, August, 1927.
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Output Potential .11caKuretncnt.
Considering the requirement that the
measuring device used here shall not
affect the characteristics or output of
the amplifier, the most obvious instrument to use is a voltmeter of the
vacuum tube type. To simplify the
operation, and to permit readings to
be taken rapidly. a direct -reading type
of vacuum tube voltmeter is desirable.
'l'o facilitate operatics in connection
Willi the curve drawing mechanism,
which will he described) later. a tube
C.

Radio Engineering. \"orember. 1927

sensitivity in a circuit having
a high applied potential. By a
simple calculation, however, it
be evident that even if the plate
filament of the tube should become short circuited, the high value of
series plate resistance would prevent
the plate meter from being overloaded.
As will be seen from the calibration
curve (Fig. 21 the plate meter reading
high
such
very
will
and

remains practically constant after it
has reached a reading of approximately
11N microamperes. While slightly past

Fig. 1. Circuit of
direct - reading
vacuum tube voltmeter

voltmeter hawing very nearly a linear
characteristic is needled. Hy the use of
a I'X -1 71 tube. it was found possible
to construct a voltmeter having a t umber of very desirable features for amplifier output ureasnreauut purposes.
This tube has a low plate impedance.
and a high grid bias potential. and it is

possible. by its use. to olaaii a tube
voltmeter which is capable of measuring directly potentials up to approximately 70 cults. 111111 %Lieh has It reasonably straight ehltrnotristie curve
from about three cults to the end of
the scale. A high plate potential. a
high series plate resistulee. and a
microammeter having a full scale de.
flectun of 100 mkt...auiperes. were
contributing factors in producing the
straight line characteristic.
The circuit used is shown in Fig. 1.
Because of the relatively low plate
current (maximum iipproximuately 101
micruanileresI. it is possible to run the
filament of the tube below its full rated
value (4.5 volts lermissibleI, thus prolonging its life and constancy of cialiiiratiou. For increasing the accuracy
with which the zero reading of the
met or might be set. it was found
best
to use to
reading of l0
mieruaatperes as zero. calibrating the
meter scale from that ',oho. The tube
voltmeter is calibrated u,iag the uscillatur and therntnasuueier described
before.
On turning on the filament
and grid potentials, it is merely necessary to make a slight adjustment of
the potentiometer until the nl(roammeter reads ten. Changes in the zero
reading during uparatiou are relatively
negligible. The condensers cotmtcted
across various points of the circuit are
used to prevent inequalities in reading
at the high and low frequencies. As
shown, the instrument is equally accurate over the entire audio frequency
range within observational error percentage.
At first glance it sevvus somewhat
dangerous to use a plate meter of such

the eel of the scale. this will not in-

jure the instrument.

In amplifiers where there is 110 direct
current flowing through that lootion of
the output eireuit across is Bich the
tuba voltmeter is connected. the binding hosts marked (f and I' are connected direct to the amplifier circuit.
lu ea -e- where the amplifier output
circuit contains a direct current eum-

made of the eoudenser
peatrut.
and choke combination shawu to the
left of the circuit in Fig. I. An inductance is used fur the grid Isdential return. rather than an ohmic resistance.
because tit' the trouble experienced with
the condenser and resistance leak comIiiiaticu. due to the slowness of such
a system in returning to normal. after
II sudden high potential surge such Its
is often experieueed through induction
eflbts on sets operating tilt commercial

11

1/
111
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1111=II
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iiiii111
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Fig. 2. Calibration curve of direct reading vacuum tube voltmeter
(0 -70v. range)

o

C

o

lighting circuits. The resonant period
of the inductor and capacitator combiuatiou must be outside of the range of
audio frequencies used.
Actual test
lias shown this circuit to give appreciable equality of operation over the
usual audio range. If the impedance of
the choke is kept at least ten times as
great as that of the output device.
This is quite easy if a loud speaker of
usual type is connected to the amplifier
oil lait. In clues where the output potential is to be measured across a relatively high (think resistance, it is advisable to tue fui ohmic resistance leak
in series with the choke as shown at It
in l'ig. 1. This resistor should larve a
value approximately 20 times as great
Its the resistance across which the potential is tu be measured.
By n simple al terntiuu of eircuit constants. the tithe voltmeter may be arranged for the measurement of puteutials of the order of a few volts. In
Fig.:; is shown a circuit making available Iwo franges by the mere throwing
Id a dunble -pule double -throw switch.
While the low range will not have
gain as straight a chtuacteristie as the
higher range, it is still quite satisfactory. as will be sen I'r
Fig. -i. which
gives the curve fur ai muge having a
maximum Id 11101111 seven volts.
Like all vacuum tube voltmeters
using a Il -c. indicating instrument. the
ue dtseiibed hero N ¡II hate its :teen r:ay affected by the Ii -ace form of the
potential Mader umvnareuwut. It will
be found to be considerably (letter lu
this regard thou suwo tube Voltmeters.
Iutwever. ')'hose interested) in the et'feet of way,. form oil the accuracy of
various typos of tube voltmeters. are
I

referred to two recent articles on -The
Thersiionic Voltmeter" by Messrs. W.
B. \1edlani. and l'.. \. t)sch(v:ild. in the
t)ttober and November. 1121; issues of
Experimental 11 "irele.s and the Wire IenN EIII /iiit'el.
If calibrated by the use of a potential of good wave shape. this tube volt meter should retain an accuracy of approximately 1 per cent of full scale for
a considerab period.
Briefly. the
points upon vwhich retention of its accuracy depends are. in unmet of importance:
1. The accuracy tif the plate meter.
(directly dependent).
2. Retention of the same value of

series plate resistance. This value can
be checked quite simply, however. IIy
merely connecting the plate teratitini
of the tube socket tu the negative filament terminal. and powering the plate
potential somewhat, the resistance can
be directly obtained by calculation
ft'oui the impressed potential and plate
meter reacting.
3. Tube constants.
If a tube with
normal constants is selected. the low
plate current and filament current result in reteutiuu of appreciably the
same constants for a considerable
period.
4. Filament potential. Variation of
10 Ier cent causes n viuiatitmn of less
than 1 per cent in reading. and there-
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fore accuracy is relatively independent
of this factor within these limits.
5. "Zero setting" of the plate meter.
Setting for 10 microamperes is important, but is extremely easy to check and,
when set, practically never varies over
1/,! per cent even over a considerable
period of continued use.
As long as the
G. Plate potential.
zero setting is correct. a variation Of
as much as 20 lier cent in plate potential will cause less than 1 per cent
variation in reading, up to the "cut
off" point. This point, i. e.. the point
above which the plate current will not
rise with increased input potential. will
be lowered. This can be noted in Fig.
2, where the horizontal line marked
"200 volts" shows where this point
would be for this value of plate potential.
T. grid potential. It is not necessary
to know the actual value. since this is
set by watching the plate meter. Its
numerical value is of interest only
when one wishes to be sure that the
tube is not acting as a load across the
circuit under measurement. by drawing
grid current.

Test of Multi -Stage A. F. Amplifier
It is important to arrange test conditions s1 as to approach. as nearly as
possible. those which will exist in
actual operation. lu this connection.
the following points are important
1. Input
and output impedances
should be the saute as in actual use.
2. Long input or output leads. or anything tending to produce fl,i -nage
couplings videll wmdd ait be present
in normal operation. should he avoided.
2. Values of input potential should
he chosen so as to aviiit ocerloailing
the output tube. Sund tests should be
made preferably using two OE more
values of input potential. to discover
any alteration in operating characteristics with varying inputs.
4. If the amplifier input consists of
winding. provision
a transformer
uoruuti direct
should be made to lia
current flowing through the tvhtding.
conueled
directly
if the latter is to bo
to a tube plate circuit. as is usually
the case.
5. Conditions of grotte ling ,n shieldthose of actual
ing should he siwilar
use.
In testing a complete amplifier. the
types of tubes which are intended to be
used in it are generally known. The
only points which may be It doubt are
usually the characteristics of the output device (loud speaker). and the tube
(generally detector) which will precede
the amplifier. Usually the amplifier
input will be in the form of a transformer primary winding, in which case
amplification curves may be taken with
several values of series input resist alee. and primary direct current.
A simple circuit for use in obtaining
the amplification characteristic is
shown in Fig. 5. The adjustable resistance R, provides means for simulating
the plate resistance of the tube preceding the amplifier. R. should be small
:

in value compared with the impedance
of the thermoanillianuneter and uscilIator output circuit. In case R, is appreciable with respect to IL the sum of
the two should be made equal to the
By
desired series input resistance.
luteuts of n source of adjustable potential E, and it milliammeter, a direct
current. equal to the plate eurrettt of
the tube feeding the input. may be sel
up in the input primary winding.

103:1

arranged at the point where the input
potential is impressed on the amplifier.
lu ease the characteristics of the
Loud speaker with which the amplifier
is to be used are not known, it is generally best to use a resistance in the
output circuit of the value for which
the outwit ttbe is designed. From the
curve thus obtained. and ti knowledge
of the plate intlsdauce or the output
lobe. it is possible to deturntine by cal-

L. n(40Vn5
LSO Y

Fig. 3.

Circuit of

direct- reading vactube voltuum
meter arranged for

0.L

,E60,n5

+

U.S

V

of
measurement
two ranges of potentials (0.7v. and
0-70v.)

-LSV+

II' the autpliiler input is a tube grid
circuit. the oscillator potentials may
Ile iutlaess01 directly thereon. Ili the
ca>e il' resistance coupled amplifiers.
tine input will probably be lu the form
if a pote resistance. \'titrions series
resisltnn -es lo imitate tube plate resisiame. may be tried between this taut
the input potential source. but it will
generally be nnueessaty to putt a direct current through die plue resin
If Itere is doubt as to the
1na,1'.
ability of this resistance to carry the
necessary current quietly. and without
changing its resistance. il is advisable
to investigate ill(' resiSUtt,o iu gnos-

tion.

ei:tately.

III cas,, where the amplifier input
circuit is not fed from tt tube. e e.trical
eh :uacterist ies simulating as u oncle as
pessilde these of actual tisi. should be

WO

+6V-

+w61-

cnlatiou. the characteristics or the amplifier with any loud speaker whose impedaure characteristics are known.

Testing Individual I to plif wing
Transformers
-

while it is the primary purpose of
this paper to discuss the testing of
complete amplifiers. the testing of individual audio frequency transformers is
believed to be of sufficient importance
to warrant it brief separate treatment
here. This is it more specialized problem than the testing of completed amplifiers. but is or particular importance
for design purposes.
It 5110111(1 be noted that it is practically impossible to construct it test
I:ue accurately
set -up which will s
the circuit reactions to which it transformer will be subjected in it cum pleted amplifier. Thus it is reconr
h dependence
mended that not tun
e placed on results obtained front test
: a single transformer. which is inIeoled for Ilse in a multi-stage amplifier. Features of iuterstng coupling.
input and output coupling. robes,
trnnsfurtners ill other stages. and
loud speaker characteristics. all enter
into the prubiem. making it exceedhigly difficult to duplicate in the test
Id' a single transformer. the conditions under which it will work in the
completed amplifier.
In Fig. G will be found it circuit
I

t

¡Ì

/

/I

/I

:

s
,.,ávnn

e

é

Fig. 4 Calibration curve of d rect.
reading vacuum tube voltmeter
(0 -7v. range)

tthich taut be wade to simulate to
511110 extent. the characteristics of a
single stage of a multi -stage amplifier.
'i'he remarks made previlusly in
comlecthin with Fig. b regarding the
input circuit adjustments. apply here
also. It is recommended that the
circuit IS' grounded at the points indicated, since these points will. in
general. be nt ground potential ill the
final amplifier. If the core of the
transformer is to be grounded in the
final amplifier. it slpothl h0 grounded
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during the test. It is important that
the grid potential battery of the output measuring tube voltmeter be connected at the point indicated, and not
in the grid lead as is sometimes done,
otherwise excessive capacity will
exist across the transformer secondary. If the grid -filament capacitance
of the tube-voltmeter tube is not sufß-

quency range. Here also it will be
necessary to take measurements with
various values of secondary capacitance, and primary direct current, and
curves for the complete frequency
range should be plotted.
Then letting e, = Potential generated in plate circuit of the tube connected to primary winding,

tHERHO-

H,uuH,¢,G,

FIp. 5.

Test circuit for transformer coupled amplifier of several stages

2. It is often desired to perform this
measurement with a definite value of
a-c. potential applied to the primary.
In this case, the well known three voltmeter method can be used to advantage. Fig. 7 shows in outline the
circuit, with means for applying a
d -c. potential to the primary. The
reactance of the choke L must be
sufficiently high with respect to that
of the transformer primary to make
the effect of the shunting circuit negligible, or its inductance value mast be
known and its effect allowed for In
the calculations.
The use of the tube voltmeter is
recommended for obtaining the values
of V,. 1 and V,. The calculations involved in getting the values of primary reactance and effective resistance from these potentials is well
known. and for the sake of brevity
will not be repeated.

General Description of Amplification Test Method

elently close to that of the tube which
e.= Potential across the secondary,
After the apparatus and device
is to be used on the secondary side of
as result of e, in tube,
under test is set up, and necessary
the transformer, either of two posr = Plate resistance of the tube,
adjustments to bring about normal
sible expedients may be used:
.R = Effective resistance of Transoperating conditions are made as de1. An extra frequency run may be
former Primary.
scribed in connection with Figs. 5 and
made with a small condenser C conX = Reactance of Transformer Pri- ß, there remains
the choice of two
nected across the transformer secmary,
methods of taking the amplification
ondary. From the two curves obE-/E,= Ratio of potentials meastained, and knowing the grid -filament ured directly across Secondary and versus frtvpaency characteristic.
1. The oscillator may be set at carcapacitance of the tube voltmeter, and Primary respectively.
ious frequencies throughout the deof the tube which is to be used with
The following formula gives the resired range, and a reading of the tube
the transformer, it will be possible to lation between these factors:
voltmeter taken for each frequency.
determine the curve for the tube to be
From the data obtained, a curve of the
c,
used by extrapolation.
e,- F
V R=
//' amplifier characteristic may be plotE,
2. Use the type of tube which will be
V (r +RJsi-a=
ted. This may be plotted either difed from the secondary of this transThus, with the aid of the curves, and
rectly in output volts, or, by dividing
former in the final amplifier, and this formula, It is possible to predict
output potentials by the constant
connect the tube voltmeter across a with fair accuracy the action of a the
potential, a curve showing the
resistance in the plate circuit of this transformer with any tubes, knowing input
voltage amplification at each fretube. Tested in this way, of course,
the plate resistance and plate current
quency can be plotted. The closer tothe voltage amplification measured
of the preceding tube. and
grid - gether the points have been taken, the
includes the amplification factor of filament capacitance of the the
tube fol- more nearly will the curve show the
the tube following the transformer. lowing.
operation at all frequencies.
To get the voltage amplification of
Two suggested methods of making
2. A quicker method, and one in
the transformer, it is therefore neces- the measurement of the reactance
and which a continuous measurement is
sary to divide the values obtained by effective resistance of the transformer
made
of all points along the frequency
the amplification factor of this tube.
primary winding are given below:
range is shown in general outline,
If it is desired to determine the
1. By means of the ordinary inwith
general characteristics of a trans- ductance bridge, arranged preferably ment the necessary apparatus arrangein Fig. S. Here the shaft of the
former, so that its behavior with var- with both the inductance and resistoscillator variable condenser
is
ious types of tubes may be deduced,
ance values of its standards continu- geared, by some
convenient means,
this may be done with fair accuracy ously variable.
shown here as the gears if and .V. to
by calculations based upon certain
measurements. To do this it will be
THERnO
TRANSFORMER
necessary to find:
VACUUM TUBE
niLLl-AnnETER
UNDER TEST
VOLTMETER
1. The curves of reactance and effective resistance variation with frequency of the primary winding, with
0 MF
the secondary open. These must be
determined for two or more values of
TO
secondary
shunting
capacitance,
A OSC LLATOR
within usual or desired range of filaO
ment to grid tube capacitance, and
with several values of direct current
Ey
through the primary winding. Values
of direct current (simulating tube
o
plate current) as high as the greatest
e*
EE
which it is proposed to use, should be
tried.
2. The ratio of potentials across
1
primary and secondary windings
should be obtained for the entire freFig. 6. The test circuit for a single interstate

F-1

F.

I

transformer
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a drum which is of the proper size to
hold a standard sheet of plotting

paper. Paper having a logarithmic
scale for frequency, and linear scale
for amplification is used. The ratio
of gears it and N is such, that the
frequency lines on the plotting paper
which come under the pen P as the
condenser shaft is rotated. may be
made to correspond with the frequency
produced by the oscillator at the moment. If then the distance of the pen
P above the zero axis of the paper, is
made to correspond to the output volt age reading of the ampliter. we have
a means for drawing the amplifier
characteristic curve directly as the
test is being made.
By means of the arm :und pointer H.
Which is pivoted at .1, it is possible to
follow the movements of the tube
voltmeter microammeter needle. The
movements of the arm 11 are communicated to the pen 1' through the
lever L. and by proper shaping of the
guide template K. it is possible to have
the voltages measured by the tube
voltmeter correspond to the deflection
of the pen I' in terras of the ordinate
divisions of the plotting paper. Since
the templates for the 70-volt and 7-volt
ranges differ somewhat ill shape. they
should he so constructed as to be removable and interchangeable within
the curve drawing mechanism. Fig. 9
sl
s the drum, microammeter, pen,
and attendant curve drawing mechanism.

If desired. the oseilintor condenser
may be rotated slowly by motor or
clockwork, and the observer needs only
tu follow the movements of the microammeter needle carefully with the
pointer if. Upon reaching the upper
end of the frequency range. the condenser drive is disconnected. and the
paper removed from the drum. Upon
the paler, tlo curve of output voltage
vs. frequency l'or the amplifier under
test will be found.

2.

Test for leave Form Distortion

Returning noce to the seeomd of the
tests .which are necessary in examining the operation of an audio frequency amplifier. i. e.. lest of its
ability to handle the necessary output
energy without distortion of the impre.scd wave form. we find that test
of Ibis point includes determination
of the input potential which will cause
overloading distortion --and thus the
permissible input potential --nad for
aeeuratc data, involves determination
of the percentage of harmonies which
are added to the original frequency as
it passes through the amplifier.
The principal points in a transformer coupled amplifier where wave
shape distortion may occur are, in
the 11111;1m-tie circuit of the transformers due to excessive flux density, and
in the tubes. If the transformers are
well designed. the first point can he
neglected. Distortion in the tubes
will generally te caused by the non linearity of the grid potential -plate
current characteristic. or by the grids
of one or more tubes becoming positive

with respect to their filaments. On
high input potentials, one or more of
the grids will become positive, and the
resulting grid current and lowered
grid filament impedance of the tube,
will cause very serious distortion.
This type of distortion Is by far the
more serious of the two caused by the
tubes, and is probably the only type
which would be noticed by the average

I

T
Fig. 7. Voltmeter method for determining reactance and effective
resistance of transformer primary

person listening to the loud speaker
output from the amplifier.
It is often desirable to test an amplifier only for this more obvious type
of distortion. and such a test is quite
simple. The tube which is generally
the first to show signs of grid current
is the one in the last stage. By putting a low rending d -c. milliammeter
or micrommmeter in series with the
grid of this tube. and gradually increasing the input potential. the maximum permissible input will be ,just
below that value which causes the
meter to read in it direction showing
that the grid is positive (Most tubes
have a small constant grid current in
the opposite direction. which should
be disregarded). It is advisabl, to
make the test at several different
nudi frequencies. anti if there is
reason to believe that the grids of
any of the other tubes lu the amplifier are becoming positive, they should
be tested in the same wary.
For proper and safe operation. the
amplifier should be capable of giving
more output signal voltage than is
normally required. before any of its
of grid current nt any
tubes show
point of the indio frequency range.
For ties tvho prefer a method giving more accurate numerical indication
of the amount of wave shape distortion
present. analysis of the output wave by
nneau s ul' the cathode

Fig. Il. Audio frequency amplifier test
The curve
set up.
drawing mechanism
is illustrated in Fig.
9, on page 1033

ray osttllograph

If potential from the
source feeding the input of the ampli.
tier under test, is impressed across the
**horizontal motion" plates of the oscillograph, and potential from the amplifier output is impressed across the
other set of plates, a figure will be
traced on the oscillograph screen,
which will show, by its shape. with
.what fidelity the amplifier reproduces
the wave shape impressed upon its input. To facilitate tracing the curves
.which appear on the screen. a hood was
built over the tube mounting cabinet.
If a single straight line is traced.
perfect fidelity and no phase shift is
indicated. In cases where a phase
shift occurs in the amplifier, the figure
will assume an elliptical instead of a
linear shape. This makes analysis of
the figure more difficult, but the elliptical shape is no sign of wave distortion.
It merely indicates that a shift in
phase has taken place as the wave
passed through the amplifier. Oscillograph figures should be obtained for
several frequencies, and for several
values of input potential. Then by an
application of harmonic wave analysis
to the figures obtained, it is possible to
determine the percentage of harmonics
present. for various input potentials
and frequencies. Depending on the
fidelity of output wave which is desired, the permissible input potential
may then be determined.
It is believed that an oscillographic
test of this kind should be applied more
frequently than it has been in the
past. to the testing of audio frequency
amplifiers. As the scope of this paper
prevents further or more detailed disciission,those interested are referred to
a recent article on "Load Carrying
Capacity of Amplifiers' by Messrs. F.
C. Willis and L. P. Melhuish, in the
October 192G issue of The Kell Spxtcm
Teen a i(01 .Journal.
is recomunended.

3. General Operation
The general ',obits for test and examination mun1i pled under the third
section are usually different for each
simplifier, and no very definite rules for
investigation procedure can be given.
The method of investigation depends
very largely on the particular amplifier. and no general rules can be laid
down. The experience and ingenuity of
the test engineer must be relied upon
generally to determine the method of
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test. Little if any definite apparatus
can be recommended since these tests
require, in many cases. merely intelligent and careful inspection. One important point may be mentioned in this
connection, however, i. e., in regard to checking whether the proper
plate potential is being used on
the tubes in a resistance coupled
amplifier. The plate potential may
be measured with an electrostatic
voltmeter at the plate of each tube
while the amplifier is in operation, or
else its value may be calculated from
measurement of the plate current and
plate coupling resistance value for each
tube.
No attempt has been made in this
paper to give anything but the essentials of audio amplifier testing. It will
usually be found in practice that each
amplifier constitutes to a greater or
lesser extent a special problem, since
each will differ from the others in certain points. The essential features to
be tested for, together with a brief

description of the apparatus found
most suitable for making the tests,
have been given. There are many
other methods of taking amplifier
characteristics, but it is believed that
the methods described here are as good
as most of the other methods, and perhaps excel some In points of accuracy,
convenience, and speed of measure-

ment.
In conclusion. the author wishes to
acknowledge his indebtedness to the
following members of the staff of this
laboratory: -Dr. Walter Van B. Roberts for valuable suggestions regarding
the methods of determining the general
characteristics of individual amplifying
transformers by combined measurement and calculation ; Dr. Irving
Wolf for the ideas embodied in the
method of directly drawing amplifier
characteristic curves described in this
paler; and Mr. David Grclich for his
assistance in connection with the
development of the tube voltmeter
described.

Summary
The more necessary of the various
points which must be tested in examining the performance of audio frequency
amplifiers are outlined. and a method
of test procedure, found by the author
to have desirable characteristics from
the points of view of accuracy. speed,
and
simplicity of operation. is
described.
The method used permits the complete curve of amplification vs. frequency for the amplifier under test. to
be drawn directly by the test equipment in a. very short time. A type of
tube voltmeter found convenient for
measurement of amplifier output potential is described. Brief discussion is
given of the testing of individual audio
frequency amplifying transformers.
and some test methods applicable
thereto are suggested. Amplifier wave
form distortion, and overloading are
discussed. and methods for the test
thereof are recommended.

The Photo -Electric Cell
Special Circuit Arrangements Adaptable to the Photo-Electric Cell
By Dr. Robert C. Burt, E. E.
PART III
the last article we saw that in
the use of photo -electric cells we
have four variables. They were
light intensity. light wave length
or color, applied voltage, and current.
We saw the relation between wave
length and current. At this point we
might remark that while the eye is
not sensitive to light of wave length
less than 3900A °, the ordinary
photo -electric cell is sensitive to
light in the ultra- violet down to
3300A° which is about the shortest
wave length that will pass through
ordinary glass. The author has made
photo-electric cells of fused quartz
which are sensitive to light down to
1800A °. The limit here again is the
inability of the quartz to transmit
shorter waves.

Saturation Point
We also saw in the last article the

relation between voltage and current.
And it will be recalled that vacuum
type photo -electric cells show a voltage current curve much like a vacuum
tube dire. increasing rapidly as
higher voltage is approached.
The
limiting value of current is called the
ot eurrent. and this is reached
at about 100 to 200 volts in the com-

mon type of cell. However. it is possible to design photo-cells which give
saturation current nt very low voltages. Below is gh-en the voltage and

current under constant illumination
for such n low voltage cell which the
author recently made.

Microamperes

\-u1ts

N

0

.04

o

.3
.95

.1

.4
.5

2.0
2.0
2.2
2.4

1.0

.,

:h l

so

3.1
3.3
3.3
It is evident that this cell is nearly
saturated at U.S volts.
200
500

Gas Type Photo -Cells
In the gas type photocell, electrons

are released from the sodium surface
and accelerated by the applied voltage
until they have such high velocity
that upon collision with an atom of
gas they ionize the atom: that is they
break the binding force between the

atom and one of its electrons, and the
field then pulls the ionized atom back
to the surface from which the electron
came, while the newly released electron proceeds in the same direction
as the colliding electron. This process
may repeat itself many times and of
course all this increases the current,
but when the positive ion formed
reaches sufficiently high velocity to
cause ionization, then an arc is formed
and no light is required in order that
the cell pass a current. Furthermore,
the current must be limited by an
external resistance, otherwise the cell
will be damaged if an arc should
accidentally occur, due to a fluctuation
in voltage.
The ionized atoms of all but a few
rare gases are chemically very active,
hence it is necessary in making gas
type photo-cells to have extreme purity
of gas. otherwise the gas will combine

LAMP

MICRO -AMMETER

FIG.

1

Arrangement of photo- electric cell in circuit

as

a

10 TO 500 V.
photometer: for measuring

the candle power of lamps
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with the surface and the result will
be a lack of constancy in the cell
itself.
Even in vacuum type photo -cells it
is necessary for the maker to use great
precaution to get every trace of gas
out of the metal before the cell is
sealed, as all depends on the surface,
and these photo -electric surfaces are
very sensitive to contamination; being
made of elements having ixtreme
chemical activity.

Adaptations of Photo -Cells
Tu use a photo -cell as a photometer;
that is to measure the candle power of
various incandescent lights-- connect

as shown in Fig. 1.
The battery voltage depends upon
the ype of cell. For vacuum photocells it may be from 111 to WO volts;
90 volts being convenient and satisfactory. Note that the negative terminal
of the battery is connected to the sodium, while the positive terminal is
t

FIG. 2
Circuit for photo -electric cell to
be used In conjunction with an
amplifier, as in Fig. 3

connected to the collector. The distance L should be kept constant. The
meter should have a sensitivity of
about 20 microamperes for full scale.
When weaker lights are to be measured, the circuit is the same, but a
current sensitive galvanometer should
be substituted for the microammeter,
and when very weak light, like star
light, is to be measured, an electrometer and guard rings are used.
The same circuit is used with a
glass photo -cell for measuring light
for photographic purposes, or for
measuring and recording sunlight.
When ultra -violet is to he measured.
a quartz photo -cell is substituted for
the glass cell. Remember that the sensitivity curve of a photo -cell is more
like that of it photographic plate than
the eye. heart.. it lights are of different types they should not he compared
on this basis alone.
With a vacuum cell no resistance is
required at R. as indicated in Figs.
1. 2 and 2 -A, but with a gas filled cell,
the resistance should he about one-half
megohm. The voltage is critical and
must be accurately set and held eon-

PHOTO - CELL -,

--------------------------------------------MOTOR-"#

TOOTHED WHEEL-S

SPEAKER - --

o

AM PLI FI ER-

FIG. 3

The
An interesting arrangement for producing audio frequency notes.
pitch of the sound from the loud speaker can be varied by varying the
speed of rotation of the toothed wheel

It' the light is pulsating rapidly
the output may be put through a
Inutsformer amplifier, but if slowly
changing phenomena is to be studied,
the amplitier mast be resistance
coupled.
When the photo-cell is to be used
with an amplifier it should be connected as in Fig. 2. The input Of the
amplifier connects to the output terminals shown.
shows an interesting toy deFig.
veloped by the author and now on exhibition at Washington.
A is an are lamp, C is a condenser
which throws light on a motor- driven
toothed wheel at S. The photo- current
is amplified and applied to the loud
, peaker. With 1114. wheel stopped the
are is lighted and the loud speaker
gives the audible rendition of the
flickering start. When the motor is
started. the pitch of the tone goes up
the scale finally going beyond the range
of the amplifier awl loud speaker. A
Puff eef smoke or a shadow will diThe
minish the sound enormously.
same wave which is used in the loud
speaker may be analyzed by an oscilloscope; thus giving a visual picture of
the wave form at the same time its
tone quality is heard. A great variety
of tone quality is possible with various
shaped holes in the toothed wheel.

slant.

PHOTOCELL',

TO APPARATUS
TO BE CONTROLLED

The same circuit shown in Fig. 2 is
used with a relay (see Fig. 2 -A) and
counting device or chronograph for
counting or timing passing objects. It
is also used with an amplifier for transmission of signal and speech over a
beans of light. Either of these two
circuits with the appropriate auxiliary
equipment may be used for electric
sign control and illumination control,
burglar alarm. or storm detection.
For some problems the new grid
glow tube is desirable. No general
connections can be given because each
ease is unique in itself. From the examples already given it should not be
difficult to make application of the
photo-cell to specific problems.

Perfects
DeForest
Engineer
New Radio Recei\ itlg System
The DeForest Radio Company, Jersey City, N. J. announce the development and perfection of a fundamentally new system of radio reception.
This new system is the conception
of and the result of long research by
Dr. George A. Somersalo, well known
Finnish physicist and former Research Engineer of the DeForest
t'ompatny.
"The Somersalo system. which is controlled by Arthur D. Loral. Receiver in-Equity of the DeForest Radio Company provides a fundamentally new
method of obtaining radio frequency

amplification whiling infringing any
existing patents it is stated.
In the S111111.1..4:11.. system. selectivity
is obtained by the use of a special
form of high frequency tuning filter
placed in the antenna eirenit ahead of
the first tube. The rest of the circuit
is mil -1m 1. he only variable or ad,lnstable apparatus or values lacing the
rheostats if such method of controlling
The filament supply be used.
An important feature is that the
need of nentaliratlon is practically
4.1imiu:tteil. It is. of course, necessary
to reduce the inherent feed -hock in
of the various
the first Inbe by
well -known methods; not to prevent
squealing, however. since there is
hardly a tendency towards squealing.
but in order to sharpen the tuning if
sneh be necessary.
t

Photo - electric circuit as used In
connection with a control relay for
operating burglar alarms, etc.
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New Factor
At this point we had best establish
A

an advance line of operation since our
claim of consumer saturation may be
attacked with reference to the origin
of the set in the home. Up to this
present season we believe that there
were just as many built -up sets installed in this country's homes as ever
before. 11ow did they get there?
To answer that is to come to one of
the most important factors in the radio
industry today- the professional set
This comparatively new
builder.
factor in the distribution chain has and
will continue to have an importance
far beyond what many manufacturers
are granting him and furthermore is
entitled to consideration and a place
in the selling scheme as mnw11 as any
other single factor.
Where did the professional sot
builder or custom set builder come
from In the first place? In the beginning of radio there were consumers
who were greatly attracted to this
new business and who soon found they
had the ability and plenty of time to
work at building radio sets. Soon the
community learned that John Smith
and Bill Jones knew enough about this
"music -box" bllsiltl'SS io build one of
the things. install it correctly and keep
it going. Through word of mouth advertising the it builder's clientele
grew until. in many cases. he gave up
his regular work and opened a store
and developed into n thoroughly
efficient radio dealer. We must say,
however, that today for every dealer
who has a store we believe there are
five professional set builders who do
most of their work at home. in the
evenings and over week -ends. The
purchases of $onic of these men would
stagger the imagination. This writer
knows of one chaffeur whose account
runs close to twelve thousand dollars
yearly; another spare -time worker
who buys kits in half -dozen lots. Almost any radio mail -order house executive can tell you of similar accounts
by the score. So today we have the
professional set builder as the parts
buyer instead of the consumer. who
was the big customer in the beginning,
but who is practically a nonentity
today.

Mail Order Business
Where does the professional set
builder get his parts? As we have
stated there always were and always
will be too many parts. The electrical
and hardware concerns. and other
radio outlets soon found it hopeless to
keep up with the constantly changing
technical nature of the radio parts
business and most of these houses
found it easier to get big sales in complete sets and accessories with much
less inventory loss than to attempt to
get anywhere in the parts business.
A second most important reason for
the above type distributors relinquishing the parts business to others was
that the consumer ceased buying from
the dealers in the toad, furious way

that was the early experience of thou-

sands of retail dealers and the dealers
found that for the business they could
get from consumers the inventory it
was necessary to carry was far beyond
their physii:tl, tinauciah or mental
capacity. Probably it was the dealer's
retirement from the field that hastened time ending of the jobber- dealerparts- distribution method. But while
the established dealer was getting out
of the business the set builder was
corning in strong and experienced
something Of at uutshriaan growth himself. Men receiving only an average
working wage found that they could
double and treble their income through
radio and they certainly got busy.
When the set builder began to find it
difficult to get his parts from the
nearby wholesaler he naturally took to
writing the local wholesale houses in
the metropolitan centers. Noon these
houses found themselves doing almost
as much if not more business through
mail -order than they did locally and
then came mail -order catalogues,
broadsides with new items and cooperative schemes. 'I'.day the parts

The \Iatlicwatics of Radio
A working knowledge of mathematics is of inestimable value to
anyone dealing with the technical
properties of radio. The engineer
without this formulae is much In
the same position as the carpenter
without his rule.
There are many of us who have
not had the right opportunity for
gaining simple yet concise information on the use of mathematics
for working out our problems.
Realizing the demand for material of this nature, John Rider is
working on a series of reference
articles explaining the use of

formulae for calculating inductance values, impedance, capacity, reactance, resistance, voltage
drop. etc.
The first article of this series
will appear in the December issue
of Radio Enginsring. We are sure
you will find it of unusual inter-

est.-Editor.

the aggressive selling and advertising
plans of the set manufacturer will
soon get this point over to the consumers and the work of the local
dealer, who is certainly more active
this year than ever before, will seriously effect the market of the professional set builder. The local set dealer
advertises. he uses many different
retailing sales helps, the telephone and
countless other methods of getting
business that expert merchandisers are
acquainting hint with and there is
enough competition right from his own
kind to keep hint stepping without
lnnv the
even taking into coasiderat
set builder may be effecting his business. But with all this coatpwiIi it
we find that the list prices of parts.
and kits especially. are going up and
up. It seems to he the idea of the
parts manufacturer to see how much
he can get for his parts without attempting to increase stiles aid i r iiiiitiuu to attain lower costs. so that the
benefits can be passed 1111 to the set
builder. And at this time the idea
of a parts manufacturer giving the
professional set builder the sort of
merchandising help he needs to work
out his problem. as the set matadoctwrer gives his dealers, is unheard of.
'noire may lie some manufacturer who
in his advertising tells the ensumer
set prospect to "go to your local professional set builder for your radio
receiver.' but sea far the have not observed swim stn advertising tieup.
There is very little advertising directed right to the consumer in genuine
consumer publications with the objeet
of getting hint to buy a built -rep set
alud hots the parts manufacturers expect tm get their equipment over is.
therefore. something of a puzzle to this

tiiter.

Price Competition
that is treated
disamainfully. but like the
proverbial dog -may have its day;'
is the noinufacturer who knows how
to make any sort of machine-made
product. good and cheap. To hint a
condenser is mo more than a Cola111(1er
or frying pan. His 01Ic thought is the
use of automatic nuehimery to turn
ant whatever is desii-cil at the luw-est
possible price and of the highest possible quality. Being almost what one
could cull it born manufacturer it is
A

second factor

rather

business that is done mail-order runs
into millions of dollars. There are
many dealers in downtown New York
wmo will tell you that most of their
pars business is dune through and to
set builders. An importa ut but somewhat uakuowu reason for the eut
prices that are parent to the parts
business in the big centers is that the
dealer is milking a plat } for the set
builders business and is obliged to give
big discounts. The past season was
probably the greatest set builders year
ever experienced and manufacturers
and distributors are looking forward
to ana even greater business this coining season. But there are clouds on
the horizon and the main purpose of
this article is to inquire if the manufacturers are not beginning to defeat
their own purposes and plans.
-

High Prices on Kits
As we have mentioned, the consumer
can buy as good a complete set as he

can build. And he can buy it cheaper,
judging from the kit prices that are
being established. It seems to us that

fully to say that his products will not
be well-made and entirely satisfactory
for the purpose in hand. It is from
this type of manufacturer that the
chain stores are buying much of their

requirements and they are denting the
radio parts business to the extent of
millions of dollars every year. It
seems that this type of competition
makes it all the more urgent that the
present -day radio parts manufacturer
would do well to devote some thought
to the development of the professional
set builder along the sane lines as the
complete set dealers are constantly beOtherwise it seems inevitable that the parts business shall
suffer greatly in volume and profit.
ing urged.
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Fig. 1.

A number of views of the U.X. 222

four element tube illustrating the step by
special shield is shown in the last view.
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the cud of
I s'il
il ii of
\uitrica trill halle p!:ree.l :l ae\v
Iunr e'lenie0l IIlbe oil the twirI:el. This ntt Inln is the resIllt of
the developuleutal work carried ou by
I)i..\. W. IItII of the t:eneraI Electric
Company whose purpose in designing
:I lithe of Ibis nature rested primarily
in an attempt to eliminate the effeeIice saparily 111.1 W141.11 pI :Ile :nul ;;rid
ithout having to resort to external
11

step construction.
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The

New Four Element Vacuum Tube
I'-.tifrefn (;rid

BI:l'e

ray,

t

pr:0. the Radio

g
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means.

The present neutralizing
izing schemes
\\Inch wo employ in nor limed radio
frc.larn. rrceicers would he Ilnnetes.:ny it' that small rapacity. in the
order of 111 micro- uticrofarads. existing het\Vern the plate and the _riel.
were Him' ivateil. This rapacity is sufficient to allow the passage of radin
hegneney enrreuts and the resultant
ftrd back. if sufficiently large. trill sel
the tube into oscillation.
Since this effective (lip:icily :min ally amounts to the presence of eleetroslatic lines of force. il is ohcions
Sisal this eil'eri can be neutralized il
the elertr.,- static field is blocked.
'iIlee it is impossible to actually remo\e this ca parity from the tube. Ille
only allowable nnaa, for neutralizing
is hy the Ilse of a proper shield hetneen the major elements namely. the
%

Í'Ilhf'. .elf-.\enlrnlizevl. H ilh tin
I'nclor Exceeding :..ill
V1.111etl

beltceen

the uorut:el Ilote of electrons

filament anti the plate.
11r. Ilnll's
final design iuelnlletl a
streeu gril surrounding the plate of
the Utt.. and composed of thin metal
slots \\}tieli slid ma dark Ille eleetrou
tnI \\ lien biased kith a positive
Its
potential etlertively preceutwl appteelable rapacity iullneuce beltceeu elements through the passage of the
tlict15, -sta l ie lilies of Ia1ii.
'rho effective grid to plate .opacity
of the oriliii;t
SIII -.\ type lulu. Is
about 10 to 15 micro- mirrnfaralls.
Thnmgh the rase of the eIeIre.slntic
shield or screen _rill. urliut :Iii\ l at :t
potential of atout 170 \ohs. lhis r :e
Ilse

I

ntpli ficnlion

pacify \cats reduced to 41_7, mirroiItie ruff. rads.
.\ lived ulse set. using ihesr four
elrnlent tubes. was rigged up for funk iug uieu.nreuleuts miel it tests found
(possible to obtain :nt amplification of
4111 per tube at a ware IeugtIt of 6,000
meters.
At :{1s1 tinder, !lie voltage
amplification was between 40 ami 45
as against a possible gain of S tu 111
per stage tchen employing the ordinary _Ill -.\ type Inbes in a stantlartl
rudiu

freyaeu.y set.

Iorpnralion tube,
is similar to
Ili. Ilnll's 1.111. el.uuitI tube. Ileferriu. to Fig. I. it will be seen Io have
The

1:11.1W11

new

Ila.tEn

as the

I

X -__'2.

grill ami plate.

The Screen Grid
In his early experiments. Dr. (lull
employed a seeoud grid. si nouuding
the eoutol grid. :nul biased the set onil grief with a positive potential.
'['hough Ibis screen grief hluekeei the
elechu- static lines of force. it also pre-

O

C-

1.5V.

O

A-

O

A+

B-

B+
135V.

O

+ 22.5
TO 45 V.

FIG.2
Schematic diagram of a two stage tuned radio frequency amplifier using
the four element tubes.
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plate resistance of the new tubes.
Consequently a high impedance tuning
circuit is used in preference to a stepup transformer and the stages are
coupled in the manner shown in the
diagram of Fig. 2. It is surprising
how much gain in sensitivity and
selectivity can be had from a circuit
such as the original Roberts circuit
when one of the four -element tubes is
employed as :t radio frequency amplifier. Since the tube is self-neutralized and will not oscillate under most
conditions, a greater amount of regeneration can be obtained in the cirenit of the detector tube.

FIG.3
Showing the manner ,n which the four element tube is connected in a
resistance coupled audio frequency amplifier circuit. Note that the
"Screen grid " Is used as the control grid In this case.

standard four -prong ITX base and
differs in external appearance from
the ordinary tube by the addition of
a small metal cap at the top of the
glass envelope through which connection is made to the control grid. The
screen grid is connected to one of the
a

base prongs.
The tube is very sensitive to external influences and ..I-equently is
one of these
Used with a shield.
shields is shown in the illustration of
Fig. 1.
The filament terminai potential for
this tube is 3.3 volts and the filament
current consumption is .132 ampere.
Due to the low filament voltage and
current consumption, it can be operate,] from dry cells lint is also adapt :able to a six volt storage battery if
the proper value of filament resistance
is employed. In the latter case it is
possible to obtain sufficient "C" bias

Space Charge Grid Tube

for the control grid. when the tube is
used as a radio frequency amplifier.
by tapping the filament resistance.
The recommended plate potential is
135 volts but the actual voltage employed depends upon the duty to
which the tube Is put.

High Amplification Factor
II is obvious that this tube is self neutralized since the capacity between
plate and grid has been practically
eliminated and consequently no external neutralizing devices are required when the tube is employed in
a
tuned radio frequency circuit.
Furthermore, due to its exceptionally
high amplification factor, it has an
efficiency much greater than the ordinary 201 -A type tube.
No advantage is gained through the
use of the standard type radio frequency transformer due to the high

The adaptability of the new tube
does not end here. It can be employed
as a space charge grid tube in a resistance or impedance coupled amplifier when connected up as shown in
Fig. 3. When used in this manner
the screen grid is used as the control
grid and the ordinary grid is given a
positive bias of about 221/2 volts. The
plate potential can be 180 volts and
the negative bias on the control grid
about 1.5 volts. The amplification
factor in this case will be in the
vicinity of 150 and more than likely
two stages will be sufficient for all
purposes.
These tubes will prove to be excellent intermediate frequency amplifiers
in a superheterodyne receiver, due to
the high amplification factor and can
be employed in conjunction with the
usual intermediate frequency transformers or impedance coupled units.

First Survey of Radio Dealers' Stocks
ACCORDING to a survey of radio
dealers' stocks just completed

blued dealers and jobbers' stocks, act-

by the Electrical Equipment
Division of the Department of
commerce, the first of its kind ever
officially undertaken, returns from
7,842 dealers out of a total of 31,4S5 indicate that there was an average
of 9 receiving sets and loud speakers
per reporting dealer on October 1.
1927. `B" and "C" battery's stocks
showed an average of 31 per reporting
dealer, in units of 45 volts. and 7 storage batteries for "A" power, whereas
eliminators averaged 5 per dealer. Receiving set tubes, not A.C., averaged 83
per dealer, whereas A.C. ones averaged
4. The survey showed that other types
of tubes for rectifying purposes averaged 5 per dealer.
A total of 936 jobbers was circularized of which 236 replied. The number
of receiving sets per reporting jobber was 373, loud speakers 385, "B"
and "C" batteries 1220-45 volt units,
storage batteries, 105, eliminators 254,
tubes other than A.C. ones 3,140, A.C.
tubes 97, and rectifying tubes 171, all
per jobber :
Herewith is a table showing corn-

No. on Hand
(1) Receiving Sets.
(a) Radio Receiving

ually reported:

Sets without accessories for battery
operation
(h) Radio Receiving
Sets wired for A.C.
operation not including power supply
....

153,817

9,498

(2) Loud Speakers.
(a) Loud Speakers
only
(b) Loud Speakers
with
associated
power amplifier

(3) Batteries.
(a) Dry "B" and "C"
Batteries in terms
of 45 volt units
(b) Storage Batteries not associated
with trickle chargers

153.001

5.018

534.721

77.143

(4) Socket Power Units
(a) "A" Socket Power
Units using storage battery ....

15.50O

(h) "A" Socket Power
Units not using
storage battery .
(e) "B" Socket Power
Units with or without "C"
(d) "A" and "B"
Socket Power combined units with or
without "C"

7,:03
51.979

211.237

(5) Vacuum Tubes (Receiving).
(a) Tubes designed
for operation from

1,01K275
6 volts D. C
(b) Tubes designed
for operation from
4 volts D. ('
230.053
(e) AC Tubes (either
heater or filament
52.147
type)

(6) Rectifying Tubes or Units.
(a) High
voltage
tubes or other reetifying units for
"B" power supply.
(b)
Low
voltage
tubes or other rectifying units for
"A" power supply.

58,070

18.546
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Reception of Short Wave Broadcasting
Introduction to a Frequency Conversion System Which Permit.,
Short Wave Reception on a Standard Receiver, and Retnou'
Control
By Bert E. Smith*
PART I
SIIOItT wave broadcasting and its
reception has for sometime been
attracting the interest of those
radio fans who formerly built
every new circuit on which they could
lay hands, as well as many of the
recruits from the listeners ranks. More

and more broadcasting stations have
begun to resort to this field, lured by
the tremendous distance and the freedom from fading and distortion which
have been demonstrated by the pioneering of KDKA and WGY to be an inseparable attribute of wavelengths
below a hundred meters.
The range of the average five hundred watt broadcasting station even at
night is not much more than fifty or
one hundred miles, if reliable reception
be a criterion, but ou sixty -two meters
the signals are as reliable for more
than ten times that distance. It is only
rarely that radio listeners in foreign
countries pick up American stations
operating in the regular broadcast
band, but the short wave station at
Pittsburgh has been consistently received in Australia, half way around
the world! Last winter the British
Broadcasting Company macle a regular
practice of re- broadcasting signals
from American short wave stations to
their English listeners, and their plans
for this winter are much more comprehensive.

Short Wave Broadcasting on the
Increase
New short wave broadcasting stations all over the world are being built,
and it seems probable that within u
month or two of the writing of this
article there will be at least twenty five high powered, short wave stations
which will be consistently on the air,
and their programs will be almost free
from fading, and most of them will be
much louder than the long wave
broadcasts from stations even a hundred to five hundred miles away. The
Crosley station at Cincinnati is now
on the air every night. A Canadian
station at Drummondville, Quebec, has
made remarkable records. A station
in New York is very near completion
and several others are in the process
of construction in that part of the
United States east of the Rocky Mountains. Stations in England, Germany
and Holland are experimenting with
Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.

short waves, and two stations in Japan
are on the air quite frequently.
Reception of such distance as most
of these represent is absolutely inconceivable to most broadcast listeners,
but it must be remembered that, among
the amateurs who have been utilizing
these bands for several years, two -way
communication half-way around the
world is a regular occurrence.

R. F. Amplification Inefficient on
Short Waves
Apparatus for the proper reception
of short wave broadcasting has, up to
Jnnnnnnnnnu^amunmmnunnmnmlmummmmnnnlnl mmr nnn:uvummng

The Budlong-Smith

Wave -

lifter

The present article is restricted
to a discourse on the problems

surrounding the reception of
short waves but is introductory
to a forthcoming article which
will cover in detail a frequency
conversion system adaptable to
tuned radio frequency receivers
and superheterodynes for the
reception of short-wave broad easting. With the same system
it is also possible to control the
tuning of the receiver from a
remote point.
The principle of this device is
not entirely new; similar arrangements have been used
before.
However, it is an
original adaption and should be
of special interest to eaperi-

E

ntenters.- EnnTOR.
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the present time, received very little
attention on the part of those who
spend their time devising circuits for
the ordinary broadcast receivers. This
may be due to the much more complex
problems of design which are encountered in the layout of receivers
for short waves. or perhaps to a lack
of realization of the tremendous popularity which such receivers will inevitably receive in the not too distant
future. The receivers which have been
placed before the public up to the
present time have been simple amateur
sets of a type admirably suited to the
reception of code, but almost useless
for the proper reproduction of music
and voice transmission. Some of these
have been touted under the name of
"Short Wave Adapters." and have been
attached to a plug which could be in-

serted in the place of the detector tube
of broadcast receivers, thereby wasting
the very excellent radio frequency
amplifiers which are usually incorporated in such receivers and making use
only of the audio frequency end of the
broadcast set. Others have been laid
out complete, but although every radio
publication in the country comes to the
writer's desk he has yet to see a short
wave receiver or adapter which was
Inure ambitious in it's conception than
the usual amateur layout.
Unquestionably the development of
apparatus for the reception of frequencies from three thousand to thirty
thousand kilocycles involves much
more complex problems than the design of receivers for five hundred to
fifteen hundred kilocycles. Everyone
knows that the cascade audio amplifier is far more easily stabilized than
a cascade radio frequency amplifier
the former rarely causes trouble,
while the latter has been the subject of
innumerable devices for neutralizing
and balancing, although it is safe to
say that the tuned radio frequency
amplifier Is now here to stay. The
same proportion of difficulty exists
between the amplification of broadcast signals and that of short wave
signals.
No system of radio frequency amplification has yet been
found practical on short waves. This
means that the serious experimenter
or engineer who proposes to place before the public a short wave receiver
which will compare, in its amplifying
properties, to the present day broadcast receiver; has taken upon himself
a rather difficult problem. However,
necessity is the mother of invention,
and if nothing of the kind bad ever
arisen radio would never have reached
its present stage.
In the solution of difficult problems
of radio design a great deal can frequently be learned by investigating the
accomplished solutions of earlier problems which approached being analogous to the one in hand, and following
this line of thought we can go hack
through radio history until we reach
the saint where tuned radio frequency
amplification was thought to be absolutely impractical for the reception of
broadcast frequencies. The radio frequency amplifiers used for broadcast
reception at that time were invariably
composed of amplifiers utilizing "fixed
transformers" which were very broadly
tuned and supposedly gave even amplification over the whole boadcast baud.

-
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Such "even amplification" by any fixed
radio frequency transformer has always been more or less of a myth, and
the system is absolutely useless now
because the selectivity (if any) In such
receivers was procured by no more
than two highly damped tuned circuits
placed ahead of the "fixed" amplifier.

Heterodyning
At that time investigators discovered
that by introducing into their circuit
an oscillator which was capable of
emitting a very sharp wave the incoming signal from the detector could be
heterodyned to nay given longer wavelength regardless of its incoming frequency. and they could then amplify it
by a series of sharply tuned long wave
transformers which could be easily
stabilized, and at the saute time prove
very efficient. The tuning of such circuits twos frequently so sharp that
side -bands m-ere cut off. tied the amplifier had to be broadened to secure gaud
quality of reproduction.
The efficiency of this method-well
known in its application to the Superheterodyne circuit, has been proven by
the fact that Su1Krheterodylies are
still very popular for broadcast reception. even though several years have
gone by since their introduction: and
it is elo»btful whether any radio circuit
has yet been devised for the reception
of broadcast frequencies which excels
the Superheterodynes in selectivity
and sensitivity. It has stood up in the
face of the continued development of
the tunny systems of neutralization
which nowadays permit the efficient
operation of tuned radio frequency amplifiers in the broadcast baud, atlhough
tube for tube such amplifiers are now
atore efficient than the system of long
wave amplification employed in Super heterodynes.

High Frequency Intermediate
.4 nt pliriers
tit' late Superheterodyne designers
have sought to profit by the greater
possible on wavelengths
autplilicati
and they are
near the broadcast I
steadily increasing the frequency of
The
their intermediate amplifiers.
thought immediately arises -can we
not make a Superheterodyne which
will alter the short waves of the present day to broadest wavelengths
where we can amplify them successfully and without a great deal of
trouble? If some such system could be
evolved we could make use of our
present broadcast receivers in toto and
thus gain the advantage of the many
years of development and perfection of
radio frequency amplification which
are represented in our broadcast receivers. Furthermore, most of our
broadcast receivers are much more
efficient in- some one part of the
1

broadcast 1181111 than in others, and if
WO could figure out some method of
moving our short Wave signal to that
band. we should be enabled to take full
advantage of the maximum sensitivity
of our broadcast receiver plus whatever previous amplification could be
gained in the transfer.
Our problem then is a simple one on
the surface. All we 111441 is a unit
which can be pl;ued ahead of our
regular broadcast receiver. to accept
the incoming signals on all wavelengths
from abort thirteen meters up. and
haul them out to the set somewhere
between two hundred and five hundred and fifty meters.

Short Wage Heterodyning
I m practical
Is simple. but just try turd
Ili t,-i ulytitg of short wave
signals is :t loso ii ely impractical: at
least by any circuit as yet evolved.
It has been tried with varying degrees
of sou- snceess by almost everyone of
our thirty thousand amateurs who
number nuamg their ranks the most
prominent engineers in the country.
HMI most of theta have finally given
it up. The reasons are rather too long
to include in this article. but suffice it
to say that while heterodyning is a
tine thing ii tai taw0 hundred meters
up it is almost useless below one hundred meters. Fur one thing. there are
malty more "fregaetwies" to the
"meter" of uvavol1ngthi at thirty meters
Bunn then. are at three hundred, and
to heterodyne with itity degree of success we should have to have more
than ntiorotauiug in our oscillator
system-- so much more that it uvouhl
be a ten minute job to tune in a station even if we knew exactly- where
to look for is on our dials. This is
only one of the drawbacks there are:
among many others which definitely
bar heterodyning as a practical means
Pit' concerting short waves to broadcast
waves.
At this point we seem to run up
against ii blank wall. If we can convert our short waves to broadcast
waves we can amplify them to almost
any extent we please and the problem
noty is to accomplish the conversion of
frequency without heterodyning. int1adyning, or using any of the other
more or less standard methods. Something new had to be worked out.

It s

do it :

New Frequency Conversion System
The solution. when it was finally
I. twins So Simple :IS to be :almost
it hi ecomical. while at the saute

f

se11tcd many-

other possibilities.

It

was merely the adoption of a system
of coiversio11 front one wavelength to
another which is in regular use at the
present time for :another purpose -in
fact it has already been mentioned in
this article in that co11aectiout. By
this new means it is possible to build
a unit which can be utilized ahead of

standard broadcast receiver for

the purpose w4 desire and twill. incidentally, perform many other valuable
functions.
We have called this unit the "BUD LONG- SMITII WAVELIFTER" as the
system was developed by Mr. A. L.
Budlong of the American Radio Relay
League headquarters, and the writer.
It will act as a remote tuning control
for the broadcast set, and incidentally
will have only one wavelength and one
volume control regardless of how
complicated the tuning system of the
broadcast receiver may be. It will
utilize the most sensitive point of the
broadcast receiver and will broaden
its range to cover the whole radio
frequency scale. It may be utilized
to control the broadcast set, without
any direct connections, either mechanically or electrically, from a remote
point. It will constitute the input unit
for at Superheterodyne. It will provide
means of comparing the overall ataIt can be
Idification of receivers.
used for calibrating purposes. In itself it makes at rather good short
wane receiver. I11 other swords it beooutes an almost indispensable adjunct
for the see
experimenter and a device of great value to almost every
listener. And it ¡tac....mpli,11., all
these things with only one tunic control. one volume control. and one adjustment to be matched to the adjustment on the dials of the broadcast receiver with which it is used.
Hy the utilization of the BudlongSmith system other units may be constructed. which have no tithing eontrots whatever. and can be inserted in
the circuit of the regular broadcast
receiver. utilizing the present radio
frequency amplifier. and which will
add any number of amplification
stages without any great difficulty in
stabilization or in the construction.
The theoretical properties of this
ratively elementary
system are comparatively
and the circuit arrangements are not
at all complicated. A complete explanation of the system. as well as the
circuit details will be folly covered in
the 11ext tirtk-ho.

National Broadcasting Company
Operates a Still!
An application to the Bureau of
Prohibition at Washington. D. C.. has
bieu made by the Nat toiat Itroadcnstiig Company l'or u permit to operate
a still nt the new transmitting station.
nous nearing completion. at Iiclatore,
Long Island.
Distilled water is utceessary to cool
the giant tubes as any other water
leaves deposits on the plates. Reecntly, in discussing apparatus for the
new transmitter. it was suggested that
a small still be installed to distill three
gallons of water an hour. This is.
probably, the first record received by
the Bureau of Prohibition from a
radio station for permission to operate
a still, as necessary equipment for
broadcasting. ((let your cap ready')
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Audio Frequency Amplification
A

i

tari'

General Review of the Fundamental Problems
By H. G. Cisin, Associate Editor
exteualy low or high ftindawntals

I

of a xrrirx of three
arlicl.n by /r. I'ixin. In the present
unir/. Itr poi it otit :tome of the
wixaonr ptionx of audio amplification
and iort/tor. fruit ion. u ririd pattern

This ix

the

Beset

.1

of the net iry elementx Io foin n
prrxpt'elirt for th, ,.ad.,. Il Ifee01111
and lh ird arlielex trill In I, of general
in nuhuv. .1 radio (rv4ytoucl, nmídifler
x//St.-ax and pntrrn stn pli lit r, trill be
corred in .1.lail. Eurruua.

still a great deal of
confusion in the minds of numerous people regarding the
sal;ject
of audio frequency
amplification. 'i'Itis is principally due
to the fact that the major part of the
developmental work 1111 :nuliu amplifiers itas beta dune in a comparatively
slant space of time and the elements
as they stand are not the result of
one man's tabor but rather the result
of the labor of many.
The average ntau has not had snftfcie11t time to digest all of the material
covering tin 11umeerotis systems and
adoptions and is at a loss 111 kmn\v
What cam be expe'cted of e:eli and.
under a given set of euaditivas. whirl
Will 11111v11111 flit' must bluetit. Since
engineers are still disputing each
other's assertions and furthermore,
since no dntinite ground work has
been laid from which further definite
results can
gathered with an assurance as to their truth, it is impossible

T

IIF.1t1. is

l'

for anyone to lay dawn specific rules
governing audio frequency amplification or state any individual conclusions as pure fact.
Audio nmplitleatiun is a highly
problematical subject as eau he tinder
stood when we study the idiosyncrasies
\ \'huts in
of the sense of fearing.
the first place. is good reproduction
-horn WI' know that the hearing of
111111 111äa may cover or may
not cover
as wide a range of frtepeacies as
another man's /tearing and that in
either ease the extent of the impression
on the nerves may be distributed
over entirely different bands of frequencies. One man notes distortion in
the sound delivered by a loud speaker
which others may not ilisocrn for the
simple reason Iliat he is :ditto to hear
power or higher frequencies than the
rest of the listeners.
-

What Is Good Reproduction
We can say that good repruduetioa
is any distribution of sound which
is an exact duplicate of the original
for we all have our own conception of
the original and judge solely by our
sense of hearing as to the quality.
In other words, it makes little difference if a man is unable to hear the

or harmonics produced by the i u-t ii
meats of an otthestra- -they do not
cute within his stase of appreciation
is the Iirst place, since he mover hears
theta.
Therefore, if we \wtt to dtiplleatt
the original ¡tt the receiving end we
would be satisfying everyone. That
I

is a nice way of pitting it butt it
is not two ...sillily a fact. 'fhere are
too many- other points to consider
to make the above statement the
truth. yet it amount to an ideal
:nn idtal which so far is unrealized.

-

Frequency Considerations
cuudd say a great deal regarding
the unhappy faculty the ear has of
Itar
' to "appreciate in its own
\ray" music which is distorted. but
an element and
let as drop the
observe how that which has been said
is of iugort:nee in relation to atidin
frequency. amplification.
It' we design a transformer so as
to have a cutoff lit a frequency of
7.11111 cycles and build up an amplifier
using two, of them. the resultant
reproduction would not please a person
who could hear well above the stated
If \\e made the
cult -110' twltieucy.
cai -off frequency way tip around 10,0110
of 12.100 cycles trouble would be
from audio frequency
uxparieneed
regeneration. tube noises and other
extaneums sonuds encountered in the
fregneaies bordering the super- atuliIde.
'l'hoy might be bothersome and
they might nut. depending upon our
own range of hearing but the audio
frerpeuey regeneration. if present and

we

1

not

intelligently

controlled

would

at the lower freuIaoaeies through the presence of articreate distortion

tital

harmonics developed by the
overloading of the A. F. tubes. etc.
Since it is considered that there is
little of value to be heard above
approximately :5,0011 too 7,I0) cycles,
which is :donut the practical limit on
the musical settle of the piano and the
violin. transformers are designed to
cut off at that frequency and the
difiienities previously mentioned are
not ticotintered.
Obviously, no attempt is made to
cut off at low frequencies. under
normal euaditions, lout rather. an
attempt is made to increase the amplification at low frequencies as it is In

this bauul that practically all audio
amplifier systems are deficient.
if we employ an amplifier which
has excellent frequency character istiss in the Iower bane/ the energy
output front the past tube, at low
frequencies. under certain set conditions. will be greater than normal

I
and the resultant .0111111 from the
speaker will be improved. theoretfif
the
listener
is
eall>. and actually
physically able to hear the how
1

frequencies well.
Nn far Nye have merely stated what
the result may be. without giving any
speaker.
considleratiun to the
Let as record this as a fact : a y one
audio frevpteu,y amplifier. irrespective of its typo. \vhe11 uses/ in coa.junction with :t given loud speaker
may- prove ntsat isfaetnry to one pet.yet highly satisfactory to another.
The whole matter is depemdeit upon
Ihree factors. i. e.. the frequency
ch:naeteristics of the audio :unplitier. including the Iluns. the frequency
characteristics of the loud speaker
and. if we may say it -the frequency
characteristics of the listener. The
chalices of the three of them matching
up are not very good.
ilo\vever. it is not essential to paint
the picture quite so vivid. Audio
frequency amplifiers are designed to
conform as nearly as possible to the
characteristics of the average load
speaker sit that the resultant reproduction will have a fairly uniform
aaplitudo over the frequency range
from :i'S to 5,11011 or 7.IIt0 cycles. flow
near they come to this is another
story: there are very few. if any. loud
speakers in popular use which reproduce .any fundamentals below 201
cycles: any frequencies below this
point which are heard are merely
btEnmities.
/setting hack to the theme, the point
we hail' been endeavoring to justify
is. that no one as yet Is quite sure
as to what
eunstitutes an ideal
audio amplifier.
Furthermore. that
it is idiotic to state that any particular amplifier has ideal frequency
characteristics.
1

1

Developments in Audio

Amplification

It

is unnecessary to cover the his-

tory of audio amplifiers except to
mention that many fine amplifiers with
what we call excellent frequency
eh:tacteristios. were really decidedly
poor in veinal results because the
tithes. and particularly the one in the
last stage. were iucapablc of handling
the peak energy and overloaded,
thus creating tube distortion.
It will be remembered that the first
real step towards the Improvement
of reproduction was the push -pull
amplifier. In this amplifier. the load
is distributed between two tubes. and
due to the gash -pull connection. harmonic distortion. produced in the first
transformer stage. is nullified.
Shortly following the introduction

-
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of the push-pull amplifier better audio
transformers appeared on the market
and the resistance anal impedance
coupled amplifiers, always noted for
t heir practically straight line frequency
characteristics, were resurrected from
the past. Shortly afterwards the first
real semi -power tubes and power tubes
were marketed and today they are
generally employed in the output
stages of audio amplifiers.
Most everyone knows that excellent

power tube in the last stage and a
considerably higher plate voltage.
However, it remains a question to
many as to what form of amplifier
is the most satisfactory under a given
set of conditions and whether or not
it is actually worth the while to use
say-, a 210 tube in preference to a
171 tube. Among other questions ou
A. F. amplification I have been asked
whether better results can be obtained
from a power amplifier employing a
single 210 tube or from an amplifier
with a push-pull output, using two
171 tubes.
Believe it or not, the
answer is not a simple one and it is

reproduction can be obtained from
any of the three principal forms of
amplifiers and that reproduction can
be greatly improved by employing a

1:127

the purpose of this series of articles
to satisfy just such questions.
Enough has been said regarding the
characteristics and requirements of
studio amplifiers to form a basis for
the coming articles, Knowing the conditions it is an easier matter to form
an intelligent conclusion regarding the
three principal systems of audio amplification and their adaptability- to
general and specific use.
The next article will deal with the
audio systems now in use and serve
to point out the advantages and disadvantages of each.

A Versatile Testing Outfit
A compact

lotit for testing tubes, transformers, loud speakers and
complete receivers
By John F. Rider, Associate Editor

THE writer has received numerous inquiries requesting constructional details on testing
equipment, simple in operation. yet effective in results. The
letters received pertained to tests on
receivers,
audio
amplifiers, loud
speakers, detector tubes and audio
amplifier tubes. Were we to design
a unit particularly suited for each
test, the Lumber of pieces would be
in excess of that which can be carried
by the service man on his daily
rounds. With the above in mind, the
writer has developed a testing unit
suitable for all the tests mentioned
above and can be housed in a cabinet
14" x 14" x 0" deep. The "B" batteries can be carried in another small
battery case. The "A" supply is always available where the test is to
be made.
If the service man has
been called because the "A" supply
is faulty, there is no need for the
testing equipment outlined below.

The unit to be described consists of
radio frequency oscillator which
can be adjusted to be self-modulating, if desired. A regenerative detector system is also included, which
can be converted into a radio frequency oscillator by advancing the
regeneration control until the tube is
oscillating.
A variable characteristic, three stage audio amplifier is
also contained in the cabinet. The
last tube of this amplifier can be used
either as an output tube or a vacuum
tube voltmeter. Let us now see what
we can accomplish with this unit.
a

Adaptability of Test Unit
First, we have the radio frequency
oscillator producing an unmodulated
wave. This unit can be arranged for
calibration work on coils and condensers, determination of the wavelength of received broadcasting stations, etc. With the self-modulating
unit in operation this radio frequency

oscillator, now self- taudulated, can be
used for the calibration of receivers
and as n broadcasting station for the
testing of the receiver. It can be
used for the checking of the various
tuned circuits of a single or dual controlled multi -stage radio frequency
receiver.
By progressively feeding
the modulated signal Into the various
stages, one can determine any variances in resonance settings.
Second. the regenerative detector
unit, operating in conjunction with
the modulated radio frequency oscillator, permits the testing of tubes
intended for use as detectors. Their
sensitivity, their ease of oscillation
can be easily determined. Operating
with the audio amplifier, the last
tube of which is arranged as a tube
voltmeter. the system can be adjusted
to shoe- visually the relative degrees
of sensitivity of the tubes used as
detectors. By means of a two -way
stcihlt either a Is'Alive or a negative
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Complete circuit diagram of
Versatile Testing Outfit. The R.F. Oscillator can be used as a
modulated oscillator dependingtheupon
modulated or onof switch S2.
The outfit can be converted into
oscillator by advancing the tickler coiltheL3 position
a
beat note
to a position where the detector tube
will oscillate.
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bias can be applied to the detector
tube grid. Wheat testing such tubes,
the detector circuit is arranged to
pick up the energy generate] by the
self-modulated radio frequency oscil-

lator.
Third, the audio amplifier in the
test unit can be used for the testing
of amplifier tubes, that is to say.
tubes intended for use as audio frequency amplifiers.
The modulated
radio frequency signal generated by
the oscillator is fed indu the detector
tube and then into the amplifiers.
Output indications are visible on the
tube voltmeter meter.
Fourth, the signal from the radio
frequency oscillator is feel into the
detector of the test unit and then
into the receiver amplifier. The icration of the receiver amplifier can
thus be tested.
Fifth, by adjusting the radio frequency oscillator to generate an unmodulated carrier wave and by adjusting the regenerative detector of
the test unit to beat against the radio
frequency oscillator, the beat note
can be fed into the receiver amplifier.
In this manner certain frequency tests of the receiver amplifier
are possible.
Sixth, by passing this beat note
into the test amplifier and then into
any speaker, it is possible to note response characteristics of speakers.
With the arrangement of the equipment, the utility of the system is
even greater than that outlined, and
additional »ses will present themselves after the system, is in
operation.
mum

Details of Test Unit
The complete wiring diagram is
shown is Fig. 1. The switch 82 in
the grid circuit of the radio frequency
oscillator couverts the oscillator into
a generator of a carrier wave (unmodulated) or into a generator of a
modulated carrier wave. When the
switch is in position 1 the wave is
modulated; in position 2 it is unmodulated. C is the main tuning
condenser and has a capacity of .0105
mfd. Cl is a .000)5 mfd. vernier condenser. It is used when obtaining a
heat note between the radio frequency
oscillator and the oscillating detector
circuit. Automatic filament controls
are used for each tube. The radio
frequency tube is a 199. L is the center tapped inductance. When energy from the radio frequency oscillator is fed to the detector circuit
(L21 the feed coil Ll is loosely
coupled to 1.2. L3 is the variable
tickler coil.
Tite switch S3 in the grid return
circuit of the detector tube makes
possible the application of either a
positive or a negative bias. When
the switch is in the plus position, the
bias is positive; when in the minus
position, the bias is negative. C4 is
the detector tuning condenser. a .0005
mfd. unit. The grid condenser in
the radio frequency oscillator and the
grid condenser in the detector circuit
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twnal layout of
the testing outfit. T h e R.F.
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generative detector tube are
mounted on the
shelf. Th: A.F.
tubes and impedance
units
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the base.
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FIG. 2
are butt .00025 mfd. units. The grid
leaks associated with time two grid
condensers are each 1 nagohm in resistance. The tone of the modulating signal of the radio frequency amplifier can be varied by varying the
value of the grid leak. The 1 megohtn grid leak in the detector circuit
Provides for stable regeneration control with the variable tickler.
The switches associate) with each
coupling condenser of the tuned
double impedance units permits the
insertion of a 1 mfd. condenser as the
coupling condenser am] provides an
amplifier with a that characteristic
from 30 to 6000 cycles. Actually, the
curve has a peak, but the frequency
of the peak is below 30 cycles, there-

fore ont of the normal audio range.
With these 1. mfd. condensers (CO.
('7 and CS) out of the circuit. the
andin amplifier has a peak at SO
cycles and is flat from approximately
130 to 0400 cycles. The switch S4
in the plate circuit of the output tube
provides a means of placing the galvanometer G2 into the circuit when
the tube is used as it tube voltmeter,
and the milliamneter 12 Into the
circuit when the tube is used as an
output tube. The speaker is plugged
into the jack J. The "C" battery
supplying the last audio tube with
grid bias is variable. The switch 85
in the grid circuit of the second audio
stage permits placing the mi)liammeter in the grid circuit to show grid
current. The resistance R shunting
the galvanometer G2 in the plate d rcuit of the output tube permits adjustment of the setting of the meter
pointer. CO and C10 are by-pass condensers of 1 mfd. each. The switch
S1 and the .03001 mfd. condenser C12
permit the transfer of energy from

us,illatur to radio frequency
transformers in the receiver under
test. The circuit diagram will be
shown later.
the

Constructional Details
The list of parts required for the
complete system are as follows:
2- .00025 mfd. grid condensers with
grid leak clips (C2 and C5).
2 --1 megohm grid leaks (Rl, R2).
.0005 mfd. variable condensers (O
and C4).

2-

5-Sockets.

5- Filament resistors (R3).
1- .0000:1 mfd. vernier condenser
(C1).
1- .00001 mfd. fixed condenser (C12).
2- 14attery switches (B, B.)
1

-1st

-tage tuned double impedance

unit IT).

1

-2nd stage
unit.

tuned double impedance

(Ti)

1-3rd stage tuned double impedance
unit (T2).
to 100 current squared thermocouple galvanometer (G1).
2-0 to 1.5 1). C. ntillianuneters (G2)
(I1).
1-0 to 51) D. C. miitiammeter (I2).
1- Single 'tole double throw switches
(S2. S3. S4, S5).
4- Single dole single throw switches
(S1. $t. 87. SS 1.

1-0

0 -1 mfd. fixed condenser's

(C3,

CO.

C7. CS. C9, C10).
1

-.001 mfd. fixed condenser (C11).

-)

10001 ohm variable resistance.
(Carry at least 3 mils) (R).
-Olen eircuit jack (J).
1 --511
Turn honeycomb cull --Tapped
at midpoint (L1).
2 -1000 turn honeycomb coils (L1 and
L2) (L1 tapped at midpoint).
1-400 turn honeycomb coil (L3).
1

1

to
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:I 111ee11111:tte1I carrier bine. the
carrier frequency of which is mule
variable by menins of euwleuset C.
In Fig. 4 we show the t
system

lug

of the radio receiver to

The

panel layout of the testing outfit. The
mountings f o r

coils Li and L3
are movable so
t h a t
t h e
coupling
be tween coils can
be varied.

FIG.3
Detailed wiring inset rii iï. i s are 1111 necessary, since the readers of this
paper are f: 'liar with all the phases
of wiring. The spare conserved can
be applied to better advantage.
The
equipment other than 1114. batteries is
mounted upon two shelves. as shown
in Fig. 2. ')'Iris is a rear view of the
cabinet housing the equipment. The
radio frequency oscillator and the detector circuit are mounted upm the
upper shelf. The three audio stages
are mounted on the lower shelf.
which shelf constitutes the baseboard.
The honeycomb coils are mounted on
the front panel by means of plugs
and sockets. Each coil is equipped
with a plug. When the unit is placed
into operation, the coils are plugged
into position. The socket for roil Ll
5110111(1 be on a swivel so that it can
he set at 90 degrees with respect to
coils L2 and L3. The socket for L
-can 1m permanently fixed. La should
be movable.
The front view of the
test unit. shown in Fig. 3. shows how
the coils are mounted. By swinging
rill Ll to some angle between parallel and 151 degrees we can vary the
energy transfer between Ll and L2.
When the equipment is being carried
from one place to another, the coils
are removed from their sockets and
plaeevl within a rack in the cover.

the 11551 turn coil. and consequently
higher wave length. is the greater
ease of producing the beat note. maul
obtaining a hand of audio frequencies.

1Vhereas uu :lIMi wavers an audio frequency beat note b+nul of from
:d1 to :15111 cycles would roust il lite a
small change in the setIin_ of the
Uunin_ coudems4.r. 1114. saine audio
hand en 151100 or 215101 nalers is
equivalent to a complete revolution
of the vernier condenser dial.
A
separation of It or S inches between
the coils LI :und
tchen they are
parallel. is quite satisfactory.
Suppose we place the
into
operation. Lei us assume that we
have a single control. two stage tuned
radio fregieacy receiver und we desire Io determine if all the stages
are 1nu4.el to resou:n 4.e when the tuning dial is sel to :1 eertaill tw:uwe14.mg111.
LI is now the :11 turn honeycomb coil. The switch SI is so placed
t 11:11
the .I01NI1 ofd. coupling condenser I'12 is eonnected to 1he coli.
S2 is set to position 1.
The radio
fregneney oscillator is now general-

J.

be tested.
The oscillator is set to some wavelength within the broadcast band.
We set the receiver into olierathun.
Now remove the aerial from 1111. receiver mind oouuect the lead marked
X in Fig.
(radio frequency oscillator titillait lead) il) the aerial ter1

minal of the receiver in Fig. 4.
Tune the receiver to resonance with
the locally generated signal.
Note
the dial setting.
Not' remove the
lead X l'
the aerial terminal and
place it upon the plate terminal of
the first radio frequency :amplifying
tube in the receiver. This is marked
SI in Fig. 4. Iietnne the receiver
to resonance. Note the setting of the
timing condenser. Nov
t
remove the
lead X ftmn inlsithin Tl and place it
at Y2. ]tern ie to resonance ;und nots
the dial setting. Repeat the process
backwards to check the dial settim_..
Tim eirrnit ofT resonance can be easily
decided inane, and correction made.

Testing Tubes
Suppose we wish to test a detector
tube. Switch SI tin radio frequency
oscillator) is ',et to the "of" positioit. Stvitclr S2 is set to position
the same as before. Coil Ll is now

the

1111X)

turn roil. The test detector -

amp1111er circuit is set into operation.
Switch S4. in the plate circuit of the
output tube, is set to the position O.

test speaker is plugged into the
jack. The test detector circuit, with
a standard detector tube. is tuned lo
renon :cuve with the oscillator chenil.
The tickler control is set. to any dosired point. The speaker output iuA

Iemsily is noted. The detector tube
is now removed and the tithe to be
tested is inserted in Its place. Note
the difference. il' :any. bel W1.1.11 the
signal output. If judgment is difficult in this manner switch Sl should
be set to position V.
The galvano metet 1:2 is nota in the plate circuit
and the lass audio tube will be used
mis a tube voltmeter.
.djust the 17
bias to al uut lo or 12 volts. :Apply
15 or 07 volts lu the plate.
:Ael,inst

Using the Test Unit
The radin frequency coil designated
as Ll is in reality two coils, that is.
when tuned to the regular broadcast
wavelengths to test the funs receiver.
coil L1 is the 50 turn honeycomb coil.
When producing the beat note for the
testing of speakers or for the testing
of tubes or other units in the testamplifier, coil Ll is the 1000 turn
coil. The reason for operating with

8+

8+

If the lead x of the R.F. oscillator is connected in turn to V. VI and
Y2 it can he determined if any of the stages of R.F. are out of resonance.

Fig.

4.
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the resistance It to be all in, thus
minimizing its effect upon the galvanometer. Nov
t vary the C bias until the plate current is about 50 miensi mp tires. Plaie the standard deteetor tube in the socket. Tune the
detector circuit to resonance with the
oscillator. If the galvanometer goes
off scale. adjust the resistance It until the needle shows about S0% of the
total scale. Now remove the standard detee'tut and replace the tube to
be tested. Retune the detector circuit. The tickler coil should remain
fixed as before. Note the galvanometer reading in the taie voltmeter
circuit. If It is less. the output of
the tube is less; if it is greater the
tube output is greater. The tube
voltmeter reading is indicative of the
detector tube output since nothing
else bas been changeai.
Amplifier tubes are tested in the
same manner. except that the amplifier tube is inserted into the second
audio stage. The meter 11 in the
grid circuit of the second audio stage
is included ti) check the presence of
grid enrrent. which, while not of
great consequence with a tuned
double impedance
(unless the
value of grid current is more than
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it affturds a check

niou the grid circuit.

Suppose we wish to check the ease
of regeneration of a detector tube, or
the regenerative lowers of a detector
The same circuit is used. with
calibrated tickler adjustment.
By
noting the setting of the tickler coil
and the galvanometer reading we can
observe the amplifying powers of the
tube due to regeneration.
tube.

Beat Note Oscillator
To produce a beat note between

the radio frequency oscillator and the
oscillating detector, we must set
switch 82 to position 2. The oscillator tube will now generate an unmodulated carrier nave. The coil LI
is the 1000 turn coil. The detector
tube is adjusted to oscillate. Switch
81 is set to the position 0 and the
"C" voltage is reduced to the normal
value required for the applied "B"
voltage. since the tube is now being
used as an output tulle. A 112 will
be satisfactory as an output tube and
as a tube voltmeter. The speaker is
plugged into the jack .1. The radio
frequency oscillator and the detector
tube tuned circuit are brought to zero
beat ou a high wavelength. If a
wavemeter is handy. the detector

tube circuit can be calibrated in
wavelength for that tiekier coil setting. .\ series of close calibrations at
it progression of .dN) cycles will give
a series of beats of known frequency,
when the radio frequency oscillator
is held cumstant anti the detector tube
tuning circuit is varied.
If calibrated beats are not required, the
baud of audio beats between :0 and
:,(N)0 cycles can be obtained by varying condenser Cl. The zero beat between the oscillating ileteetor and the
rudh) frequency oscillator should be
made with cundeuset' Cl set at zero.
This equipment is very versatile.
It cran be applied tu excellent advantage un a permanent installation in a
service station. It eon also be put
Io good use ais It portable ullttlt.
Many service men have automobiles
and the weight of the "1i" battery
box is of nu t'utlSequela'e. A service
man without a cor can easily carry
these two units. The test cabinet
c;nn be arranged with :I hinged cover.
to tit over the front panel. I'unmction to the battery box is made by
me :ins of battery cables. The connections to the "I "' batteries should be
as short as possible. By using î volt
"t "" batteries, tapped at 1.:e volt
values. a good variation is obtainable.

Australian Radio Trade Demands Revision
of Patent Royalty Exactions
Royal Commission Condemns Policy and Demands of Patent Holders.
Lut Refuses to Consider Evidence on l alidit y of Claims. British
Manufacturers' Latest More
i future of the Australian
radio trade is indissolubly
bound up with the patent question. is the opinion of many
eompotent authorities. Just how far
this affects the American manufacturer is shown by the fact that radio
exports to that destination reached
$1,304,000 in 1920, while the chart below summarizes progress during the
past few years.
The comparative American and
British quotas revealed by this summary require considering in conjunction with recent propaganda put out
by British makers that no partent
royalties are paid by American manufacturers on radios extorted to Australia, whereas British sets comply
with the rules and regulations of the
patent interests by contributions to
the Marconi Company in Loudun at
the rate of $a for every tube socket
built into the instruments. of which
amount 30 cents is paid over to the
concern holding the Australian patent
rights. This latter is Amalgamated
Wireless (Australasia) Ltd.. in which
concern the Federal Government have
flyer in Aus:I Iv Idiug of f500.001.
TI

I

traita. some dealers handling eertaIn
sets have been called upon to pay
patent royalties, :Intl others have not
been approached.

Conditions Unsettled
Conditions surrounding Australian
radio have become so unsettled. and
the policy and the demands of Amalgamated Wireless have been such that
a ]loyal Commission was set up this
year for the purpose of considering
and reporting upon the whole situation. In connection with the latents,
there was prepared for the Commission a report dealing comprehensively
with the whole patent situation from
an Australian standpoint. by Wilfred
J. stiruson, partner in the first of
Sprason & Ferguson. Patent Attorneys.
of Sydney, with the technical assistance of two radio engineers. R. G.
Beard and E. Joseph. When submitted to the Royal Commission. certain
of the paragraphs were struck oat by
order of the commissioners as being
irrelevant as it tuas held that the
scope of the inquiry did not extend
to questioning the validity of the pat-

eels. but the opiuiuus expressed in
this report will be none the less interesting to the American manufacturer on this account.

Scope of the Investigation
The investigations lit question covered the period 1904 (the date of the
commencement of the Commonwealth
patent system) to the end of 1920, the
total number of patents examined
being 734, of which Amalgamated Wireless- Marconi interests are credited
with 2 55, In the report, the position
is considered in regard to (a) broadcasting transmission, and (b) the
trade in receivers.
In the case of the fiu'nler, if there
is excluded the Meissuer patent No.
12194 of 1914. :und the Schloemilch &
Von Bronek partent Nu. 9132 of 1913.
which were both the subject of litigation at the time the report was
drafted, there is in the investigator
opinion no patent which can be successfully protonmletl to interfere with
the activities of broaelcasthig transmitters. After examining all the
fundamental elements in a broadcasting transmitting station. the investi-
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gator considers that the Amalgamated
Wireless claim rests entirely upon
their achieving success in litigation founded on the Meissner patent.
Receiving Sets
In investigating the position with
regard to receiving sets, these are
divided into seven main classes, and
the following is a summary of the
views expressed upon each:
(1) Crystal sets without amplifiers.
No patent whatever extends to these.
(2) Plain tube detectors without
feed -back. The tube detector element
in any set of whatever coustructioe
is not of itself subject to any patent.
(3) Plain tube detectors, with feedback, and audio amplification. The
feed-back feature raises the Meissner
patent, and the amplification feature

brings up the Schloemilch & You
Bronck patent, which are the subject
of litigation against David Jones &
Myers. It remains for the Court to
decide the validity of both patents or
their infringement.
(4) Badio-frequency sets. The first
patent on radio -frequency amplification is the Schloemilch & Von Bronck
No. 9132 -14 already mentioned. Other
patents are regarded as of little Importance for various reasons.
(5) Neutrodynes. The investigator
points out that the Hazeltine patents,
which are five In number obtained in
1924 and 1925, were applied for in
Australia when the neutrodyne system
was known and in use there. These
patents cover n particular form of
neutrodyne, and do not extend to
cover the neutrodyne principle. Neutrodyne sets have been in use in Australia since about 1922. The neutrodyne situation in general is considered
to be clear for the trade as long

as particular circuits covered by valid
patents are not used.
(6) Heterodynes. The heterodyne
principle is attributable to Fessenden,
and has been known since 1902. There
can he no patent operative for eon16

-AMERICAN AND BRITISH
EXPORTS TO
AUSTRALIA

1400

1200

while traders and manufacturers are
considered at liberty to deal in heterodynes, they must see that they steer
clear of enforceable patents which attach to special features.
(7) As far as reflexes are concerned.
the investigator considers that the interest of the Australian radio trade
in these is a vanishing quantity, and
that this being the case it would be
of no material importance however
broad and sound were the Amalgamated Wireless patents covering reflexes.
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American and British radio exports
to Australia have been considerably influenced by the patent situation In that country

trolling heterodyne sets, though it is
pointed out that the incidence of the
Meissner patent must be considered if
It is ultimately declared valid. Excluding this latter patent, the superheterodyne set is the property of noone, though in this circuit as in the
neutrodyne there are n number of
patents covering minor features, and

The investigator's summary with regard to receiving sets In general is
that if the Meissner and Schloemilch
& Von Bronck patents were eliminated,
the difficulties of the situation dissolve! The crux of the matter is
considered to be the Meissner No.
12194- 1914. which will run out its 16
years' terns on February 16th, 1930,
and until the pending action is settled
between the owners of the patents and
the radio trade in general cannot be
settled.
The ('ommission in their report
have criticised both the general business policy of Amalgamated Wireless
as well as the amount of royalties demanded, pointing out that a reduction
in the latter is urgently needed. In
Britain, with the object of enabling
manufacturers to secure a firmer hold
on the Australian trade, the news has
been followed by a concession on the
part of the Marconi interests by reducing the royalty in the case of
radios or kits exported to Australia
and New Zealand to 30 cents per tube
socket, to operate from August 1st,
1927.

Selecting Filter Condensers*
The importance of selecting filter condensers having the proper
working voltage
SINCE

the

radio power unit should be provided with 400 -volt
foundation of paper (working voltage, not test voltage)
condensers, it stands to reason
condensers throughout. It is especithat those paper condensers ally important to provide ample remust be of sufficient electrical
serve dielectric strength in the first
strength to handle the job. It is not condenser-the one nearest the rectionly a matter of working voltages, fier, as this condenser is subjected to
but also of peaks and surges that for greater strains than the others.
occur in most radio power units, due Good practice calls for a higher voltto the removal of the load that disage rating for the first transformer
sipates the output, or increased line than for the other two, and convoltage which is reflected in greatly denser blocks are now being made
augmented strain on the filter con- with balanced sections so that there
densers.
is ample dielectrie strength for the
It is well to be more than conserva- various parts of a filter circuit, withtive in the selection of filter con- out increasing the cost unnecessarily
densers. First of all, really good con- by having the highest dielectric
densers should be employed. Such strength throughout. It appears that
condensers cost more, of course. but good practice is to have three times
the output voltage for the working
will prove cheapest in the long run.
Furthermore, it is well to employ voltage rating of the first condenser, and twice the output voltage for
filter condensers of twice the working
the working voltage rating of the
voltage, throughout the circuit. Thus other
filter condensers. This will
a 200-volt output radio power unit
provide n fair margin of dielectric
strength,
and properly built conEngineering Dept., Dubilier Condenser Corp.

rests on

a

densers should give many years of
reliable service under such conditions.
The matter of buffer condensers, in
the case of the gaseous type of rectifier. is a most important one which
only too often receives scant consideration. Only too often the builders
of radio power units employ cheap,
low- voltage condensers as buffers, not
realizing that these condensers are
subjected to the greatest strain of
all. After all. the capacity of these
condensers is so low that there is little difference in first cost between
condensers
of
ample
dielectric
strength, and those of weak dielectric
strength. It will pay to use buffer
condensers of not less than 600 volts
D. C. working voltage, even in the
usual 200 -volt output eliminator, so
as to preclude any possibility of condenser breakdown.
Properly selected and applied. the
filter condensers should serve as long
as the radio power unit exists.
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Austin C. Lescarboura --Our New
Associate Editor
AT this time we present the latest
addition to our editorial staff

-Austin C. Lescarbourn, who
hardly needs introduction in
radio circles. Lescarboura has a radio
career which dates all the way back
to the pre- historic days of 1907, when
he was operating a two-inch spark coil
with electrolytic interrupter for transmitting, and a double -slide tuning coil
with crystal detector and ear -phones
for receiving.
I -Ie was virtually
brought up in company with Armstrong. King, Pacent, DeForest, Logwood, Simons, Hogan and others. In
1908 and 1909, the was assistant engineer for the Telefunken Wireless Telegraph Company. handling installation
of apparatus for the U. S. Navy and
Signal Corps, as well as conducting
some of the first radio telephone experiments in this country between
Fort Hancock (Sandy Hook. N. J.)
and Fort Wood (Statue of Liberty),
with five kilowatts to span a distance
of eighteen miles!
However, Lescarboura drifted out of
radio and into the editing profession,
feeling that the editorial end offered
a greater opportunity for service. In
1911 and 1912. he was associate editor
of Modern Electrics, and from 1912
till 1913 he was associate editor of
Dun's International Review. In 1914
he became Editor of The World's Advance (now Popular Science .Monthly).
In 1915 he joined the Scientific American staff as associate editor, becom-

that publicathat position
When he resigned that

ing Managing Editor of
tion in 1919, and holding

until 1924.
position to become active in his own
business, he was also director of the
Scientific American Publishing Company.
Since 1924, Lescarboura has been
engaged in technical writing for the
popular and technical press.
He
handles considerable editorial and
reportorial work for various publications, as well as publicity and public
relations for the leading radio and
electrical companies. Ilis headquarters
are located at Croton -on- Hudson,
N. T., where he maintains a modern
and well equipped office with a staff of
girls and men. as well as a complete
radio and electrical laboratory. This
office. known as the "Wordshop."
handles its own multigraphing. mimeographing and automatic addressing.
It also handles its own printing, as
well as the making of studio and outdoor photographs.
Lescarboura spends his time at the
typewriter or in the laboratory, while
at work. IIe goes into his laboratory
to test out or check up on a certain
statement which he is about to make,
and then dashes back to the typewriter to tell it to the world. That's
how he works-first -hand information,
always. His laboratory is a model of
radio efficiency, with switchboards
that include all kinds of A.C. and
P.C. power. amplifiers, receiving sets.

jacks for taking voltage and =petage readings, indicating lights, and so
on. Almost any test or setup can be
made in minimum time, on the big
work benches and by means of the
switchboards.
An impressive array
of measuring instruments insures positive facts. Also, a large collection or
tools indicates that things are really
made in this shop.
In joining our staff, Lescarboura
brings to us not only these laboratory
facilities for the gathering of firsthand information concerning radio
technique, but he also brings invaluable
contacts in the industry itself. He is
in constant touch with the leaders of
the industry, and in that way can ahi
us in formulating an editorial pmlicy
which will be a true mirror of the
progress of the radio industry. Anti
we are in hopes, of course, that we
can get a steady flow of material fr
his pen-or rather typewriter-in our
columns.

Lescarboura, incidentally, is a member of the A. I. E. E., member of the
I. R. E., and Fellow of the Radio Club
of America, of which he is also director and in charge of publicity. He
has been decorated by the French
Government for wartime services. He
Is the author of several books, including "Radio Course in Twenty Lessons."
"Behind the Motion Picture Screen."
"The Cinema Handbook," "Radio for
Everyl Iy."
"Scientific
American
Home Iwh er's handbook." etc.

Absorption Point Long Way Ahead
By William S. Hedges*
THERE are 20,800,0(10 American
homes which have not yet been
equipped with radio receiving
sets. This fact, brought to the
attention of the radio industry by Federal Radio Commissioner O. It. Caldwell, indicates that the industry has
still much to accomplish despite its
phenonemal growth during the last
eight years.
According to the estimates of Commissioner Caldwell, which are based
on careful surveys, there are 6.500.000
radio sets in use at the present time.
To allay any fears of manufacturers
that the absorption point may soon he
reached a little study of the industry's own calculations will show that
by the time that point is reached the
surviving manufacturers will have
long gray beards.
Soon after the radio trade show in
Chicago last June statistics were
issued showing that approximately
*Radio Editor. Chicago Daily Nears.
Courtesy of R. M..4. Nears.

$2.000.000 radio receiving sets will be
sold during the year 1927-2S. Half

of the new sets will replace receivers
which have become obsolete and the
other half will be sold to customers
who have not heretofore possessed
radio sets.

15 Per Cent Replacement
Using these figures as a basis it
would appear that the industry figures
at 15 per cent replacement of receivers
each year. If that percentage prevails and if production continues at
its present swift pace replacements
will pursue new -set sales to a vanishing point until the year 1970, when
the 2.00(1.000 new sets will all be
needed for replacement and there will
still remain about 14.000.000 homes
lacking in radio sets. in addition to the
total of the new homes established
between the present date and 1970.
Obviously the radio industry cran
expand as the years go by; can increase production and enjoy a healthy

growth, provided, of course, that the
growth is gradual. It will probably
take all of the sales effort and intelligence that the radio industry can
muster to sell the 2.000.000 sets this
year-an observation made at this
point to forcibly remind manufacturers against production of receivers
beyond the capacity of their sales
channels to merchandise.

Twenty-five Sell Output
The fact that twenty -five manufacturers have already sold their planned
output for the year is an encouraging
sign and will prove to be a great
stimulus to the industry. provided
there is no slump in energy devoted
to advertising and merchandising of
the products of the manufacturers.
Failure to move the receivers on to
the radio buyers will deal the industry a severe blow because of the demoralizing effect of dumping sets at
the close of the season before next
year's models make their appearance.
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to furnish all kinds of copper wires
and oables. from the finest of enamel
wire for delicate electrical instruments to the largest cable for aerial
and utdergroulud service. Brass and
bronze wires. tubing, copper rods and
sheets will also he included In its
manufacture.
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Federal

Radio Corporation
Adds Six New Wholesalers

The Federal Radio ('orliortitiolt.
Buffalo. N. Y.. nunotutees the recent
evuipletiou of wholesaling arrangements twilit six firms in the United
States and tmunla. These additions
practi.tilly eoutplete the Federal
wholesale organization, and provide
excellent reprsentativa for the (hthnsonic line in several important venters. The new wholesalers are as follows: I. J. haug & Sous. Limited.
Calgary. Alberta Radio & Automotive Equipment Company, Limited,
;

1..

Cu.

The organization of a large electrical wire and cable company under the
name of General Cable Corporation
was forecasted recently by the mailing
of notices calling meetings of stockholders to approve action take by the
Boards of 1)ireetors of certain of the
Companies whose assets will be owned
by General ('able Corporation. When
the organizaIion of General table
Corporation i: completed, it will otn.
the :i,s.Is and businesses now operCor ated by Dudley .1amda.'tmiti
poration. Rome Wire Company. Safety
Cable Company :nul Standard Underground table Company. and the sheet
and rod and wire mills of Baltimore
Copper Smelting and (tolling Company. These ('4 4111p:111i.s are among
the twist prosperous and strongest
lut :untfa etiircrs of their several lines of
product in the l'uited Stales and
have been ta-ornbly known for tile
high quality of their product and the
efficiency of their manageaient.
General ('able Corporation will have
plants at the following str:uegie
points in the United States :nul I'analla: Bayonne. Pert II Amboy. Newark
and Harrison, New Jersey: hoot :nid
Buffalo. New York: Pawtucket. Rhode
Island: lialtinmre. Maryland: Chi-
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Company. Indianapolis. and Northrop
Hardware Company, Boise. Idaho.

New Samson Inductance

Bulletin
The Stnus'u Electric Company of
Canton. \lass.. have jest published a
very valuable bulletin 4411 i holm-I t111ees.
mol it is one of the ut.st 4,414140e
treatises on the subject ..Mich has
conic t.. our attention for sonie lime.
The first portion of the bulletin
revel. be design of coil forais. rotor
hubbies and
coil monntiugs. 'l'ifs
forms the basis for the balance of the
data which covers coil \vindhngs and
their electrical characteristics, indttctallec calculations. slx'eial roil characteristics and mechanical consideration-.
Included in the pamphlet are a
11111116cr of Iables such as a kiloeycleto -m,er conversion table, induct :ntee
capamil. table and a number of wire
talles. From the information given
in this hook it is possible to design
11144,4
:sty form of inductance which
ion-. be required. The tables, special
graphs and the formulae are of great
a, -.i -.tance in the determination of the
alai ;nid characteristics of indtict:m'cs to cover any wave length band.
we :ire pleased to recommend this
Iitlletiii to our traders.
I

-

R. P. A. Announces New Board

of Directors
Aunonneemeut of the pxrmanent
board of directors to manage the affairs of the Radio Protective Association -the organization of the independent radio manufacturers -was
stade after a meeting of the membership at the Palmer house. !'hicagn,
during the Chicago Radio Show.
As a result of the growth lut the
membership, the board was increased
front five to eleven members, partienlarly to give representation to the
nett members of the association in the
East.
The new board of directors follows:
Harry I:. Sl41rks, Sp:Irks- \Cithington Company. Jackson, Bich.
Fred S. Armstrong, Vesta Battery
Corporation. Chicago.
R. W. Augustine, Joy -Kelsey Corporation. Chicago.

Ii. It. Rose. Shamrock \laaufaeturiug Co.. Newark. N. J.
ii. Chirelsteiu. Sonatron Tithe
New York. N. Y.
lluaue \\' :nuuuaker, t;rigshy -GruChicago.
now- Ilinds
L. Maude(. Metro Electric Co.,
t'hlcngo.

to

wiechers. \\-astern

.T.

foil

Electri-

&

cal Co.. Raeiuc. Wis.
Arthur It. Lord. DeFotest ltailio
Jet'sey City. N. J.

Alexander \\'riss, NIarti Electric Co.,
West

t

peau; e. N.

irrnst

K :ì

ur.

.T.

C. E.

\Ianufaeturing

Co., Providence.

Arne.trong remains treasurer of
the assn. ituion and Oswald F. Schuette. e \vent i.e :ecl'etalt'y in charge of
the headquarter, at 134 South l tiSnlle
M

Street.

(ilia

Si\Iy -,ix

...

of independent ul :uittnetnrers at Ille Clii.'nc,.
Radio Slimy tt tended the Curl in::. .\t
a meeting held at the lime'
\,tor in
the preceding week. fifty two were
prese11t. The associative i, vale Iwo
1114411111, old. auto( its members point lo
ils directorate as (.roof that as :ut or:::utizttiou it will liage to be reckoned
with iu -hsl.iug the l'Hure of the radio
representatives

.
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Splitdorf appoints New Sales
Manager
hall. I'. Shearer. for many years
an exeeediagly tvell known figure in
the piano industry and more recently
elnsely ideutitied with the selling end
of radio, has been appointed sales
manager for Splitdorf iLnlio Cmtitivation. Mr. Shearer', appointment
Itecanu iutuuedi:Itely elt.'iice and he
has taken up his new dulies at the
of the eInnynny in
headquarters
Newark. N. J.

Lynch Resistor Manual
Arthur Ii. Lynch.

lac.. of 1775
Broadway. New York City, have released tl thirty-six page booklet covering the Ise of resistances in radio.
'l'he booklet opens with an elementary explanation of resistance and
the manner in which resistance values
are calculated to meet exacting requirements. Another portion of the
booklet is given over to the manner
in which resistors can be used in
radio receiving circuits to increase
efficiency.
Power resistors are also taken up
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and valuable data is given on the
design of "B" iM)wer units.
The latter portion of the booklet
covers a desc rii thai of the Improved
Aristocrat circuit which employs a
resistance coupled amplifier.
We reonnneml this booklet to our
renders who are interested in obtain ing fatras regarding the use of resist:nices in radin,

Knickerbocker Talking Machine
Company Selects Freed -Eisemann Line
The Freed- Eisem:ann Radio Corporation :nainnces that the Knickerbocker
Talking \lam hire Company, well known
wholesale distributors in New York,
will market the freed- Eisemanu line
in Manhattan and the Bronx, in eon juletion with the present FreedEiseman]) distributors in this territory.
A emit rail involving several carloads
of receivers was the inaugural stove
of this new merchandising agreement.

Aerovox Acquires Globe Art

.\nnomuewnt is made by Mr. S. I.
(role, president of the Aerovox Wire-

less Corlsm:atton, that the condenser
equipment of the Globe Art Manufacturing ('untpauty, of Newark, New
Jersey, has been aequired by his

corporation.
The addition of this equipment to
that previously owned greatly augments their manufacturing facilities.
The Aerovox organization has leased
additional Hour space in tlu' bnildiug
they now occupy. :11111 are operating
three shifts a day.

George Lewis Made Vice-President of Arcturus Radio Co.
George Lewis. formerly President
and General Manager of the Kearad
Corp.. radio executive and engineer of
long experience. lias liven made vice president of Arcturus it aditi Ciompmny
of Newark. New .Jersey. manufacturers
of A -(J tubes.
There is probably no executive itt
the field today whose radio activities
antedate those of Mt. Lewis, or whose
commercial associations are so adequately supported by extensive engineering experience.
The first commercial operator's
license issued by the C. S. Government
was made out to George Lewis. His
prominence in radio, attained as an
American Delegate to the First
International Radio Conference at
Geneva in 1913, huas been maintained
in subsequent activities.
Prior to assoelat with commercial
radio development. 11r. Lewis wens in
charge of important engineering work
with the Navy. Ile was radio expert
aid under Admiral Bullard, for a
number of years in charge of radio
engineering design at the New York
Navy Yard.
The end of the war found hint in
charge of the Radio Design Division
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at the Bureau of Engineering of the

Naval Department
rtment in Washington.
In 1923 Mr. Lewis joined Crosley as
Assistant to the President, going to
Kearad three years later.
Mr. George Lewis has at various
times been a manager of the Institute of Radio Engineers of which he
is a member. Ills standing as an
engineer has drafted hint for various
important duties Its ut radio legislator.
IIe is chairman of the Vacuum Tube
Committee of the R M \ mid chairman of the National Electrical
.Iui ini fa et ii revs
Assis'lation. vu eu um
tube section.
i

Federal Ortho -Sonic Wholesalers Conduct Retailer Meetings
Ili accordance with the custom
established in 1!í2i: by the Federal
itadio C oils uaation. wholesalers of
nrtho -sonic radio throughout the
I'nited States and
nut 11:1 utre now
ealling their tlnartcrly retailer meetings to effect closer cuntoet among
the three elements of distribution:
factory. wholesaler. and retailer. At
these meetings the wholesaler acts
as host to his Designated Federal
Retailers. and executives from the
Federal Radio ('orismation are on hand
to represent the factory sales. advertising and engineering departments.
These Federal gatherings will eonti une through October until every
wholesaler has met with his retail
group. Meetings during Septentbe`
were eoulueted by the following
Ortho-some wholesalers: R. E. Tongue
Bros.. Philadelphia: Charles Rubel
t'n.. Washington
National E. & A.
Supply Co.. Peoria : Brown -e'amp
Ina riven re Cit.. Iles Moines
Ha cry
Alter Co.. Chicago: R. W. Smith. The..
t'level:11ml: and iiambtng Brothers.

I'

:

:

I'ittsbnrgh.

Arborphm)e and Wells-Gardner
in Merger
Wells-Gardner and Company, ChiIllinois. and tht Precision
Products Company. Ann Arbor. Michigan. have. merged their radio manufacturing lin simassis and organized a
new Delaware corporation known as
The Consolidated Radio Corporation,
with C. A. Verschoor. President A. S.
Wells. Vice-President: F. E. Royce,
Secretary. and Frank I )i llbu beer.
Treasurer. The merging companies
will continue their present mauttfattting plants in t'hiengo and Ann
Arbor. lint in the future the euudiined
business will be conducted by the new
Corporation operating the two plants.
as separate nuits. one as the WellsGardner Division and the other as
the Arburphoue iivision.
One of the first steps of the Con solidated Radio Corporation was the
taking out of a license under the radio
patents of the Radio Corporation of
.\merits. Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company. General
Electric Company and American Telecago,

:

!hume anti 'telegraph Company.

This
combined with their own
patents places the new company in a
very favorable isosition in the radio
license
field.

Yale Electric Corporation
Builds New Plant
Yale Electric Corporation,
ufacturers of dry batteries, have

The
man

under cunstruetiou :t fireproof building
six stories high and oecnpy img an entire city block, with a Ilitor of over
400,000 square feet. This new plant,
in Jersey City, is more than double
the size of the present Yale plant in
Brooklyn. \fire than 1.taK) muet and
women will be employed in this huge
building when it is completed.

United States Civil Service
Examination
'l'he fruited States Civil Service
Cumuuissiou auuuumces the f ollowing
open competitive examination:

.CHIEF OF PRESS SERVICE
Applitatiou l'on chief of press service
must be on file with the civil Service
t'nn11aission at Washington, D. C.. out
huer than November 29.
The examination is to fill a vacancy
limier the Federal Radio Commisslou.
wasldugbma. D. t'.. and vateaneies occurring in positions requiring similar
qualitkathins.
The entrance salary is $3.599 a year.
A probationary period of six months is
required; aeh-ancimeut after that depends upon indiv idual efficiency, increased usefulness. and the occurrence
of wacauits in higher positions.
Tim duties of the chief of press
service will be to keep newspaper
eorrespoudeiIs informed coteen thug
the activities of the Federal Radio
Commission. to answer their queries
relative to the status of the various
broa(leasting stations, and to supply
informative a
titaciy articles to
editors throughout the country regarding the radio shunt'
IIe will relieve the Commissioners, as f11 as
possible, of the task of keeping the
public informed through the press regarding changes in the broadcasting
field. It will also be the duty of his
office to maintain tip-to-date newspaper
and periodical mailing lists and to
direct the preparation and issuance of
the official Bulletin of the Commission
Its well as press releases and general
orders.
Competitors will not be required to
report for examination at any place,
but will be rated on their education
and experience, and a thesis and puhiished articles to be filed with the
application.
Full information may be obtained
from the United States Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C., or the
Secretary of the United States Civil
Service Board of Examiners at the
post office or custom house in any city.
.
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The Tyrman Ten
coutprumise had to be reached
and finally a transformer of 3-10 K.C.

spot" idea has been
made use of with a compromise to eliminate all critical
features of shunter wave
intermediate frequency amplification.
The theory of this system is in the
separation of the two beat litotes to
an extent where one of them will
:Ipls':u beyond the dial ra lige.
sysThis
tem. instead of
utilizing the
difference of
frequencies for
interuledf a t e
frequency am-

.\

I

plifie a t i o n.
uses the same

frequency for
this purpose.
An intermediate frequency
of
amplifier
301)0 K.C.

will

require a beat
of
frequency

maximum amplification has been decided on by the engineers. utilizing the
slahiliziug advantages of Ion: wave
amplification hut remaining below that
wave to avoid the double beat interference. The above 700 K.1'. sigied
will require an oscillator frequency of

notes will not allow duplication with
a very selective antenna system.
A. stage of radio frequency is built
ahead of the long wave amplifying
system. Although this was not carried
out satisfactorily In previous amateur built super- heterodyne circuits. it is
greatly responsible for the success of
this receiver. The designer's aim was
selectivity On the antenna
to create
stage equal to
that obtained
by a direco op
tional
and thus localize the tubingcontrol to the
dials. As it is

1

1

well known
by experiment-

ers. there was
a pour balance
in

K.1'. for
a 700 K.C. signal. It is <cou

tall, metal shield.

that two critical features play their
hart in this circuit. First. the short
wave oscillator. and, second, the short
wave intermediate frequency amplifier. 'l'he difficulties can be overcome
only with extremely careful design
and expert layout.

iinteuuat
oscillator

Ill'

00005 MF
200

RF.T.

respectively atiii K.1'.. the latter
huly
being outside of the dial range.
signals above 5911 K.C. (below :iau
setting
meters can have a double
Mt the oscillator tuner if the antenna
dial is left in resonance. bIuwever.
Inning both dials to the resonance no
I

I

DETECTOR

FRED. TRANSFORMERS

INTERMEDIATE

00025
MF

t

1

2

'r

INPUT PP

MD.

DETECTOR

20

35

A

A

OUTPUT PP
TR AN SF

TRANSF

A.F.T.

,____?_:j{E

.

w

201
A

.001 MF

OSCILLATOR
COUPLER

MIME

RED

1

201

.00035
MF.

A

BLACK

T.

6OHMS

-

SW.

+

111

+45V

BLUE

cir-

tremely selective oscillator tuning.
thus cutting into the side baud and
inflicting upon tonal performance. In
our cause the radio frequency stage is
sufficiently sharp to allow more lu,oadleIss in the oscill ator for obtaining
this selectivity.

111MIBI
IIIIL11»
-

==-

find

units. and previous receivers
hail to rely
tun
exan

Note that each tube is covered by a
The I.F. transformers, the oscillator and the antenna coupler
extend along the rear of the sub -base.
10-10

selectivity
the

between

Rear view of the "Tyrman Ten" receiver.

231H1

OHMS

signals appear twice On the dial. as
the 040 K. C. separation between beat

3V.

IIII

C

1M

'- +90V.

,I

riro
.

BROWN
LLOW

GREY

11111111111111IIIII-- _ +ISOV. GREEN

25 OHMS

Schematic diagram of the "Tyrman Ten" receiver. One stage of tuned radio frequency amplification is employed
to Increase the selectivity of the input circuit. The output A.F. stage is push -pull, employing 171 type tubes.
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The audio :nuplifyiii system consists of one st:lÇe et straight transformer coupled aatplitic:uien and a
push -pull stage for the seeoad aadlo.
The push-pull stage of the second
:audio, :uni especially the ontp0t trans-

former. assure. perfect teoal gaudily.
It was more lint useful to prt.vidt on
these transformers n ground connection for their cores leading to a perfect stabilization of the audio frequency :nullifying circuit.
The input circuit is composed of
one stage of radio ha-fluency :and an
oscillator.
The oscillator stage. covering 9110
t.. Issu
is cenplcd to the grid of
the tint detector by a 50 -uunf. condenser.
This cap :icily feed is the
simplest anal most efficient eoutling
inetlittd and has to be adjusted bot

Carter
I (prier
1
1
1

1

.00(125 M fd. Mien Condenser

.0101 MN. Mica t'undenser
Yaxley Type 600 ('able Connector
1 nxby
Type Ill, Filament Resistance.
1 a_
.\alp. :, Volt..
Pixley 'l'pp.. : i. Filament lte.isttulce..
Volts
ti . \mp.
Yaxley'lpo 21111 200 -(111111 Potent ionteter
Pixley 'I i..- 721111 2uu -dial a:rid Restst1

1

I

Switching Rheostat

l'_':tK

1

1

2
2
2

.
I
1

U1

\lnnr

lbcohm

..

(:rid

with

Leak

>luoutinn
I:ugrnred I:iudiug l'ost.
Il:nnuttuIuad Su \l-mfd. Midget Condensers
t.
Trite 1-71 Radio 'rubes
Cero 'l'yp A Radin Tubes
1arktace Koster Radio Solder
Kkko Itrouud ('lamp
heel Flexihle .\rote CClaate Wire
1lisrelbuuous Screws. Soldering Lugs.
11

a

Et.

The New 2 -Dial Karas Equamatic

once.

Two

ii toe controls are provided
front panel. the 2 -uhnl rheostat for the lint detector tube and a
200 -ohm poteutiiinleter fur the grid
returns of the intermediate frequency
amplifier. The rheostat can be left
in one position except ou the most
powerful local signals. All tubes except the one mentioned are automatically kept at five volts by fixed
VI

ou the

resistances.

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
Tyrman Type S -76 R.F. Transformers
Tyrman Type 8 -71 B.F. 'Transformer
4 Tyrman Type 8-80 R.F. Transformers
1 Tyrman Type 3 -30 Audio Transformer
1 Tyrman Type 3-50 Power Input Transformer
1 Tyrman Type 3 -51 Power Output Transformer
1 Tyrman Double Vernier Drum Dial
10 Tyrman Shielded Tube Sockets
I Kurz -Kasch Capacity Connector
1 Cornfield Type 351 .0003:5 \Ifd. Variable
2
1

1
1
1
1

2
1

Condenser
Caulfield Type 352 .00035 MIA. Variable
Condenser
7" x 26" x 3'16" Drilled and Engraved
Front Panel
7" x 26" x 3,16" Drilled Ivory sub -Panel
stt2n
Pair
Benjamin
Type
Shelf
Iiraackets
Carter Type 110 1 -Jill. I:y- ('ass ('ondenser
farter Type 1115 .5 -\Ifd.
Condenser

.00003 MF.
0003 NW--

TO

Rear view of the new 2 -Dial Karas Equamatic receiver. The two variable
condensers on the left are coupled together with a mechanical link which
can be seen against the background of the front panel.

Karns Equamatic receiver embodies numerous improvements over the Elinaauatic Iteceiver introduced tu
the radio public last year.
'rile tuning control has been simpliTIle;

fied by incorporating

r

two radio frequency transformers, as
%veil as the primary of the antenna
coupler. :Ire mechanically coupled to
the condenser shafts so timt any move-

2 MEG.

_n

.00025

MF.

201 -A

201-A

link

nival

a naeclua

into the receiver for the operation of
the variable condensers tuning the
radio frequency stages. The link itself allows fur the necessary adjustment or alignment of the two variable

condensers so that both of the radio
frequency stages will, for every setting. be in resonuance on the same
wane length.
The original equamatic principle is
still utilized but has been elaborated
1111011.
As will be seen from the illustration. the primary windings of the

i

OUTPUT
FI LTER

200-A
p

G

112

p

_
1L

112

G

o

I

o
O

eD

O
O
d

B
L

I

O

I

I

1

I

J

.001
MF.

.001 MF.

R.F
CHOKE
I

.M6WIIIITZA11111
A-

C+

M-

B-

45V.+

90V+ C-9V.

OFF

`7
2,-T STAGE

-e

i ST.

STAGE

150V.+

Schematic diagram of the 2 -Dial Karas Equamatic. The primary coils of the antenna coupler and the two
F.
transformers are attached to the condenser shafts so that the coupling is automatically varied when the condenserR.dials
are turned.
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ment of the condensers displaces the
position of the coil attached thereto
in respect to the secondary winding.
Thus autonuui coupling over the entire frequency baud is made possible.
This automatic coupling scheme is
the basis of the circuit and the
coupling is so adjusted that maximum
efficiency is gained in the antenna circuit and the two radio frequency
stages over the entire broadcast frequency hand. Likewise, the application of this principle prevents the receiver going into oscillation at the low
wave lengths and considerably simplifies the entire receiver in so far as the
adjustments are concerned.
It will be noted from the schematic
diagram that the two radio frequency
tubes are neutralized by the use of
small adjustable condensers. When
the set is first put into operation, these
two condensers are so adjusted that
the receiver is just below the point
of oscillation on the low wave lengths.
The audio frequency amplifier is of
the two stage transformer coupled
type employing an output filter. A
cam.switch is incorporated in this circuit which allows the use of one or
both stages at will. The same cam
switch turns the receiver off when
thrown to the left position.
It is recommended that two 112 -type
tubes be used in the A. F. amplifier,
with 1510 volts "B" and a negative "C"
bias of 9 volts.
2
1

3
3
2

8
1

2
1
1

1
1

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
New Karns Type 28 Audio Transformers
Karns Output Filter
New Karns Type 17 Variable Condensers
Karns Equamatic Coils
Karns Micrometric Dials 0 -100
Karns Subpanel Brackets. Der set of 3
Karns Control System Including Complete hardware
Karns or Samson R.F. Chokes, 100
Milli-henry
Bakelite front panel, engraved (7 in. z
24 in.)
Bakelite suhpnnel, drilled (9 in. x 23 in.)
Carter or Yaxley 10 ohm rheostat (Gold
Arrow)
Carter or Yaxley 20 ohm rheostat (Gold
Arrow
Yaxley No. 69B Interstage Switch (Gold)
Carter Tip Jacks No. 10, or Yaxley
Sangamo .00025 Fixed Condenser with
i

1

2
1

clips.

-,

V2

Durham or other make grid leak. 2 Meg.
Amperite
Yaxley Cable Plug
5 Benjamin Cushion Sockets
2 Samson Mica Neutralizing Condensers,
1
1
1

4-A

0 -0007 mfd

2
1

.0001 mfd. Snngnmo Fixed Condensers

.006 mfd. Sangamo Fixed Condenser

2 .001 mfd. Sangamo
2 Tubes. 201 -A type
1

2

Fixed Condensers

Tube. 200 -.\ type
Tubes. 112 type

Magnaformer 9 -8 Receiver
IhllJÜlllllllJllllìlllnti11111iNi1Nl1!létINWiIÜAIAIIÜIt

4)

Front view of the Magnaformer

Observe the neat drum
dials. The knob to the extreme left is the
volume control. The master rheostat for the I.F.
tubes is controlled by the knob to the extreme right.
9 -6 Receiver.

Magnaformer 9 -S Receiver,
a development of the Radiart
Laboratories, is n distinct improvement over the common

TIII:

form of super -heterodyne receiver.
The set is composed of four stages of
intermediate frequency amplification
which may be converted at will to
three stages for local work.
Referring to the schematic diagram,
it will be seen that the oscillator is
coupled directly to the grid circuit of
the first detector tube. A radio frequency filter is connected in the output
circuit of the second detector tube to
prevent the possibility of any of the
intermediate frequencies from entering
the two stage transformer coupled
audio frequency amplifier. This is a
very important addition to the circuit
as low radio frequency currents produce distortion in an audio amplifier.
As mentioned, for local work one of
the intermediate frequency stages can
be cut out by means of the jack indi-

rT2

caled in the schematic diagram

The intermediate frequency transformers used in this receiver are laboratory matched and employ shields, in
the forni of metal bands around the
outside of the coils. These shields tend
to restrict the electro- magnetic fields of
the coils and also improve the resonance effects.

An output filter is included in the
audio frequency amplifier so that a
power tube may be used in the last
stage. This filter is of the conventional type, comprising an audio frequency choke and a high capacity filter
condenser.
The Magnaformer 9 -S Receiver is
designed primarily for operation in
conjunction with a loop aerial but may
be as readily employed in connection
with a regular antenna system by the
addition of an antenna coupler.
There are two main controls; the
variable condenser. which controls the

rT3-a V4

AC+
Schematic diagram of the Magnaformer
tion can be cut out. This switch

9 -8
Is

as

S\\2.

Receiver. By means of the cam switch SW2 one stage of I.F. amplificamounted on the front panel of the receiver. below the drum dials.
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still they in no way
impair the sensitivity of the receiver.
Once the pluisatrois have been adjusted. there is no longer any tendency
to radio frequency oscillation or distortion.
effective. bat

An r. f. choke (29) is used. In
accordance with standard present -day
practice. fur blocking r. f. currents
from the alidi° circuits. .t second
r. f. choke is also inserted in the "B"
plis 90 lead.
The audio circuit utilizes two A. F.
Iransformers. A vnriitbie resistance,
shunted across the secondary of transformer (30
pr °rides 51114
an(1
elfectiVe eoIiths of itrol. The output
filter consists of a choke combined
%vith a 4 lofe'. coadetiser.
LI line with the modern trend
towards simplification of control,
the filaments of the detector and
the two audio tubes are regulated
automatically.
A dual and a single variable condenser are "ganged" tog_cther, thus
reducing the number of tuning
to two. Because of the accuracy
of r. f. coils and tuning condensers,
('ouiINIl5ating cond0115ers are unneci

L.
Rear view of the Magnaforiner 9.8 Receiver. Note the perfect line up of
apparatus. The two A.F. transformers and the output filter can be seen
at the left of the row of Magnaformers.

frequency of the oscillator tube and the
variable condenser. which tunes the
loop circuit.
The volume control is in the form of
a 400 ohm potentiometer (R5) and
the main volume control is a G ohm
rheostat.
LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED

I'oru ii en Front Panel 7, x 20" x
a /16"
Formica Sub Panel 9" x 25" x

1

T1

-5Ll-

1

3/16"
intermediate
Magnaformer
Transformers, Unit lt F. No

5

61

Unicoupler, Unit C.U. No. 71
Remler Universal Drum Type
Dials with Controls, No. 10
Hemler .0005 mfd. Variable Con-

1

2

C,C1-

2

T6,T7-

2

Ferranti Audio

OFL2-

1
1

National Tone Filter
Samson Radio Frequency Choke

C2,C4-

densers No. 639
9 Benjamin Sockets No. 9044
2 Benjamin Sub -Panel Brackets 2"

C5C3-

1
Aerovox .001 mfd. Fixed I'undeus,r. Type 1450
denser.
1 Aerovox
mfd. By -Pass Con1
denser, Type 200 Short
116.117- 2 Durham 2 megohm (.rid Leaks
1 Frost De Luxe 400 ohm Potentiometer. gold arrow knob No.

Its-

Ill-

P.-

No.

4,

I

1

round tinned
25 Feet Acute
Flexible Spaghetti
covered wire
2 2" right angle supports for supporting rear of sub -panel
Screws, Lugs, Nuts, ]colts,
Solder
2 r," x %n x 2" wood blocks for
sub -panel center supports
1 Cabinet. 7" x 26" x 12"
7 Tubes, 201 -A type
I Tube, 112 type
1 Tube, 171 type

Transformers,
or A.F. No. 3 -A.F.

4

Coil No. 125
Aerovox .00025 mfd. Grid Condensers,
Type 1475, with
Mountings

2

Frost De Luxe 10 ohm No. SISIO
or 0 ohm No. 51806 Combination Rheostat and Battery
Switeh with gold arrow knob
ohm preferable)
Frost De Luxe 10 ohm Rheostat,

No. 1811
142- 1 Frost De Luxe 30 ohm Rheostat,
No. 1830
4 Frost Tip Jacks. No. 253
113.114- 2 No. 112 Aniperites, with (folders
1 Vaxley Cable Connector Plug No.
660
SW2- 1 Vaxiey Radio Jack Switch No.
60, Gold Plated
12 Feet Acme Bus liar Wire No. 14

high, No. 8629

A.F. No.

1.524

1

The 1928 "Standard Parts" Six
is a standard -i s tube
r.nit. designed by /f. G.

i lit I:

I I

utilizing three stages
of tuned radio frequency
amplification. a detector, and two
stages of transformer coupled audio
frequency amplification. This circuit
offers great possibilities.
Ultimate
results, however, will rest upon two
extremely important factors. First of
all, the design and layout must be
technically correct second, the parts
used must be selected with the utmost
care if the potentialities of the circuit
are to be realized. Those who have
experimented with three stages of
tuned radio frequency know how important the above two considerations
are.
However, no such difficulties will
he encountered in building the 1928
"Standard Part Six." The layout has
been predetermined for the set builder,
scientific laboratory instruments having
been used, to ascertain the minimum
spacing of coils, location of various
(

.

p:11, etc.
were

Parts for this receiver
only after careful

selected

check -up and trial.

For the purpose of stabilizing the
tuned radio frequency circuits. three
phasatrols are used. These are highly

ec5:1

2

ry.

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
No.
1 -A,
with mountings
Aniperite, No. 112 with mounting (36)
Precision Rouble Solenoid Coupling ('oils
.lmperites,
(27, 33)

1

4

type

2 Mar -Co
2 .0011:35

411,

(3, 8, 14, 21)

Vernier Dials, type 192
fifth. Ilanmiarlund -Mid-Line"

Condensers (4, 10)
.00035 mfd. llam°mriond /leal "MidLine" Condenser (11)
2 Samson R. F. Chokes, No. 85 (16. 29)
6 Eby Sockets, new style (5, 12, 19, 25,
1

'i

1

32, 35)
Flectrad Phasatrols (6, 13. 20)
Carter "Imp" Filament Switch (17)
mfd.

3 .01

Sanguino By -Pass Condensers

1

(7. 15, 24)
.00025 mfd. Sangamo

1

.001

1

4

Grid Condenser
(22)
nail. Sangamo By -Pass Condenser
(28)
1 1 meg. Durham Metallized Resistor Grid
Lenk with Vertical Durham Single
Mounting (23)
2 Thordarson R -200 Transformers (30, 34)
I Thordarson H -196 Choke (37)
1
Voxley Air Cooled Rheostat. type No. 106
IC (9)
1
Electrad Tonatrol (31)
2 1 add. Acme "Parvolt" series "A" cubical
2
2
1

2

Condensers (18, 26)
mfd. Acnie "Parrott" series "A" cubical
Condenser (38)
Carter "Imp" Cord Tip Jacks (39, 40)
X -L "Push- Posts" (1, 2)
maxlcy 7 Strand Cable. No. 660 (41)
IGd

I, Arun Celntsite Wire

;

A-

C+

A+

B-

B+

B+

C-

C

90V. 45V. 4V211 15V.

B+
19oV,

CABLE MOUNT /ÑG 41

Circuit diagram of the 1928 " Standard Parts " Six. The R.F. stages are
stabilized by means of phasatrols.
The volume is controlled by a variable
resistance which is shunted across the secondary winding of the first A.F.
transformer.
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view of the
" Standard
Parts " Six. 9 is
the rheostat for
the R.F. tubes and
31 is the volume
control. Note that
11
is a tandem
condenser and 13
a single condenser
coupled to 11.
Top

1928

1
1

1

Can Kesu'r Radio Sabler Dy the Chicago
Sceller
Panel, 7" x 21" x 3/16" Westinghouse
Mira rta
Sub -Panel. U" x 20" x 3/16" Westinghouse Minirta

I

lil,omihwra
L'Ic l';iiimi. 7" c21"
'l'n Co.. Hickory,
.

1

\untu

'1\l'41"
tu.
V1ece" linlpul

s 111"

N.

/'1

(Ih

'l'uh,a, type :1S (5, 12.
Tube, type '.1-71"

("51

Tuned Audio Amplifier With
Optional Equalizer Stage
ill: development

of the tuned
iulI"'l;u:cc unit III
made possible the design of
an audio amplifier which can
be tuned to sleet Ilersoual requirements
for audio quality. The possibilities of
this amplifier cannot be appreciated
from the :above meagre description.
This audio amplifier can be tuned on
the low frequencies to compensate for
speaker deficiency On low frequencies,
and it can also be tuned on the high
audio frequencies, from 1(100 to 5000
.cycles to compensate for any degree of
radio frequency side IaiiI suppression
less than 10054. Furthermore, on the
high frequencies. one c:ul adjust the
electrical characteristics of the amplifier to compensate for speaker deficiency on the high frequencies.
This "Tuned Audio Amplifier," designed by John 1'. Rider, can be arranged for either low frequency tuning
or for both low and high frequencies.
When arranged for the former, the
amplifier utilizes four tubes, two tubes
being apportioned for the tuned double

T

impedance units and two for the push pull output stage. The wiring diagram of the four tube unit is shown in
Fig. 1 and the baseboard layout in
Fig. 2.
The possibilities of the amplifier,
however. are not concluded by the low
frequency tuning. By adding another
tube tu the simplifier we can also obtain tuning on the high frequencies.
This stage is the equalizer stage and is
shown s,'hematienlly in Fig. 3. The
effect ut' this stage upon the operating
characteristic of the amplifier is shown
in Fig. 4. Any one of the peaks A, B,
I' or II. or any other, is obtainable on
and any one of the
sonie 1. \' i)regii, lI
(leaks D. E. l'..n' c is available on the
high frequencies. . \s a matter of fact
even a gro:uer rise than G is possible.
The Ism frequency peak is used to
rongaus:uc Orc the loud speaker deficiency and the high frequency peak Is
used to compensate for the s beaker de-

tit

-

_

hhle

OVERALL AUDIO

MAXIMUM

II
mis

R °-67ONSE

¡

AIN

Ill

0

Fig.

4.

!F

/Ev

.

Milk\

=HIM

G ";

D-

;'

-1,----

.L

1\

'x

`

7000
4000
frequency 400
1000
100
30
60
Frequency characteristics of the amp ifier using the equalizer stage.

_ _ _

DETECTOR
21"-TIT

J

B
Fig. 1.

+ 45

-At

B+90

C-35

Circuit diagram of the tuned double impedance push -pull amplifier without the equalizer stage.
two 210 power tubes obtain their filament supply from an A.C. source.

B+425
Note that the
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fieieucy and for side band suppression
in the radio frequency system.
The amplifier is arranged for D. C.

2O

STAGE

DOUBLE IMPEDANCE

filament operation Ou tic tuned stages
and for A. C. filament operation for
the push -pull output stow. The insertion of the equalizer stage does not
alter the appearance of the front panel.
It is only ne('essary to use a slightly
larger panel to accommodate a larger
baseboard. All of the equipment in the
equalizer stage is mounted tapon the
baseboard. .A wulnate (oatrol is pro vided to control the energy passed into
the iii iitter.
-\ balaaciug control
ItAi. is provided to facilitate adjustment of the energy passed into the two
output push -pull tubes. in the event
that their electrical cuustants are not
identical.
The equalizer stage is
added between the dett for tube and
the first stage of audio amplification.

DETECTOR PLATE

IS*

AUDIO
to

P POST Or
NEXT TUNED
DOUGIE
IMPEDANCE

UNIT
o-20Do

w

TO MINUS FILAMENT

#125

a

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
Stage Pined Iloablc Impedance
Unit. K. ll. Labs., Ford \Ilea, Kelford. Sluter, Paragon)
1 -2nd Stage 1'u ned losable
Impedance
Unit. K. It. Labs.. Ford \Ilea, Kelford, Muter, Paragon)
1 -3rd Stage Tuned Double Impedance
1

CS

TO MINUS FILAMENT

EQUALIZER STAGE

-1st

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the equalizer stage. This stage is connected
into the circuit between the detector and the first stage A.F. amplifier.

i

17nit.

i

K. I1. Labs.. Ford Mira, Kel-

ford, Muter. Paragont
1Push-Pull Transformer. Type Y
1-Samson
Samson Push -full Output ltupedance.
Type Z
4 -Amsco Type A. X. 102 Sockets
2-Aerovox
No. 1450 .001 Mid. Fixed
Condensers

2-Aerovox No. 602

.4

Mfd. G00 Volt Filter

Condensers
Aeroyox No. 1450 .0112 Mfd. Filter
Condenser
Aerovox No. 200 Short 1. \Ifd. By -pass
Condensers.
12- Binding Posts, as shown in Fig. 2.
Electrad Royalty Resistances, Type E
Electrad Battery Switch
11 -.1 twell II to 50 D. I'. M i lliam meter.
Filament Lighting Transformer, suitable for two 7.5 aliaments,

1221-

D

o

<

-7"

x

IS"

x

3/16' Mack, Westinghouse

\Iiearta
',V' Wood Baseboard
-9" x 17" x Palet.
3-Boxes of Arme Lola t site Wire. (red,
1

blaek and yellow
-f
eeo Type
X. 'robes
-l'eco Type L-10 Power Tubes
t

2

2

A.

The additional equipment required
for the equalizer stage is as follows:

-2nd

Stage Tuned Double Impedance
Unit (K. IL Labs., Ford Mica, Kelford. Mutter, Paragon)
2-Elect/lid Type E Variable High Resistances
Aeroyox No. 1.450 .001 Mfd. Fixed Condenser (CS)
Aerovox .1 Mfd. Fixed Condenser (CT)
.ttnsco Type A. X. 102 Socket.
1Samson No. 125 R. F. Choke.
1 - -c eco Type A. X 'Pubes
1

111-

K2e

c ..

eCl

AC

C-4
U

1

TRANS.

`=i

equal over the waveband. additional
means for preventing iuterstage couplings must be introduced if a high
degree of amplification is desired.
Generally when this is done by adding
several stages of cascade coupling side
bands are cut off. and distortion results. Unless gang cundeasers are employed tu get maximum efficiency. each
stage has to be iudiwidually tuned,
which in turn offers Moro conapllcat

DI 2

4Q)J

s'4

IÑ(-7)t

D13
.l

used it is necessary to introduce some
means wherby osillations are prevented and, in genial. when this is
dune the circuit does not function
efficiently over the entire waveband of
broadcast stations. When steps are
taken to keep the signal intensity

.

Dli

C- 3

affesesAsO=0>tesOs®M3
Fig. 2. Baseboard layout of the Tuned Double Impedance Push -Pull
Amplifier. This does not include the apparatus for the equalizer stage.

The Super -Hilodyne Receiver
constructional details for
building of the Super Iiilodyie Receiver. invented
Ily Fred .\..fewell. are cowered
in an article appearing in the DecemF11.1,

the

ber issue of Radio Sears.
In the development of the Sup rHllodyne circuit no iittOugtt 1111,4 becu
made to evade the patent situation, as
it was found that nanny of the previously patented circuits are not capable of producing the results that the
writer had in mind. as as goal towards
which to work. For instance. in the

rais(' of

the suilerheterollyue circuit.

which wtnlld be ¡dual if it were not for
the fact that it has a donne heat -note.
reception is ufteutiaies spoiled. due tu
the madesir:lble beat -note from a station that is ntt wanted. It is possible
to add one .n' two stages of radin -frequency amplification before the set to
overcome this condition: but. if this
is dune. the circuit 144.01110S more complicated than ever. Ilowe'er. t al
radio- frequency bas many fault of its
OW11.

\\'Len this type of amplification is

ions.

The Super- llilodyue circuit is the
result of it great number of experiments. Not only cala the electrical
portion of the citcnit be so designated,
but the method of etinstructiou has
been simplified tu the greatest possible
extent.
lu the center of the schematic diagram (Fig. 1 may be seen the two
tutu's. \'1 and V2. which are connected
iu pnsh-pnll. Let us consider the path
followed by at signal after it is picked
np in the antenna circuit LI. The
cnrinblt' condenser ('1. «bleb is in
shawl across the secondary S of L1,
tunes this eirenit: and each side of
the condenser is connected to the grid
of une of the pnst-pull tubes.
incoming signal oh:uges the grids
of the tubes. VI and \'2. negatively
and positively alternatively.
When
the grid of \'1 is positive the grid of
\-2 is negative. and rien rosa. when
the grid of VI is negative this will
cause a drop in the plate carrent of
that tube and the opposite effect will
take place at the same instant in 172
with an increase in the plate current
in the same prupurtiou. Notw. if the
coil l' is
short- circuited by the resistor Ill. the flow of current at the
1
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of the plate current is fed back to the

grid circuits through the radio-frequency chokes. CKI, 2 and 3. This
current is forced through these chokes
and the condensers, C4, b and 6. to the
coils. T and thence to the filaments or
ground. Titis is because these chokes
have a lower impedance than the resistors at the loner frequencies, or
higeh wave lengths.
The impedance of a choke coil drops
when the frequency is lowered ; therefore, the increase of current fed back
to the grid circuit is in proportion to
the drop in frequency. : \s the coil T
k coupled through the secondary of
the radio -frequency transformer, we
have an electrically automatic form of
regeneration that compensates for the
drop in amplification at the higher
wave- lengths; and therefore keeps the
amplification factor at its highest e®ciemty for the entire broadcast wave baud.

Top view of the Super -Hilodyne Receiver. The special untuned R.F. transformers are grouped together on the left side of the sub -base. The double
impedance A.F. units are mounted on the extreme right of the sub -base.
The entire tuning unit is mounted Inside the shield, in the center.

point X. will be always the saute: as
the plates of \'1 and V2 are in parallel
just opposite to the input circuit. In
other words this circuit is neutralized.
as signals of all frequencies are balanced out.
If we were Io allow the circuit to remain in that form it would be useless
as a receiver. Ilowever, om further
consideration it Will Ile seen that a
variation of current exists between
the plate of each tube and the point
X. Therefore. on connecting the toil
C in series with the plate of \-1. we
have a variable signal (lowing in this
toil, if the resistor RI is opened. The
shunted by the variable
coil It, which
condensers, t"' and C3 (the latter being a vernier' is tuned to the fre(plency which it is desired to get
through to the loud speaker. and all
others are cancelled oat. This desired
frequency is picked up by the toil A
and thtoges the grids of the two
tubes in the phase just opposite to that
of the current picked up in the an-

i

forma coil. In this
\-1 is reinforced l'y

%way

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
\'ariocoil.
1.2
Ililocoil.
Cl -1 Variable Condenser, .00037

the grid of

Ili current trans-

ferred through the 11i1 -, stout. .\. It
gill input of \-2 is
null t'. While
bal.ulrcd ont. thercb ,'unsung no current !low from its plante to the point
X. uo um111(T to what frequency B is
timed. Therefore :un amplified current. at \vhatcwtr frequency is passed
by coil It and its attendront condensers,
dois in thl primary of the radio -I'regnocy transformer ItF1: \%hile all
the other signals are tautened out.
After the signal lins passel) through
the tube. \-I and \-2 it leaves the touter panel (See Fig. 1) and goes to the
left to the input of the intermediate
radio-frequency amplifier.
'l'ire four radio -frequency transformers. ItFI. 2. 3 and 4. are untuned and
give high amplification between 220
and 310 meters. In order to eliminate
oscillations. resistors are placed in the
primaries of these transformers.
As the amplification factor begins to
drop off, above 300 meters, a portion
I

-1
nifd.
C2-1 Variable Condenser. .00033
m fil.
C3 -1 Midget Condenser. 9 plate.
to
R1 -SW -1 Switch- Resistor )'nit,
5.000 ohms.
RFl to 4 -4 Ililograd It. F. Cults.
AF1.-1 A. F. Transformer, Choke
O

and Condenser.
Impedance A. F.
Units.
:\F4 -1 Output Filter.
R2, 113. R4
Ballast Resistors, 5 volts-., ampere.
Its
(:rid i.eak. 1 to 3 Megs.
C7 -1 (:rid Condenser, .00025 ofd.
9 Sockets.
type.
1 Vernier Dial.
Shield Cover.
1
I Front
Panel (Laminate[
iron. S" s 21" x 'q ").
3 Sub base Panels (7" x 12"

'F2 -3

-

-:

Double

-3

-1

i'\

x
1

eneh

1.

ing.

Binding Posts.
Phone Tip Jacks.
1 Condenser Coupling (couples
Cl and C2).
(Alt the abore paris are manufactured by the Algonquin Electric Company).
201 -.t
8 Vacuum
Tubes,
2
2

Type.

1

Vacuum Tube, 171 type.

AUDIO FREQUENCY

GNDVGAER
RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

tí"

Six -Wire Battery Cable.

2 Braces for sub -base panels.
2 Brackets for Chassis Mount-

AMPLIFIER

AFI

RF1

29

v6

RI AND SW ON SAME SHAFT
CI AND C2 ON SAME SHAFT

TUNING CIRCUIT

Fig.

1.

Complete schematic diagram of the Super- Hilodyne Receiver worked out to correspond with the layout of the
three units as shown in the illustration at the top of this page.

L3.
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AmerTran Push -Pull Power
Amplifier
The AmerTran push -pull power
amplifier type 2A1'. manufactured by
the American Transformer Company,
178 Emmet Street. Newark, N. J., is
a complete two ..Inge audio amplifier
employing an AuterTran 11eLuxe

lit
filament current for a 281 rectifier
tube, two 210 power tubes and several
220 and 227 A.C. tubes. Adjustable
negative bias voltages are provided for
all tubes.
Approximate shipping weight, 50
Pounds.

New Valley Automatic Charger

The AmerTran Push -Pull Power

Amplifier

transformer in the trst stage and the
new AmerTran push -hull input :nul
output transformers in the second
stage.
This complete amplifier is so designed that a standard amplifier tube
or a LA 227 A.C. lake can be used
in the first stage and either two 171
tubes or two 21U orbes in the push pull stage.
The entire amplifier is mounted in
a metal case and is supplied with
plug for making connection to the
power supply.
Approximate weight. 20 pounds.

AmerTran ABC Hi -Power Box
The America ii 'l'r:ntsforaler lour

pang have also pl :e Pd on the market
f1 Here AItl' ti' vir nail. known as the

The AmerTran ABC Hi -Power Box

type 21A, which supplies a maximum
"B" voltage of .ANI and will deliver
plate currents up to 110 milliamperes. The unit is provided with intermediate voltage taps to supply the
"B" power fur the radio frequency
and detector tubes.
The saule nuit will supply AA'.

With the new Automatic Charger,
manufactured by the Valley Electric
l'o., 4515 Shaw Ave., St. Louis, Mich.,
both "A" and "B" current supply are
controlled automatically from the
switch on the Radio Set. There is an
automatic relay switch constructed
within the Charger case. This unit is
equipped with a "B" Power Supply
receptacle mounted ou the back of
the case. The "B" Power Unit attachment plug is plugged into the receptacle. 'l'hi.s arrangah'at neiLi- the

rrr+++
ID[V[IIDF1NTki
' .a ±.

.:;,a' `';

\'alley Automatic Charger. Small and
compact. Fits all console set compartments-comes complete with cord,
plug, leads and clips. Black enameled
case.

Precise Midget Condensers
The Precise Manufacturing Company, of 254 Mill Street. Rochester,
N. Y., announce a new line of Midget

Precise 135 m -mfd. Midget Condenser

condensers for use as neutralizers,
stabilizers. balancing condensers. etc.
The smallest type, having three plates,
has a nmxiunua (ap:wity of 10 m -ntfd.
These OUIVIISITS 11IIt als'i be obtained
in maxims m capacities of 311. 55. 100,
:nul 135 m -mfd.
Each condenser is supplied with a

small Bakelite kuub. These eondensers
are of the one hole mounting type.

New De Jur Power Rheostats
The De Jul. Products Company, 199
Lafayette St.. New York, are marketing a new type power rheostat

The Valley Automatic Charger

designed and stade specially for high
This
current Parrying ea pa''it ils.
rheostat has a large refractory base,
:t¡ inches diameter, and is a single
hole mount.

'

radio receiver automatic in Its
uperatiun.
By action of the relay the Charger
is diseonaecled from charging the
battery and the 'B" Power is connected to the set. When the switch
on the receiver is turned to the "Off"
position. the reverse operation takes
place. :nul the Charger automatically
continues tu charge the battery. If
..It" Batteries are used instead of a
"B" Power I'nit. the ('huger can also
be controlled Iront the Radio Set
switch.
The toggle switch on front of the
Valley Automatic Charger is used to
start anal stop the charge.
The Valley Automatic Charger is
capable of delivering either 1% or 21/2
aullert'S. which nre controlled by a
high ami t \ plaie under the lid. The
It :tythcuu element is employed in the

The new De Jur Power Rneostat

The manufacturer states that the resistance element is of the highest and
best quality resistance wire obtainable
having the lowest rising temperature
co-efficient), wound on best grade India
Mica imbedded in grooves, and is
covered with a high heat refractory
cement. making the element permanent
I
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and overlasting, tightly fastened to the
base.
The eitutact arm rides suit tot lily
over .the surface of the resistance.
Soldering lugs are supplied for con yeuient connections.
Made in the following ohnmges as

standard:
and

2. 3.

two chokes mentioned above, one
special 'B" elitlliliatiir transformer.
All lends are brought to tt terminal
block ou the face of the unit where
cuunectious are readily stade. In ad-

dition, the transformer has windings

it. Ill, 15, 20, 30, 511,

ohms,

This rheostat can
also be made up with an extra connection and used as a potentiometer in
any of the above resistance values.
1011

2011

i\lajcstic --V

The Samson 713 Power Block

a

manufacture.
l'oadonsers are nom- induc1 o1yuu't
tive and the spceial process of impregnating insures a high working voltage,

l'or supplying the filament

current of

t'X or a l'X -3S0 tube, and an
additional iviudiug for supplying the
filament current of one 171 tube. The
tr:tasioraut in this unit is rated at
:ii watts.
n

Samson Power Blocks No. 718
and No. 210
The Saniseu lower Block No. 71S
is arranged to supply from 105-110 -11:-.-12u volts no-cycle power supply
current up to SO mi{li:nutx'res.
The transformer On:hided
in this unit is the Samson No. 132,
:sill the two chokes are Samson No.
:1stI.
The cumt iaatioli tif these three
nuits into a common bluet: makes for
compactness and durability. anti at
the saune time the number of necessary
connections is minimized. With this
power block it is possible to build an
eliminator to take care of the needs
of the ordinary set. The value of
the choke up to as high as SO milliamperes direct current ensures good
smoothing.
'l'he Saunsoa Lower Block Ni 210 is
designed to furnish iront a 105-110--I1a-1211 volt (i I -cycle power source 500
volts direct current up to SO milliamperes. This conibinatiou is especially suited for :t "B" supply for the
210 tube. :nid therefore may be
200 volts direel

Current Supply

The
:rigsln- :rnuii -Iliuds company. of Chicago. III.. m:nntf:Ietirers
of the \1:u i'sti, lino. have developed a
new -A" i'tnrout Supply which will
supply power direct from the light
so.lat for radio sets of from 5 to S
tubes, including the power tube.
The rectifier Used in the Majestic
"A" is the dry plate type which has
boon in use for several years in battery charging devices.
'Fite maximum output of Niajestic
"A" is 21/, amperes at six volts. A
receptacle is provided ou the front
panel l'or plugging in a "11" supply.
so that both the "A" and "B" units
:nr une111 red with one light socket connection. .A switeli on the Prout panel
of tit °.A" lower unit controls both
sources of Iwwer supply. The switch
controlling the 'A" and "11" Units.
therefore. acts also as a control for
the entire radio set.
I

Polymet lli -\ Illt Filter
Contleilsers
l'ol uiet 1'ilter condensers roagnist'
line or paper dielectrli condensers
for use in Radio Iteceiver."1t" Eliminators and l',i i'I- Packs.
The Inalmfactnrer stales that only
the highest grade of foil and specially
prepared linen paper are used in their

facturer. This block utilizes the
Samson "B" Elindnatur Transformer
No. 112. and also two of the Samson
No. :380 Chokes. The output terminal
block is conveniently luctitoil, and
furnishes a sitnple means of connecting to this block all nere.stny external
eiluipment.

I

All -Direction American

Antenna
The .\utc'rieau ltndiu ilarilwale
Company. of 1 35 ({rand Street. New
York City. have placed a new type
antenna uu the market. It takes the
foret of :t condenser antenna, and
as seen from the illustration, is made

.

Polymet Hi -Volt Filter Condenser

long durability and also prevents
leakage.
Polymet Filter Condensers are made
in all Iwpular capacities. Made Ity
Polyniet Manufacturing Omit.. 5110
Broadway, New York Pity.

associated with any amplifier where a
large lower output or a small relatively undistorted lower output is
desired. The fact that this Ironer unit'

Samson Power Block No. 713
The Samson t'une'r Block No. 713.
nt :tuda,tnred by the Samson Electric
Co.,
'a 10
\lass.. Is designed tu
furnish the necess:ry energy from a
10:_11(1 -1
.It MI-cycle ituwer
supply for 1511 volts direct current at
fi0 niilliautpores. Although this block
Is rated at 50 milliautleres, it is
capable of furnishing currents rap to
values as high as 50 milliamperes.
It is state:I. Ilowrcer. Ille unhurt :nice
of the cbukes ttltich are used in this
block decreases after the 541-milliampere point is reached, and the filtering
effect is not so good. 'l'he Power Block
No. 713 contains, in addition to the

The All -Direction American

Antenna

of coppx't- anointed uu an insulated vac.
The eircalar band is 14" in diameter

and with its large width presents a
maximum Iif conductive surface.
'l'ltis antenna is nun -directional and
being of the condenser type has high
efficiency. It has the advantage of
taking up but a small amount of
space.
The

Samson type 718
Power Block

and

210

furnishes Ito output volts at 5U milli amperes. instead of the usual 410 or
300 volts, ensures a maximum of
volume, or for a given volume a minimum of distortion, states the mann-

The Amperite Adapter
The Amperite Adapter. manufactured by the Radian Co.. 511 Franklin
St., New York Pity. comprises a itase
with clips to take two .standard Amperite units complete. which are
thereby connected in parallel so as to
obtain their combined current -carrying
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Volume!

1 ERE are audio frequency t rails f1lrulers that
tell the truth -that reproduce music and speech
with lifelike fidelity. Every note -from deep
bass to high pitched treble
amplified just as
it is passed on from the detector. And then

-is

there is the output transformer to pass this
beautifully amplified sound on to the speaker
-without distortion!

RESISTANCE
MANUFACTURERS OF

SPECIALISTS
ELECTRICAL

AND

RADIO

RHEOSTATS. CONTROLLERS AND REGULATORS SINCE

igil

MANUFACTURERS: The qualities given by
Ferranti Transformers are the qualities that
listeners want! Ferranti Transformers in your
sets will make them easy to sell.

NEW IMPROVED

HIGH HEAT

-

HIGH OHM

-

HIGH WATT

AIR COOLED POWER RHEOSTAT
"With The Element That Cannot Burn Out"
FOR SOCKET POWER SETS AND ELIMINATORS

Designed and made specially for high current
carrying capacities.
large refractory base,
2% In. diameter. Single hole mount.
Resistance element is of best aught, resistance
wiro i having lowest rising temperature coefhcìent) wound on best grade India Mica im.
bedded In grooves, and covered with a high
beat refractory cement, making the element
permanent and everlasting, tightly fastened to
the base.
Made in the following ohntages as standard:
Ohms.
2- 3- 5- G- 10- 15- 20 -30 -50 -1011 -21111
Also
made up with an extra connection and used
bur ohms.
as a Potentiometer in any of the
Furnished complete w1111 Bakelite knob.

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS

Type AF3, ratio 31/4 to
1.
Its dimensions are

3.; inches and
it weighs 1 I1). -14 oz. It
sets a new standard in
2% x 3 x

audio frequency amplification. Price, $12.00.

DEJUR

CONDENSERS

3/

Type :VF4, ratio
to
1, dimensions, 2'/ x 3
x 3%, and weighs 1 lb.8 oz. Exceptionally tlniI o rm
amplification at
moderate price.

l'rice, $8.50

Ferranti Output Frans former. Type
OP1, ratio 1 to 1, dimensions, Zit x 3
x 3t4. and weight, 2 lbs. -I0 oz., is the

Single -Double-Triple
Types in All Capacities.

finishing touch to a modern receiver
Price, $10.00

RADIO'S BIGGEST SELLING CONDENSER

Moulded Bakelite insulation. Condenser fra nie grounded to ua or elit
all hand capacity. Small phase angle diffennee; low minimum eau
TO DEALERS AND JOBBERSTO
MANUFACTURERS-L.!
..110g of corn'
Write bir o
_i on )oar 1muinments.
s
ply
Line.
its sl.veitteat ions.

1;1,JugpRODUCTS

199 LAFAYETTE

STREET,

Co.

FERRANTI INCORPORATED
S

1

NEW YORK CITY

130 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
FERRANTI, Ltd.

Hollinwood, England

FERRANTI ELECTRIC, LTD.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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capacity. The Amperite units are
selected in girder that the combination
may provide the desired amlavage for
the group of tubes in the receiver thus
controlled. Combinations are avail-

and lase highlighted with gold. The
size is 17" high. 4%" wide, with a base
10t2" long turd 7%" wide.

Hammond Corp.. this particular titter
being the one most popularly used in
such devices today. Made in two
models for replacing both four and six
volt batteries.
It is said this device occupies less
cabinet space than the trickier- buttery
combination which it replaces. Coder
normal line voltage it will satisfactorily operate a set of eight 201 -A
tubes or equivalent. but for all practical purposes is recommended for use
in connection with the popular five and
sis tube sets equipped with power
nlI

II,rates only while set
:nul
bc
i

is in use

-atsuuues no more current than
average house lighting bulb.

The new Amperite Adapter.

Polymet Molded Mica Condensers

able for the precise control of :ad
from the simple three -tube
without power tube, to the six -tube
layout with power tube.

M -C Tube Renewer
The Master-Craft Products Co., of
3803 N. Clark St., Chicago, Illinois, has
a new vacuum -tube renewer which

TH

Vogue Model 12 Speaker.

Vogue Ortholian Speaker
The Vogue t arthuliau Model Cabinet
Speaker. also manufactured by Richard 'l'. Davis. Inc., contains an air
chamber c feet long.
It employs the

The Condenser section is composed
of alternate layers of Utica and foil.
individually tested to insure accuracy
and litnlly impregnated and compressed by a special process. This perfect condenser sectieiii is then molded
in genuine bakelite. Every Polymet
molded condenser is individually tested

nuit as the Model 12 Vogue
Speaker.
saune

Polymet Moulded Mica Condenser.

accurate states the
manufacturer. They are also tested
The
for high- voltage break -down.
soldering hugs are Mudded in the condenser. I'olyutet molded condensers
are made in all capacities. Manufactured by Polymer Manufacturing
t'orpor:itiou..-,n'.i Broadway. New York
Pity.

and guaranteed

New Kroblak Tapped Resistors
The

M -C

Shown litre is the Kroblak Tapped
Resistor No. 243. This unit embodies
the necessary resistors for the new

Tube Renewer.

they are introducing un the market.
The makers say that this compact instrument will rejuvenate any type
radio tube on merely the batteries of
the receiving set.

The Vogue Orthollan Speaker.
It is finished in shaded walnut
dark trim with u carved grille
lees. Altple space is vail:tiile
radie batteries und eliminators.
mensions are 4S" high, 14" deep
22 "wide.
a

Vogue Model 12 Speaker
The Vogue Model

12

Speaker, manu-

factured by Richard T. Davis. Incorporated. of 5252 Broadway. I'hicago.
Ill.. is a compact instrument employing
inciple of reproduction. Its
a new principle
reprodueiug unit is euugdelely enclosed
in u metal housing which prevents
damage of any kind.
The speaker is doue in rich aortique
finish: dark brown crackle with grilles

and
and
for
Di-

and

France "A" Eliminator
An "A" Eliminator employing a dry
alise rectifier has been announced to
the trade by The France Mfg. Co.,

They have been
Cleveland. Olio.
licensed to use the electrolytic filter
stade under patents of the Andrews-

Kroblak Tapped Resistor for
"AB -C" Eliminators

QRS and Raytheon "A" "B" and "C"
Eliminators. The unit consists of two

watt tapped resistors mounted
within brackets. The overall size is
10" le a" x 2 ". Manufactured by C.
E. Mountford. 30 -32 Sullivan St.. New
York Pity.
75
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Make Your Sets

DISTINCTIVE

What Do You Demand
From a Resistor?
QUESTIONS:
1. How accurate
2.

with the New Benjamin

Red

is it

How long will it n1ain :au.
tinder load?

tir.1t

accurac

ANSWERS: by Hardwick, Field, Inc.
1. Harfield Resistors can be supplied to you in
any quantity :u accurate as plus or minus 1 %.
2. Under average load conditions all Harfield
Resistors are guaranteed to maintain the accuracy your order specifies.

Cle - Ra -Tone
Sockets

Tapped resistors may be obtained to meet your
individual rtced and specifications. Tell us about
the resistor You want and let us make up a sample
for you with prices. Write us.

HARDWICK, FIELD, INC.
FACTORY:

215

EMMETT STREET
N.

J.

100

SALES DEPT.:
FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORE.

N. Y.

I

,HAR- FIEi0...,

Spring Supported
Shock Absorbing

WIRE-WOUND
RESISTORS

N

PUSH -PULL AMPLIFICATION

Makes the socket stand out from the
dead black of the base and panel.
Easier to establish correct position
of tube and prongs.
Improves the appearance of the set.
Have all of the spring supported and shock absorbing
features of the famous Cle-Ra -Tone Sockets. Non microphonic. Unaffected by stiff bus wiring. Tube
holding element "floats "on 4 finely tempered springs.
Used in most of the leading circuits. Among
the most recent for which Cle -Ra -Tone Sockets
have been specified are:
Strobodyne 8
Magnaformer 9-8
H. F. L. Nine in Line
Cornfield Super -Selective 9
Lynch Suppressor Circuit
World's Record Super 10
St. James Super
Melo -Heald Fourteen
Knickerbocker 4
Two
-Dial
Equamatic
Karns
Hilograd Receiver
International One-Spot
Hot Spot Fourteen
Thompson Super 7
PRICES

Push Type, on Mounting Base

75c each
50c each

Benjamin CleRaTone Sockets

In a search for an amplifier combination which would give the maximum
in quality and volume. the push -pull method has proved particularly
satisfactory.

While push-pull transformer coupling does not increase the amplification.
per stage, the maximum undistorted power output is greatly increased. The
reason for this is that distortion due to tube overloading cancels out, permitting a greater output from each tube than would be possible if the
tubes were used as in other methods of coupling. A further advantage of
push -pull amplification when using an A. C. filament supply is that hum
voltages also cancel out, rendering the amplifier very quiet.
The type 441 unit with two type 171 power tubes having a plate voltage
of 180 will give more volume and better quality than a single transformer
coupled stage using the type 210 power tube with 400 volts on the plate.
The General Radio Type 441 unit is completely wired and mounted (as
illustrated) on a brass base -board with conveniently located binding posts
so that the unit may be built into a receiver or connected with an existing
set as a separate unit.
The type 441 may be used with either the UX -226, UX -326, or UX -171.
CX -371 tubes.
The Type 441 unit is licensed by the Radio Corporation of America for
radio amateur, experimental, and broadcast reception only, and under the
terms of the R. C. A. license the unit may be sold only with tubes.
Type UX -226 or CX -326 Amplifier Tube
$3.00
Type UX-171 or CX -371 Amplified Tube
4.50
Type 441 Push -pull amplifier
20.00

GENERAL RADIO CO.

Cambridge, Mass.

Without Mounting Base

Green Top Socket for A. C. Tubes
Specially designed for use with 5- pronged A. C. Radio De-

tector Tubes:
For direct attachment to panel
For mounting on top of panel

90c each
$1.20 each

Insist on the socket used by those who
know and want the best. ASK for BENJAMIN "RED TOP" or "GREEN TOP"
At all Radio Jobbers and Dealers
Made by

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.

120.128 So. Sangamon St., Chicago
San Francisco
New York
247 W. 17th St.
448 Bryant St.
Manufactured in Canada by the Benjamin Electric
Mfg. Co., Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
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urmal
:I t1ga llm i ra ilsfiirmer ut uder
operating conditions. it is stated. Lott
leakage reactance insures uniform
amplification of those frequencies in
the upper part of the Mlsicall range.
The windings are of liberal cross
sl'ltinll illsllli»g civil inilit) of sel'yire
Prou ruder excessi -e plate currents.
The axis of the transformer %ladin
is in a horizontal plug. enabling the
Ir:uisformer lo he orieuhvl fur the
Inn -l:oso of ,liminntiug any limn Ilunt
u

-

-

The Wireless Radio two dial Panatrol.

ucl V be picked np from nearby socket

lori ces.

hi. it :lusl'oruir is shielded in all
iron case which insures itiiinnmu iaIea.l'erelae from stray fields.
Every Iratist'oruler is lcsted at Ille
ollnicaleut of 1.00:1 volts Ilirecl carrent between primary tnul sectiid:n.1

and between

primary and secondary

and ground.
The Wireless Radio one dial Panatrol.

The Wireless Radio "Panatror
"ranaur'or is the name given to hell
Olio

81111

two dial eoildeiIser Poilu I

units manufactured by the Wireless
Radio Corporation. Varick Ave. & Iiairison Place. Brooklyn. N. Y.
The eondeisers used provide straight
line separation.
Three of Ibenl.
mmiched, öre mounted one brass base
and driven by a pantograph ii. veuuut.
By means of this and the absence of
gears. belts, and pallies, a simple, fool proof. accurate drive with in eliange
due to lost motion is assured.
Idoles are provided for mounting
midget colidelusers and the base may
be either anchored to sub-panel or supported by sub -panel brackets.

Wireless

Radio Neutralizing
Condenser

A neutralizing condenser is being
made by the Wireless Radio C011101'0thin. Vitrick Ave. and Harrison l'Iace.
Brooklyn. N. Y. The instrument is of

Wireless Radio Midget
Condenser
This midget condenser is rigidly constructed tard very compact. Easy

The new Sangamo A.F.

Transformer.

l'hcse

\Iarim»m iiu,Iistort(4d lourer
milli%:iIts) is obtained by using
:I
1:X-210 tube in the last stage
trip 42:1 volts on the plate.
Electrical characteristics of the
Sangamo type A transformer are as
follows:
stage.
1

Wireless Radio Midget Condenser.

Mullin_

is rutile possible by the combination stop and lug. The condenser
can be used for neutralizing purposes
or as ii cornier ad,ilstnteut when employed in conjunction with a large
variable condenser. One-hole mount111,,. is provided.
Manufactured by the
Wireless Radio corporation. \-arick
Ave. & Harris'ii Place, Brooklyn,

\ew Sangamo

F. Trans-

A.

former
The Sangamn I :Ioetri Company, of
Springfield. III.. nuuouuce a lie%' audio
flegmeic} transformer.
The manufacturer states that the
cote is culist l'llel od oi' slx''i:ll alloy
haying a ixrmeabiliiy many times
greater than the besi ..I silicon steels
and has a greater core cross -sectional
area than is usually found in transformers using alloys as core material.
The unusual degree of bass note
awpliti -:utioii is the result of the
higher primary indnetanee of the
-

the double stator type and features a
hocking device so that adjustment may
be maintained at any point. It is particularly adaptable tip inductive circuits requiring balancing.

1.:1-10

.t penox la »1 tc primary resistance
1.1-160 ohms.
Approximate secondary resistance
7.100 ohms.
Jtnsimum plate current permissible
0 milliamperes
'Porn ratio
'i tu 1
l'Inte ('urrent
Approximate Inductance
\lillianiperes)
I henry sl
t

(1

2110

1

130

3

Dimensions::
Ileitiht .

\\'idth

Depth
Depth over terminals
Net weight

N. Y.

Wireless Radio Neutralizing
Condenser.

lut- Iraasl'uriacs are built

I
ratio and may be used with
any kind of power tube ill the last

ill a tu

145
110
1

inches

2

lbs. 2 oz,

2.50 inches
2.36 inches
2.75 inches

Sonatron A.C. Tubes
Si ialro11
Tube Company of
Chicago. NOW York, Detroit. Newark.

The

and \\'indoor, Ontario. announces two
ne%_ alternating current tubes- Nos.
N -220 . \.l'. and Y -227 A.1'.. designed
Io operate direct froid nui alternating
urrent socket, doing away with rectifier and filter. The x-22(; .\.l'., for
use in Radio Frequency :nid Audio
regleney amplifier circuits, takes n
current drain of 1.05 amps at 1.50
volts, and operates with a plate
voltage of PII tu 13:i, tu a 11tasMinim of
1M0 under full power.
The stauilard
four -prong UN base is used.
I

Rollin Engineering. \nrenib.r, I927
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Centralab Consistently Good
CONSISTENT built -in quality, plus true statement of performance, have placed Centralab in ever -increasing favor of manufacturer and professional builder.

Accurate specifications, smooth unvariable performance, assure the
users of Centralab products greater efficiency and long, trouble -free
service.

There is a Centralab Resistance to fit every need in radio. Two of
the latest types are pictured here. The Heavy Duty Potentiometer
is a variable high resistance all wire wound with sufficient current
carrying capacity to provide a true potentiometer control of "B"
power voltages. The 4th Terminal Potentiometer is an ideal unit
for use in power supply units as a control of output voltages. Two
variable "C" bias taps can be obtained on one unit.

".
Centralab Heavy Duty

Potentiometer

-a

In addition to these, there is the Centralab Power Rheostat
unit
constructed of heat-proof materials with sufficient insulation to carry
a continuous current load at a power dissipation of 35 watts or more.
An ideal unit to place in primary leads as a line voltage compensator.
Other products are Centralab Radioluns, Modulators, Potentiometers
and Standard Rheostats.
Send for Folder 328. It shows the correct application
of resistances in receiver and power supply circuits.

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES
Crntralab 4th Terminal
Potentiometer

25

KEEFE AVENUE

.ï...°w.....

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

NATIONAL
POWER
UNITS
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TRANS

POWER
FORMER

heavy -duty
110.120 volts.

transformer

A

for
00
cycles A.C.
Capable of handling the largest
sets.
Center tapped 7.5 and 5
voit secondaries are prnvlded for
filaments of 1.0 UX -210 and
17X.171 Power Tubes.
Dimensions 4S4" wide x 4^ deep x
40." high.
Bakelite
Panel:
lam !c
rn Ian
m.131
cas,

-
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Specialization has won for Hammarlund
l'recision Products supremacy in their
field.
Built with the nationally known Hammarlund Condensers, Coils, Chokes,
Shields and Drum Dials, your receiver
will be nationally known.
Send us your specifications.

Tiro

IIA\I \IARLUND MANUFACTURING

í'lÌ1{' F:

CO.

t2 -1-438 W. 33rd St., New York

acrt.

tor

I11111t

filet or. of .:I fer y.

%

rff-

I

A 9'
N

I

&tuh Ïatnd.icY

ammarlund

For

all

List

Pi

Circuir.

It

I

N.IrIt \
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PRODUCTS
MAIA/AAA

renter.

for
Raytheon 13H Of
Rectifier Tube.
1.ist
Price. $1250. Typo U has both
::Oo and 2,1(1 volt, raeh side of

U\ -280
iii..

I..i

P.,..

..

i 4.50.
1

For

heavy

to

Slade ot too n Iss- -Tile It has
;nn volts secondary each side of

i.

.

\.t
TIIIN.AI.
.. P,lt]I EIt.
sly

Fluter

lo.ml

heating
the new A.C.
direct
from
Lanni
replacing the old AItatnq. lias 1.5 2.5 and
volt
taps for all
tp,s or
A.I.' 711as.
Tubes

aket.

i.i,t trie,
silo ¡pl
".r /tullrlin /flu -I t i N,
Nt'.. W. .I. /fendu. l'rra.. Hohhp. II:, -_

NATIONAL
RADIO PRODUCTS
I

MAMAMA/MAAMAAMAI..MAr'
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Y -227 A.C. is designed for use as
a detector in a receiver using X -226
A.C. tubes as amplifiers; though the
itself may be used with
Y -227
splendid results as an amplifier tube.
particularly in first stage audio. It
is n heat -principle tube, self- stabilizing to eliminate the hunt noticeable
when other types of A.1'. tubes are
used as detectors. Current drain in
this type is higher than in the X-226
A.C.. 1.75 amps at 2.5 volts Irving required for perfecl perforaanuco. A
five -prong socket base is used.

The rectifier is of the full wave type
and charges the battery at a 9a -ampere rate.

Dar-Mac Long Wave Amplifiers

This unit is designed to give automatic control of any trickle charger
and "B" eliminator. According to the
manufacturers. with this unit in opera-

new line of long wave amplifiers Dard
high quality equipment for custom

Power Control

The

Swan - Haverstick

"A"

" B" Power Control.

and

-

tion the trickle charger starts as soon
as the radio set switch is turned off
and an added feature prevents the
chance of a reverse current flowing
back and causing the battery to run
down. There are no moving parts to
wear out or get out of order. Manufactured by the Swan -Haverstick Co.,
Inc., Trenton, New Jersey.

Swan-Haverstick

Automatic
"A" Power Unit

Company.
The Swan- Ilaverstick
Inc., Trenton. N T. have placed a new
"A" power unit on the market for
use with 110 -volt 00 -cycle house current. This unit employs a dry type
rectifier together with a step-down
transformer, and is designed to be
employed in connection with the regular storage "A" battery.
This "A" power unit is automatic
in operation and when the radio set
is being used, the house current is
automatically switched off.

solid metals eatplayed-and while the
uunafacturers do not claim everlastin_ life, should the rectifier depreciate
in any manner after long use. it is reI

The Dar -Mac Long Wave Amplifier.

it

Swan-Haverstick "'A " and "

11127

The Dar-Mac Laboratories, 19 South
\ \'ells St., Chicago, Ill., are making a

builders.
The long wave ;un pli fier unit consists of a combination of four transformers encased in cast aluminum
and mounted on a cast aluminium
basse. The sockets and all of the wiring is completed in the unit when it
is made. These units are made to
have baud pass acceptances of 5, 10
and 1 :; kilo -cycles respectively, it is
stated.
The transformer amplification has a central point at OL kilocycles.
The units are trade to match several
different types of tubes. These three
different type units our designed for
199 tubes, 201 -A tubes, and the recent 112-A tubes. The amplifier is
extremely simple to install as a replacement in existing out -of -date

tillable at a very uomival cost.
It is claimed that the watt consumption of a charger equipped with
this Metallic Tube Rectifier is approximately half that of the same charger
with gas filled bulls. thus the efficiency
of the metal rectifier is double that of
the glass filament bulb so couunnnly

emloyed.

Messrs. E. Ballman and A. It. Zahorsky. pioneers in the rectifier field
sine(' 1910. are responsible for this
new rectifier tube.

Swan -Haverstick Light Socket

Antenna
The Swan- ilaverstick Light Socket
Antenna can be screwed into the nearest 110 -volt A.C. or P.C. outlet and
the lighting wires thereby utilized as
the antenna. Two binding posts are
mounted on the casing either of which

superheterodyne receivers.

Interstate Metal Rectifier Tube
An indestructible metal rectifier has
been designed by the engineers of the
Interstate Electric Company, of St.
Louis.
It is claimed to be made of solidscontains no glass, gas or liquids-not

the slightest moisture -bone dry. It
is contained in a heavy nickeled tube
with standard Edison base to fit the
socket of any bulb type rectifier.
It will deliver a rectified steady
current of 2 amperes in a charger built
to charge a 6 volt battery; and it will
operate satisfactorily in any of the
bulls type trickle chargers on the
market.
As to life -there is no filament or
element to wear-no liquids to dry
no gas to leak -nothing to break-

S -H

can be used and these are provided
to compensate for the varying lengths
of the lighting wires.

Swan -Haverstick Lead -in-

Lightning Arrester
The
Swan-Haverstick
Company,
Inc., Trenton, N. J., are marketing a

-

SH

The Swan - Haverstick Automatic

Light Socket Antenna.

"A"

Power Unit.

Lead -in- lightning Arrester.

combination lead -in and lightning arrester as shown in the accompanying
illustration.
The lightning arrester is contained
in a molded casing and is connected
to the end of the copper ribbon which
extends out of the window.
An insulating sleeving is placed
over the portion of the copper ribbon
which comes under the window sash.

Radio Enyiaieering. Voreatber,
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Another Money Maker!
SCIENTIFIC

DRUM CONTROL
Tuning Unit

,HT producing
Here i- :mother
product from the l'nitcd Scientific i.aboratories.
The new SCIENTIFIC
l' lIM. Drum Control has been designed to
,,
meet the need for a dependable, fine
appearing drum control to be used in
Ill/11111
circuits requiring three ganged condensers.
The SCIFNTIFIC Drum Control
the newest, up -to- the -minute drum control. Beautiful bronze escutcheon shield will enhance the appearance of any set. Dial is calibrated 0 to
100 with figures and markings that stand out clearly. : \cti'u is powerful and snmoth and develops no
backlash.
Friction -drive drum improves with use. Drum is made of finest pressed steel. -type LAB
United Scientific Balanced Three Gang Condense r is used. Condenser and drive are completely
assembled at factory. The SCII ?NTIFIC Drum Control comes complete ready to be installed. Lists
for only $11.00! Your customers will buy it on sight. \\'rite or wire for further information TODAY!

par)

o

I

i

UNITED SCIENTIFIC
SO

New York City

Fourth Avenue,
B R A N C H

Chicago
Cincinnati

LABORATORIES, INC.

UNITEDSCiEN.LB

St. Louis
Los Angeles

O F F

INC.
Canadian

I

)tn.

I

I

C E S

!

Roston
Minneapolis

Philadelphia

San Francisco

mdun, Ontario.

CkRT BR

1

MAKE BIG MONEY

New Automatic Power
Switch

CUSTOM

-

Replaces Relays

Write for

lull particulars

ON THIS

BUILT SET

E widespread enthu-

r711siastic

acceptance of
the new "Hi -Q SIX"
opens up greater possi-

bilities than ever before

for

every
radio man

professional

and service
to make big
Designed by ten

station

for 110 vi II circuit to snitch charger off.
" B " supply on, and to close filament circuit

Associate Manulactu
Acme !Vire Co. (Barvolt)
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.
Carter Radio Company
H. H. Eby Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
International Resistance Co.
(Durham Resistors)
Radial! Co. (Amperite)
Samson Electric Company
Sanpamo Elec. Company
Yasley Mfg. Company
Westinghouse Micart a

In Canada:

Carter Radio Co., Ltd..
Toronto

MEMBE

rammarlund

(J- ROBERTS
Hi Q'SIX

Hammarlund- Roberts,

profits.
of America's leading
manufacturers
. employing the finest parts
available
incorporating every modern feature

...

-assuring a new standard of performance-and
hacked

by an

"CUSTOM

-

advertising

intensive

BUILT"

campaign,
this remarkable receiver
is sweeping the country.
Send 25c for 48 -page
Construction Manual and
full particulars on our
plans to help you make

real money.

Inc.,1182 -G Broadway, New

York City

11.11
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Vacuum Tube Directory
Type

Name

Use

Bat.

Voltages
(mini-

Fil.
current
(Amps.)

voltage

Voltages

mum)

I

(maximum)

V"I time
" li "

Ikt.

Plate
current
G rid
return (mdhampe)
(Det.)

"B " "C ""B " "C"

Fil.

Output

Mutual
conduct-

resistance
(Ohms)

ance
(Micromnos)

'

Min. Max.,
I

a

T1
-,-..

12

4.5'

9500

1100

10.5Tositive"

9500

1100

10.5 R. F. and A. F. amplifier

2700,

1650

4.5

-9000,

IINNI

8

0.35

22

28

A. C. Amplifier

15

0.35

45

30

A. C. Power

15

035

135

C. F. 501

General l'urp

ose

u

(1.2.5

22.5

C. F. 112

Power Amplifier

6

5

0.5

90

157

C. F. 571

Power Amplifier

6

5

0.5

90

180

2500,

1200 -17001

output device above
3.0 -3.51 Use B.,

C. F. 510

Power Amplifier

8

7.5

1

180

450

3000 -5000

1100 -2500

7.0 -8.0 Use output device

8

7.5

1.0

0

1.0

2.5

22

157

6000- 12000

Tube

4.5

45

9

90

1.5

180

22.5

135

9

A. C. Tube

1

0,

45

45

Ft

î1NN1

F+

4500 -8000

1200 -1700 7.5 -8.0

85 M. A.

6,

5

0.25

45

0.0

135

3.0

45-90 F+

3.0

4.8. 11000 -12800

G.

Hi-Mu

6

5

0.25

90

0.5

180

5.0

67-90 F+

0.8

25000-

H

Special Det.

6!

51

0.251

67

3.0

90

4.5

67 -90

F+

1.2

3.0 14000 -15900

6

180

15

45

F+

I,R.

F. Amplifier

F

Power Amplifier

61

or

5

0.51

90

J -71

Power Amplifier

6

51

0.5

90 16.0

$

L-10

Power Amplifier

8

7.5

1.25

250

425

20

AX

General Purpose

6'

5

0.25

90

4.5

135

7.5

A. C. Amplifier

1.5

1.05

90

4.5

135

9

Detector

2.5

1.75

90

4.5

135

9

4j

M-26

O

N -27

IA. C.

D-G

Full-wave Rectifier

R-80

Full-wave Rectifier

R-81

(Full-wave Rectifier

Eureka T.

&

85 milliamperes
j

6

I

201 -A

General purpose

200-A

Special Detector

112

Power Amplifier

171

Power Amplifier

I

I

12.5 May be used as detector
20 Det., Rea. Impedance Amplifier

910 -1030
1500

14.4 Detector only
8

3.0 Use output device above

1200-

B'

45

F+

10500

3

810

8.5
R. F. and A. F. Amplifier

Iti

Gaseous conduction type

at 300 volts

2.0

125 M. A.

at 300 V.

7.5

1.25

110 M. A.

at 760 v.

iampere output

6

5

0.25

6

5

0.25

6

5

.5

135

180

6

5

.5

135

180

20

8000

180

45

45

5000

1000

8

7.5
3

2500

Use output device above 135 v.

B'

Gaseous conduction type

60 milliamperes

at

Full -wave Rectifier

85 milliamperes

at 200 volts

Gaseous conduction type

Full -wave Rectifier

100 milliamperes

at 350 volta

Gaseous conduction type

Full-wave Rectifier

100 milliamperes

at 500 volts

Gaseous conduction type

Full-wave Rectifier

400 milliamperes

-for"

,Gaseous conduction type

Glow tube

Voltage regulator tube

Full-wave Rectifier

135 v.

Use output device

4500
45

output

5

Full wave Rectifier, 25

M. Co.

975 -1130

800-

2500-

135 v.

800 -1400 7.5 -8.0 Step-down trans. for fil. supply

5300

5

9.0

180 45.0

S

O.,

C " voltage

15

K

m

- ---

Detector

A. C. 100

U

-

A. C.

C. F.516 B Half Wave Rectifier

e

Remarks

cation

26

móg
¿V

V'oltage
amplifi-

150 volts

B " and " C " elimination

O'd
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The Perfected A -C Tubes
Now there is an A -C Tube into which
unique advantages have been built, out of
which all annoying defects common to
other A -C Tubes have been engineered.

ARCTURUS
A -C TUBES
Detector

Amplifier

>

Power

Their unique features of construction and operation
give them these unusual advantages: 1. Exceptionally
long life. 2. Unusual sensitivity, volume and tone
quality. 3. Adaptability to all circuits using standard
sockets, with the simplicity of D -C tubes. 4. Freedom
from hum. 5. Not affected by normal line voltage
variations.
In the succeeding paragraphs you will find the
reason why individual set owners, custom set builders,
radio jobbers and dealers, and radio engineers are
acclaiming the Arcturus A-C Tube as a unique achievement in the development of batteryless radio reception.

A New Standard of A-C Operation
With Arcturus A -C Tubes
The unique advantages which
we claim for Arcturus A -C Tubes
are directly traceable to unique
features of construction and exceptional operating characteristics.
The exceptionally long life of
Arcturus Tubes is due to the
enormous electron supply, resulting from the heater operating at
a low temperature.
The highly efficient cathode is
responsible for the unusual sensitivity of Arcturus A -C Tubes
and for the exceptional volume
and tone quality which their use
insures. This cathode produces:
1. A high amplification factor

(10.5). 2. A low plate impedence
(9,000 ohms). 3. A high mutual
conductance (1160 micromhos).
Since the base of the Arcturus
A -C Tube is of the standard four prong type, no additional ter-

due to the use of low A -C current,
only 0.35 ampere. (Disturbing
electro- magnetic fields are proportional to alternatingcurrent
not voltage.) Arcturus Tubes in
all stages are four element tubes
with indirectly heated cathodes.
Normal variations in line voltage do not affect the operation
of Arcturus A -C Tubes. The amplification factor is practically
constant over a wide range of
filament voltages -13.0 to 18.0
volts.
The use of a heavy carbon fila-

-

minals are required, making
Arcturus Tubes adaptable to existing circuits with all the simplicity cf D -C tubes. No center
taps or balancing are required.
A common toy transformer may
be used. Filament voltage is the
same (15 volts) for all types, detector, amplifier and power.
The freedom from hum which ment enables Arcturus A -C
is one of the most important fea- Tubes to withstand even an untures of Arcturus A -C Tubes, is usual overload.

ARCTURUS RADIO COMPANY, INC.
255 Sherman Avenue, Newark,

N.J.
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The NEW Karas 2 -Dial
Equamatic is a Wonder
results that surpass anything
you ever obtained from a six
for superb
or seven tube set
volume and splendid tone quality
for remarkable selectivity and real
distance getting ability -you should
build the NEW Karas 2 -Dial
Equamatic. It is a wonder! Find
out for yourself how different this
receiver really is. Build one yourself. Test it in competition with
any other receiver of anywhere near
its size, price or type. Satisfy yourself that the NEW Karas 2-Dial
Equamatic is the best 5 -tube receiver ever designed. Remember:
Here is a receiver that is completely
neutralized. It is perfectly balanced.
FÍOR

OMK

The New Rares Tree
28 Audio Transformer, two of which
are used In the 2Dial Kama Epuamatie.

It

2 -Dial

Euuamalic.

hares

The new haras Output Filter keeps
speaker o l e a r of
noises and chattering.

Seventh Edition

Robison's Manual of Radio
Telegraphy and Telephony
Completely Revised and Up -to -Date
The standard Navy book on radio
originally prepared in 1907 by Lieutenant (last year Admiral and C-in -C
of U. S. Fleet) S. S. Robison. The
6th edition and the present edition
revised by Commander S. C. Hooper,
U. S. Navy, late Radio Officer, U. S.
Fleet.

Price $5.50 postpaid

(former edition sold for $8.00)

-

It uses the new Karas
Karas Audio
parts
Transformers, Type 28, and Karas
Filter, and the new Karas S. F. L.
Removable Shaft Variable ConThese parts, combined
densers.
with Karas Dials and Karas
Equamatic Inductance Coils, enable
you to build a receiver that will
amaze you with its power and delight you with its tone. Write us
today for complete data, including
blue prints, wiring instructions, etc.
precision

the

-

JUST OFF THE PRESS!

is simple to build and still simpler

to operate.
Two new Karas S. F.
I, Variable C o n densers are used In

-

I

Also

Professor Morecroft's

Principles
Revised Edition

See Page 1029 for Radio Engineering's
Special Offer

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.,
4036 -K North Rockwell Street,
CHICAGO

SANGAMO

WHAT'S NEW ?

The Original

Moulded Bakelite Mica
Condensers

RADIO ENGINEERING asks

are specified for the

manu-

facturers to send in monthly information about their new products,
campaigns, changes in personnel,
circuits, etc. At the same time the
technical staff would like literature
for the use of the Readers' Service

New Karas 2 Dial Equamatic
Sangamo Parts are sold by leading Radio Jobbers
and Dealers.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
Springfield, Ill.

and Information Bureau. Many
already are sending RADIO ENGINEERING systematized monthly
data. We want more-

THE

DAR -MAC LONG WAVE AMPLIFIER
Is a complete long wave amplifier operating
at a frequency of 65 K.C. affording 10 Kilo

Let "NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY" and

cycle selectivity without distortion. Made in
K.C., 10 K.C., and 15 K.C.,
three types
thus making possible any desired degree of
selectivity.
Write for our booklet giving full illustrated

-5

"NEW DEVELOPMENTS OF THE
MONTH"

description of this remarkable long wave
amplifier.

Grow with You.

DAR -MAC LABORATORIES, INC.
19 S. Wells Street -Chicago, Ill.

L
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Fila ment

ARMOR

Radio

Tubes

"A Tube For Every Need"

Your "B" Battery Eliminator
will give you better service

Selectivity

with

SUPERIOR
Iladr
Desirable jobbing territories still open.

Armstrong Elec.

&

KELVIN

Gaseous

Mfg. Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.

FULLWAVE

NO FILAMENT

RECTIFYING

Rectifier Tubes

TUBES

ARE BETTER

ARE DIFFERENT
Longer life
Larger output
Quieter operation
Quicker pickup
125 M. A.

60 Milliamperes

-

$4.50

85 Milliamperes

-

4.50

400 Milliamperes

-

7.00

Price $4.00
Uniform quality

Ask for Catalog of full
line of Standard Tubes.

Sole Distributors

Eureka T &

Toles.

M Co.,
42 Walnut St., Newark, N. J.
Construction

Guaranteed

for one

Guaranteed

year

The standing of the

Q.R.S.

1

Independent Laboratories
Newark, N. J.

Oxide Coated Filament
for

All Tubes

Special Getter

for
Detectors
A.C. Tubes
Amplifiers
Power Tubes
Gas Rectifiers

- - -

Ask any good dealer.

The

50

Q MR: S

Company

Cerium Alloys

Manufacturers

Exclusive Sales Representative

306 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

A. U. HOWARD
East 42nd St. New York City
Phone: Murray Hill 0342 & 0343

Si

Company,

manufacturers of quality merchandise f o r
over a quarter of a century, establishes your
safety.
Orders placed by the
leading Eliminator
Manufacturers for this
season's delivery, approximating Four Million Dollars' worth of
Q.R.S. Rectifier Tubes,
establishes t h e approval of Radio Engineers.

Executive Offices:

Factories: Chicago -New York -San Francisco- Toronto,
Canada -Sydney, A ustralia- Utrecht. Holland
Established 1900
References -Dun, Bradstreet, or any bank anywhere
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You Can Increase Your Earning Power
By Learning More About Radio
A message to men now in the
Radio business. And another to
men who would like to be in.

If you're making a penny less than

$50 a week, you're not getting
what you ought to get out of
Radio.
Thoroughly- trained men -men
whose knowledge of Radio is
completely rounded out on every
point -earn all the way up to
$250 a week.
Radio is a new industry with
plenty of fine positions unfilled.
There are countless opportunities
in Radio for a man to earn a
splendid salary. But these are not
opportunities as far as you are
concerned, unless you're fully
qualified for them.
The only way to qualify is
training
through knowledge
Practical, complete training, that
fits you to get and to hold a better position in the Radio field.

-

I have helped all sorts of men
to advance themselves in Radio.
Lots of therm, men who knew
absolutely nothing about Radio
when they first wrote me. Some
who didn't know the difference between an ampere and a battle -axe.
Others, graduate electrical engineers who wanted special work
in Radio. Licensed sea operators
who were way behind on the "BCL
stuff." "Hams" by the score.
Last but not least, the service
and repairman or salesman who
wanted to advance or go into the
Radio business on his own. And
the man already in on his own.
who wanted to look forward to a
more solid and permanent Radio

-

What My Radio Training Is
Under my practical system, a man
can study at home in his spare
minutes, and get a thorough,
clear, practical and expert knowledge of Radio in from 4 to 12
months. The time required depends on his previous knowledge.
his ability, and the time he can
spare for study. He keeps right
on with the job he has -no necessity for his leaving home or living on expense.

future.

My free Book-sec coupon below-cells about nay helpful methods, and cites the experiences of
a hundred men-giving photos and
addresses.

See If This Free Book Can Do

You Any Good
I publish a 64 -page book, printed
in two colors and filled with facts
and photos relative to Radio and
its opportunities.
I don't say this book will help
you, but it does help such a large
percentage of those who read it
that I can afford to send it to all
who ask for it-free. You may
get only a single idea out of this
book that will be of any value to
you. Or every line of it may give
you a message.

At any rate, fill in the coupon
below and look it over. It costs
you nothing but a two -cent stamp.
and you place yourself under no
obligation. I won't even send a
salesman to call on you. And
there's always a chance that that
two -cent stamp may make quite a
difference in your future.

Then as soon as he's ready for
a better position I'll help him to
get it and to make a success of
his work.
This proposition is open to anybody who is not satisfied with his
job, his prospects, or his Radio
knowledge. Regardless of how
much you know already (or if
you don't know the first thing
about Radio technically) I'll fit
my methods to suit your needs.
If you want to enter into any
correspondence about your own
situation, anything you write will
come directly to me and will be
held strictly confidential.

Tear the coupon off now before you turn the page, and mail
it today.

J. E. Smith, President,
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Oldest and Largest
Radio Home-Study
School in the World
NM

I=

INE

IIII

Washington, D.
=11

ri

Irt

Originators of

Home Radio
study Training

C.
IME

=I

MIN

J. E. SMITH, President,

National Radio Institute,
Dept. K -99, Washington, D. C.
Please send me your free book about the bigger opportunities awaiting the thoroughly
trained Radio man. At present I (am) (am not) in the Radio business.

Name

Address

Town

State

NM

I

MN
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Custom Work a Specialty

tt

H. & F. RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc.

Reviewed in this Publication
Send $1.00 to
ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
250 West 57th St., New York City

Radio Engineers

168 Washington St.
New York City
Consulting "SUPER- HETERODYNE"

Radio Engineers and Designers

PROFESSIONAL SET BUILDERS

Experts

Radio Engineering and Engineering Advertising

You can make more money by using DAR-MAC
Precision Products in the custom -built sets you build
for your clients. Write today for full information.
DAR -MAC LABORATORIES
19 So. Wells St., Chicago

ZEH BOUCK
Laboratory

502 West 143rd St., New York City
Tel. Edsecombe 9513

Federated

AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA

RADIO TRADE SCHOOL

Technical Publicity for Manufacturers

General Instruction on Service and Set Building

Laboratory

Write for Catalog
RADIO TRADE ASSOCIATION OF MICHIGAN
4464 Cass Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

Office

Croton -on-Hudson, New York

Tribune Bldg.

Tel. Croton 390

New York City, N. Y.

TESTING OF RAl IO APPARATUS
Condensers calibratec

I

at Radio Frequencies.

Station Wave Lengths measured and chec ked -Tube Characteristics determined.
Wave Meters, Standard Capac ities and Inductances calibrated.

ELECTRICAL TESTI NG LABORATORIES
80th St. at East End Avenue

New York City, N. Y.

Z

For "Super" Builders

SPEAKERS

TEMPLES

We have on hand a
limited quantity of

AALCO LOOPS'
Formerly $12.50 each
We are now offering them
to Professional Builders at

5

OO each

POSTPAID

ASTOUNDING VALUE!
Folds instantly to any desired shape, but requires no auxiliary ed I ustments.
Wires are always taut, regardless of whether
loop is open or folded.
Equipped with center tap for super- heterodynes using a regenerative loop circuit.
Inductance value can be changed to make dials
read alike.

DYSINGER
Market Square, Albany, N. Y.
Enclosed you will find my remittance for 55.00.
Send at once, postpaid, one AALCO LOOP.
F. D.

Name

No matter what set you
operate or sell, the Temple
Speaker will greatly improve its tone reproduction.
Volume and clarity that

will amaze you-The sensation of every radio show

in the country. Long exponential compensated air
column type scientifically
and acoustically correct.
LIST PRICES

No. 13-13 -Inch Drum type.. $29.00
No. 18-18 -inch Drum type.. 948.50
No. 65-Console Cabinet t1Ve.$65.03
Prices on the New Temple Unit
sent on request.

To

n

e

chamber

for

manufacturers made in
various si_cs. Prices
on request.

TEMPLE, INC.

Street

City

Improve the Tone Quality of Any
Radio Set

State

213 S. Peoria St., Chicago, Ill.

LEADERS IN

SPEAKER DESIGN

1',r,»

1:'npirccrinp, \-r'crJtber, 1927

1

OF IMPORTANCE TO SET BUILDERS
To match this panel comes the W. R. C. Metal Deck or Sub a series
panel which is equipped with five flush sockets, two audio transitems which will prove of vital interest to Professional
formers. binding post strip and all the necessary hardware. This
Set Builders who desire to use good parts yet still be able
to make a reasonable profit.
deck has two insulated holes in it for mounting neutralizing devices if necessary. It is adaptable to many circuits. Size, six
The first item is the W. R. C. Universal Metal Panel, a
inches by twelve inches.
handsomely finished article which will lend a real professional
To complete either of these items, we have introduced the
appearance to any radio set. It comes drilled and partly
W. R. C. Duo -denserkit which contains two
assembled each hole having an insulated
variable condensers, a midget condenser.
bushing to prevent short circuits. The panel
panel switch, Volumeter and other items
is equipped with two illuminated dials, rheoto send you
will
be
pleased
We
which might prove useful in the assembly.
stat, brackets for sub -panel mounting and
A Tri- denserkit is also offered in which a
our complete price list upon apall the necessary hardware. A great variety
single variable condenser and one double
This also includes all
plication.
of circuits may be made without changing
Panatrol. (two matched condensers), are initems made by W.R.C.
the
other
this panel or drilling additional holes. It has
cluded. In addition this kit has two midget
All are in stock, ready for imcondensers, push -pull switch. Volumeter and
the further advantage that almost any make
mediate delivery.
all the other necessities. The variable conof coil or condenser may be mounted without
densers for either kit may be supplied in
change. Size, seven by eighteen inches.
either .0005 or .00035 microfarad.

THE Wireless Radio Corporation has brought out
of

RADIO

WIRELESS

41 Varick Avenue, Brooklyn, N.

CORPORATION,

NEW AERO
CHOKE COILS

THE ORIGINAL AND WORLD'S
FINEST 3 FOOT SPEAKER KIT
STANDARD
KIT

The Aero Choke 60
Modern circuits of high sensitivity demand
the use of radio frequency chokes in certain
parts of the circuit. The Aero Choke -60 is
designed to have a uniform choking action
over a wide range of wave lengths, including Broadcast bands and Amateur Short
Wave bands as well. Many chokes employed on short waves have an unpleasant characteristic
of showing so- called "holes" in the tuning range, which
is present also on the broadcast band but in a minor
degree. These faults are corrected in the Aero Choke
60. Price, $1.50.

with hardwood
frame

$11.00

Ensco

3 -foot and 2 -foot

Kits-the original,
best and most favorably known.
Backed by a large
and consistent national advertising.
Accorded by far
more publicity than
any other speaker
Kit. Complete
line of roll, wall,
console and pedestal models ranging in price from

The New Aero Choke 248
2040K, 4080K, and 9018K, and other circuits.
Aero Choke 248 presents a high impedance
or choking action over the usual amateur
wave lengths. It is wound with a conductor
sufficiently liberal to handle transmitters up

$10

to

$17.50.

Slightly higher in
Canada.

SPECIAL DEALER'S PROPOSITION

to 100 Watts. Price, $1.50.

To dealers and professional set builders we have a most interesting
story-and a most attractive selling proposition. Write on your
letterhead to the nearest office listed below for our booklet, prices,
discounts, etc.

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.
Dept.

WALL KIT
ii

$10.00
the

Sell

The Aero Choke 248 is especially designed
for operation in Aero Transmitter kits

1772

ENGINEERS' SERVICE COMPANY

17

Wilson Ave., Chicago, III.

25 Church St.. New York
73 Cornhfl, Boston

28 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
331 Bay St., Toronto, Canada

tl

DRESNER COILS
DRESNER space wound and threaded coils
may be used with any type of .00035 MF
maximum capacity condenser, whether it be single,
triple or single and double factors. They are
thatched, machine wound and laboratory tested.
The report of the testing laboratory of New York
University, indicates the high electrical qualities of

Dresner coils.
Their external magnetic field is the lowest.
We are equipped to design and wind special coils
to set manufacturers' specifications. Write for
complete details and

Send for prices, samples, etc.

DRESNER RADIO MFG. CORP.
Actual Size)

Designed for

Manufacturers'

Use

Y.

564 Southern Boulevard, New York City

Packed in Sets of Three for
Jobbers and Retailers

Radio Engineering, November, 19.r
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The biggest

Edition
The biggest edition ever published. Brim-

ful of soundest information, latest circuits
and hook -ups, new revised list of world's
broadcasting stations with schedules and
new wave lengths in meters and kilocycles.
264 pages of news, ideas, and valuable
information for fans, set builders, radio
dealers and everyone interested in radio's
advancement.

Citizens Radio Call Book Magazine
November, 1927, Edition

Now on Sale at Newsstands and Radio Stores

First with the Latest

All receivers designed and tested in our laboratories

Complete constructional details on the newest radio circuits are given and
include the Camfield Shielded Grid Seven Receiver using radio's latest tube
development, Magnaformer 9 -8 A. C. Super, R. G. S. Octamonic Receiver,
Madison -Moore International "One-Spot", Thordarson Power Amplifier Systern, Three Foot Cone Speaker construction article, Silver- Marshall Laboratory A. C. Shielded Super, Victoreen, Tyrman Ten, World's Record Eight,
Knickerbocker Four and many other interesting circuit arrangements for experimenters and professional set builders.

Wonderful Rotogravure Section
One of the big features of the new Call Book is the 6-page rotogravure
section. It is replete with photographs and views. Your favorite radio
artists, pictures of studio life, prominent announcers and other features are
shown in actual photographic views.
I

A Complete Radio Cyclopedia
Be sure that you get the CITIZENS RADIO CALL BOOK MAGAZINE,
the original and most widely circulated publication of its kind. Accept no

substitutes. Published four times yearly, September, November, January and
March. On sale at newsstands and radio stores the world over, or subscribe
now and be sure of receiving each issue as published.
Use the handy coupon below.
CITIZENS RADIO SERVICE BUREAU, Inc., Publishers
508 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill., Dept. R, U. S. A.

Mail
This
Coupon

-*

Today!

(RE)

Date
192... .
Please enter my subscription for the CITIZENS RADIO CALL BOOK for [
I
one year, $1.75; [
] two years, $3.25; [
] three years, $4.50. Enclosed
please find
in payment for same, mailed postpaid four times yearly,
January, March, September and November. Canada and Foreign, $2.00 yearly.
Name

Address

City

l,.

r
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The fa mous I,neh
tube de luxe
reek.
Simplifies
!some self- building
I

:Lt

greatly endured
Fully dein this

rlbod
hooklet.

Send
for
this

book

-

Learn the Usefulness of " Resistance in Radio "

powerful battleship plows its way

Radio fans, set -builders, and engineers will find a
wealth of reliable. boiled -down, and interesting information in "Resistance the Control Valvé of Radio."
Simply written and clearly illustrated. Concisely presents the latest information on resistance coupled amplification, the function of resistance in a circuit, circuit
arrangements on equalizers, and other radio matters of
interest and importance. This valuable handbook on
resistance in radio is worth dollars-you can get a copy
for only 25 cents.

Aa

through astormysea, Polymet Condensers
take on the mighty power requirements of
modern radio and deliver steady and continuous service at their rated working voltages. Polymet Condensers do not melt
down or blow up they stand up, giving
the utmost value for the money in working
voltage, durability and dependability.

Inc.
Arthur H. Lynch, Building,

1775 Broadway at 57th

Street

-

G

I

Motors

Sales offices in most large cities

-

New York. N. Y.

RETURN THIS COUPON

H. LYNCH. 1775 Broadway. New York city.
Please und nu. a copy of your new booklet
Lynch:
-Resistance the 'Control Valve' of Itadio. I am enclosing 25 cents

Mr. ARTHUR
Dear Mr.

Name
State

RE

A.

Polymet Block
Condensers
The working voltage under
which these condensers are
to operate has been carefully studied and only the
proper Condenser sections
incorporated in these
blocks. Poly Block Condensers not only improve
the appearance of the set,
but also simplify the wiring
and save time and space in

POLYMET

HARKNESS

BLOCK CONDENSER
TYPE F 1000
CA P: 14.MFo
M

in

USA

J

(Licensed under Hiler Patents)
Completely Wired
Three -Stage

assembling.

Hiler Audio
Amplifier
Polymet High -Volt
Filter Condensers
Polymet Condensersare Non Inductive and our special
process of impregnating makes
them superior. Made in all
popular capacities.

Write for complete information regarding Polymer
parts and catalog of all Polymet Radio Essentials.

POLYMET

Tuned Double Impedance
Audio Amplifiers and Parts

'LIymm Man` adoring Corp

MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION

bot Broadway, New York City

POLYMET
CONDENSERS

With Output Filter
Type
A -275

$16.50

Type A -325: Completely wired 4 -tube Push -Pull
Amplifier (2 stages Hiler Double Impedance and
one stage Hiler Push -Pull)
Special-Equalizer Stage, as described by John F.
Rider. Completely wired unit, with two variable
resistances for adjustment

9.75

Tuned Double Impedance Audio Couplers
3.30
First, second or third stage types. each
Audio Output Filter Unit (protects speaker and
2.70
improves tone of any set)
7.50
Pair of Push -Pull Units, Input and Output
.60
Radio Frequency Choke, 85 millihenries
1.10
250 millihenries
Above prices to dealers and set -builders only. Mail
your order directly to the manufacturer. at the address
below. Write for literature on new Harkness Counter fonic Six, the set with tuned double impedance audio
amplification. Complete kits now ready for delivery.

KENNETHg HARKNESS, Inc.
Suite 7A, 181 Sullivan Street, New York, N. Y.

t
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RADIO
NEWS

A

Message
to
Manufac-

turers

A manufacturer's

advertising budget suffers
often from too many divisions.

the Radio Dealer is ordinarily
separate from that to the consumer.
A message to

An advertising campaign in RADIO NEWS
reaches more dealers than any Radio Magazine or Paper published -while its consumer
circulation, nearly a quarter of a million, is
more than 22 times that of any other Radio
Monthly.

Complete coverage of the entire field can
be had in every issue of RADIO NEWS.
At one stroke, RADIO NEWS places your
products on the dealers' shelves and in the
hands of the consumer and in less time than
any magazine in this field.

RADIO NEWS can boast a circulation that
is entirely devoid of waste. Every reader
is actively radio conscious.

Further information, rates and sample
copies of RADIO NEWS, will be furnished
gladly, on request.
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
R E P R E S E N T A T I V E S
HARRY E. HYDE, 548 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
J. NORRIS HILL CO., 5 Third St.. Sa Francisco, Calif.
412 West 8th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
L. F. McCLURE, 720 Cass Street, Chicago. Ill.
DAVIES, DILLON & KELLY, 15 West 10th St., Kansas City, Mo.
T. F. MAORANE, Park Square Bldg., Boston, Mass.
A.
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PHOTO -ELECTRIC
THE

<B. A.

Balanced Arma-

1.

ture Unit
3

3 11/16"
5/16 ".

x

Balanced Armature

Units -for air -

the STABILIZED
We
also manufacture
OSCILLOSCOPE -the only VISUAL OSI'ILLOGRAPII having a lineal time axis and no
inertia- giving an accurate picture of high frequency wave forms.
\'rite for Bulletin 273

column or Cone

They embody many impressive new features to
insure quality in any set.

DR. ROBERT C. BURT
Manufacturing and Consulting Physicist

327 S. Michigan Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

Diaphragm with point of application off
center to reproduce successfully, high and
low frequencies.

1.

.-- .zatc,,rz>.=-::ssç,

Build this set

-

2. Straight bar magnets of finest English tungthe most efficient type of consten steel

struction.

without fail. Build it at once
and enjoy that exclusive thrill
that ran only come through the
proud possession

n

ofteveli á..

d.The MAt,NAF'IIRMER
of
he field. Outst nding
. itsTruee.Tone Quality. which
nn17.icI
né
reyu drdyyesenv
derful fidelity of tone The tnewescienttiificglydex.gne
m
ard ero rl MaR neart ormh err lmseef. inAe dtiratlde
y
Fd
a
Lone fo v
Change!. from 9 to
ìmtently
beautifol
9 tube
Greatest
Non-critical. Super- selective.
rtquiet
Best l.. i. Cock
build. Prominently featured by
thoritien
d
dio
day. f ell Ronk and ..they leadinii
s. All ,band fd parto. NO ÁFTÉs.ERYICINne
If or others. Every one
The iheel set to build for
al +z Ìorme 9.11
who hears
now
decides e
mm diately.
lite are
RADIART LABORATORIES COMPANY
Chicago
Dect. as
18 S. La Salle Street
9-

Armature pivotted sturdily to insure permanent efficiency.

3.

CELLS

CELL

Without Fatigue -Highly Sensitive
Absolutely Reproducable- Instantaneous in Response
The BURT -CELL is made by a new method and should
not be confused with any other photo- electric cell. By s
special process of electrolysis, the photo -electric metal is
introduced into a highly evacuated bulb directly through
the glass wall of the bulb, giving photo -electric material
of absolute purity. The superiority of the BURT -CELL is
due to these features, making possible results never before
obtainable.

AMPLION

i

BURT

Our Engineering Staff is always at
the disposal of Set Manufacturers.

g.C"mmander -in -Chief of the

t

8

.

G.M.

'

THE AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
531 -535 West 37th Street, New York City

d

l

The Amplion Corp. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.

-

r

earbYoett Conben5erz
SPECIAL
MANUFACTURER'S
TYPE

It Stays

Write fier
information
and
prices

Accurate

TRUVOLT

81

An All -Wire Variable Voltage Control
Perfect your power devices by using this superior,
all -wire voltage control. Read these advantages:

Prospect Street

. .

Brooklyn, New York

NEW

T
CHEAPEST
BETTER
IN TH E
THAN
END
B
BEST
A New Tube Contact Spring Par Excellence

radiation area keeps it cool, like an air-cooled
1- Greaterand
gives long life.
motor,
accurate: potentiometer control; positive
2-Permanently
electrical contacts.
3- Nichrome wire resistance with 30 exact readings.

Another achievement by Aurora. Over half million sold
in short time.
Only one white top insulated eyelet required to mount.
Contact effected between white and black make prong
holes stand out in the dark.
Impossible to misalign, bind or spring in an inoperative
position. Point of support directly on line of pressure
when inserting tube.
Why not get in line with the leaders who use the best. They cost
less than the cheap kind.

Eight stock types with resistances up to 50,000 ohms.
All rated at 25 watts. List $3.50 each.
Also full line of fixed wire resistances.

Write for descriptive circular and full information.
Dept. 19, 175 Varick Street, New York

"This Is An Eliminator Year"

({'rite or wire for samples and prices.

AURORA ELECTRIC CO.,
1-I -18
s.

Dunham Pl.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Service to Manufacturers
Millions of Fast condensers are in dai!.
use in radio sets made by leading

s

manufacturers.
They offer conclusi.,
proof as to their extraordinary high v
sulation resistance and excellent electrical characteristics. Special one -piece diepress steel housing seals and protects
them permanently from climatic condilions or abuse. Built for enduranc,
long life and reliability.
Manufacturers looking for a dependahl,
source of supply will find here one
the largest organizations of its kind
the world. Specialization keeps our cu -a
low and quality high.
Send us your specifications. We makeverything in the condenser line.

RACON

EXPONENTIAL
SOUND CHAMBERS

The superiority of Racon Exponential
Horns is attested by the growing demand
from set manufacturers who have found
from actual trials and tests that these horns
possess qualities not found in other sound
chambers.

-

ejOH N G-FAST &

a

i

3982 Barry Ave., Dept. RE, Chicago, III.

The LOGICAL

Filament
Control

ERITE

Ne "SELF ADJUSTING "Rheoftat

-1

AMPERITE Is not a fixed resistor or so- termed filament
ballast. It is the only self -variable tube filament controlInsuring just the proper filament current for each and every
tube automatically. Does away with all rheostats on pane,.
Simplifies wiring and operation. Precludes tube damage from
under or excessive "A" current, increasing tube life and
always

It

guaranteeing maximum

tube performance.

is therefore indispensable.
We co- operate with dealers and custom builders.

Air

Type OB No. 320
column, 78 inches; Bell, 10" x 20 "; Depth, 13%"

Racon horns insure quality of performance
much more natural than that obtained by
any other mode of amplification because
of the true scientific principles of design
and the exclusive material employed.
Our line includes types for practically all cabinets
and consoles. We build sound chambers to specifirntions also.

RACON ELECTRIC

medial! LomJ)aly
50 Franklin St., New York, N. Y.

18

Place

Nets York. N. Y.

r
X -L

PRODUCTS

adjust
accu.
ratel y-quicklyeliminate distracting
Tune

Mode

I

Denser

^N"
r

l

noises-get correct tube oscillationwith X -L VARIO DENSERS In your
circuit.
Designers of all latest and

best circuits

specify and endorse.
MODEL "N"-Micrometer adjustment easily
made, assures exact oscillation control In all
tuned radio frequency circuits. Neutrodyne. Roberta 2-tube, Browning- Drake. Silver's Knockout.
etc. Capaciti range 1.8 to 20 Mfd. Price $1.00
MODEL
G
Obtains the proper grid capacity
eon l'nckaday circuits filter and intermediate frequency
tuning in super-heterodyne and positive grid bias in all
sets.
Capacity range, Model O -I .00002 to
.0001 511d.
Model G -5 .0001 to 0305 MM. Model 0 -10
.0003 to 001 Mfd.
Price each with grid clips. $1.50.
X -L PUSH POST -Vibrations will not loosen, releases inX.L
Price each ISo
stantly.
Push
Also in strip of 7 on black panel marked lu white.
Post
Price $1.50
FREE -New. up-to -date book of wiring diagrams showing
use of X -L units In the new LOFTIN- WRITE constant
coupled radio frequency circuit, and in other popular hookups.
Write today.

"-

/r

X -L RADIO

LABORATORIES

2423ICAi

pi

lÌ1

Engineers
Research Workers
Set Builders
-your prestige depends upon your
decisions.
AEROVOX has developed a radio frequency
and audio frequency bypass condenser particularly
suited for your exacting requirements Your
choice to use this bypass condenser signifies a
thorough engineering knowledge, because it shows
that you understand the significance of

-

"non inductive winding"

LACQUERS
FOR THE

RADIO INDUSTRY
The Egyptian Lacquer Manufacturing Co.
Dept R. E.

90 West St., New York City

"impervious to moisture absorption"
"low power factor"
"100% pure linen dielectric"
"low A C effective resistance"
AEROVOX BYPASS condensers sealed in
Bakelite possess the above mentioned electrical
features. Made in all capacities up to I mfd. and
rated at 200 Volts D C working voltage.
Write for descriptive literature.

ERovox
"Built Better"

70 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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reBuyers Directory of Equipment and Apparatus
Readers interested in products not listed in these columns are invited to tell us of
their wants, and we will inform the proper manufacturers. Address Readers'
Information Bureau.
Addresses of companies listed below, can be found in their advertisements-see
index on page 1086.
Dresner Radio Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.

ADAPTERS:
Bakelite Corp.
Carter Radio Co.
AMMETERS
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

AMPLIFIERS. RESISTANCE:
De Jur Products Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.

ANTENNAE. LAMP SOCKET
Electrad, Inc.
ARRESTERS, LIGHTNING:
Bakelite Corp.
De Jur Products Co.
Electrad. Inc..
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
BASES, VACUUM TUBE:
Bakelite Corp.
Zierick Machine Wks.
BATTERIES, DRY:
National Carbon Co., Inc.
BINDING POSTS:
Bakelite Corp.
X -L Radio Labs.
BOXES, PACKING:
T1fft Bros.
BRACKETS, ANGLE:
Zierick Machine Wks.
BRASS:
Copper

Ass'n.

and

Brass

Research

CABINETS, METAL:
Van Doom Co.
CELLS, PHOTOELECTRIC:
Burt, Robert C.

CHASSIS:
Algonquin Elec. Co., Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories,
Inc.
CHOKES, AUDIO FREQUENCY:

National Co.
Samson Electric Co.

CHOKES, RADIO FREQUENCY:
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Samson Electric Co.
CHOKES. B ELIMINATOR:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.

National Co.
Samson Electric Co.
CLAMPS, GROUND:

Aurora Electric Co.
CLIPS, SPRINGS:
Aurora Electric Co.
COILS, CHOKE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS, IMPEDANCE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS, INDUCTANCE:
Aero Products, Inc.

Samson Electric Co.
Precision Coil Co.. Inc.

COILS. MAGNET:
Duolo Mfg. Co.
COILS, RETARD:
Apro Products Co.
üamtnarlund Mfg. Co.
COILS, SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Precision Coil Co.. Inc.

COILS, TRANSFORMER:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS. BY -PASS:
Concourse Elec. Co.

Electrad, Inc.,
Fast. John E. & Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.

CONDENSERS, FILTER:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Concourse Elec. Co.

Fast, John

E. & Co.

Polymet Mfg. Co.

CONDENSERS, FIXED:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. Co.
Concourse Elec. Co.

Electrad, Inc.
Fast, John E., & Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.

CONDENSERS, MIDGET:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. CO.
CONDENSERS. MULTIPLE:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE

TRANSMITTING:

Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE:
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co., Inc.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.
Samson Electric Co.
United Scientific Laboratories
X -L Radio Laboratories.

CONNECTORS:
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
CONTROLS, ILLUMINATED:
National Co.
CONTROLS, REMOTE:
Algonquin Elec. Co., Inc.

COPPER:
Copper & Brass Research
Ass'n.
CURRENT CONTROLS, AUTOMATIC:

Radial) Co.

DIALS:
Bakelite Corp.
General Plastics. Inc.
National Co.
DIALS, DRUM

Hammarlund Mfg.

Co.

United Scientific Laboratories

DIALS, VERNIER:
National Co.

ELIMINATORS, B BATTERY:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
National Co.
Samson Electric Co.
ELIMINATORS, UNITS FOR:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Samson Electric Co.
Filament, Oxide Coated.
Independent Laboratories. Inc.
FILAMENT CONTROLS, AUTOMATIC:
Radial) Co.

FOIL:
Foil Co.
GALVANOMETERS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
GETTER MATERIAL
Independent Laboratories. Inc.
GRID LEAKS:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
U. S.

Jur Products Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Lynch, Arthur H. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
HEAD SETS:
Bakelite Corp.
De

HORNS, MOLDED:
Bakelite Corp.
Racon Elec. Co., Inc.

Temple, Inc.
IMPEDANCE UNITS, TUNED
DOUBLE:
K. H. Radio Laboratories.
INDUCTANCES,
TRANSMITTING:
Aero Products, Inc.
INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.

INSULATION, MOULDED:
Bakelite Corp.
General Plastics, Inc.
Westinghouse Elec. Mfg. Co.
JACKS:
Aurora Elec. Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Union Radio Co.
JACKS, TIP:
Carter Radio Co.
Union Radio Co.

KITS, LOUDSPEAKER:
Engineers Service Co.

Powertone Co.
KITS. RECEIVER:
Algonquin Elec. Co.. Inc.
(Super Ililodyne)
Dauen Radio Corp.
(Bass Note)
Hammarlund - Roberts, Inc.
(Hi -Q)
K -II Radio Labs.. Inc.
(Amplifiers)
Lynch. Arthur H.. Inc.
(Aristocrat)
United Scientific Laboratories.
(Pierce -Hero)
KITS, SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products, Inc.
KITS. TESTING:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
KITS, TRANSMITTING:
Aero Products, Inc.
KNOBS:

Bakelite Corp.
LACQUER:

Egyptian Lacquer

Co.

Zapon Co.. The
LABORATORIES:

Electrical Testing Labs.
LEAD -INS:

Aurora Electric Co.
Electrad, Inc.,
LOCK WASHERS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
LUGS:

Aurora Electric Co.
Zierick Machine Wks.
METERS:

Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

MOUNTINGS, RESISTANCE:
Aurora Electric Co.
Electrad, Inc.,
NAME PLATES:
Crown Name Plate & Mfg. Cu.
NUTS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.

PACKING:
Tifft Bros.
PANELS, COMPOSITION:
Bakelite Corp.
Van Doom Co.

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
PANELS, METAL:
Crowe Nameplate Co.
PAPER, CONE SPEAKER:
Seymour Co.
PLUGS:
Bakelite Corp.
Carter Radio Co.
De Jur Products Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
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POTENTIOMETERS:
TOOLS
Carter Radio Co.
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
TRANSFORMERS.
AUDIO:
Electrad. Inc.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Ferranti,
Ltd.
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
General Radio Co.
RESISTANCES, FIXED:
K. H. Radio Laboratories.
Aerovox Wireless Corp.
Radiart Laboratories Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Samson Electric Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
TRANSFORMERS.
B- ELIMINDaven Radio Corp.
ATOR:
De Jur Products Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrad, Inc.
General Radio Co.
Hardwick, Field, Inc.
K. H. Radio Laboratories.
Lynch, Arthur II. Co.
Samson Electric Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
TRANSFORMERS. FILAMENT
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
HEATING:
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE:
Dungan Elec. Mfg. Co.
American Mechanical Labs.
General Radio Cu..
Carter Radio Co.
Samson Electric Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
TRANSFORMERS. OUTPUT:
Daven Radio Corp.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
De Jur Products Co.
General Radio Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Hardwick, Field, Inc.
TRANSFORMERS, POWER:
Polyule( Mfg. Corp.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Ferranti, Ltd.
General Radio Co.
RHEOSTATS:
National Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Electric Co.
Samson
Central Radio Laboratories.
De Jur Products Co.
TRANSFORMERS, R. F.,
TUNED:
Electrad, Inc..
Cardwell, Allen D. Mtg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
United Scientific Laboratories. TUBES. A. C.:
Arcturus Co.
SCHOOLS. RADIO:
Armstrong Elec. & Mfg. Co.
National Radio Institute.
C. E.

SOCKETS, TUILE:
Bakelite Corp.
Benjaluin Electric Mfg. Co.
Goners: Radio Co.

SOLDER:
Chicago Solder Co. (Kester).
Silva Products, Inc.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
SOUND CHAMBERS:
Racon Elec. Cu., Inc.
Temple. Inc.
SPEAKERS:
Amplion Corp. of America.
Engineers Service Co.
Temple, Inc.
STAMPINGS. METAL:
Zierick Machine Wks.
STRIPS. BINDING POST:
X -L Radio Laboratories.
SUBPANELS:
Bakelite Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
SWITCHES
Aurora Electric Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Electrad, Inc.,
TAPPERS
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
TESTERS. B- ELIMINATOR:
Jewell Electrical Inst. Co.
TESTERS, TUBE:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
TESTING INSTRUMENTS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mtg. Co.
TESTING KITS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
TESTING LABORATORIES:
Electrical Testing Labs.

CONE SPEAKER PAPER

II A JIBRA
PIPER gires ABSOLUTELY
UNIFORM RENO NANCE. It has no
resonance point of
its own.
Just as
A

the cone speaker is
xnprente in radio reproduction, so also
is ALHAMBRA
supreme in imparting the utmost in
tone quality.

L

-

Just as D out of 10 Radio Speaker Manufacturers use ALHAMBRA
exclusively
so do the vast majority of skilled processional builders
insist upon ALHAMBRA only.
Cone speaker manufacturers are Invited to communicate with us concerning their requirements for the coming season. ALILA)n11tA Is furnished
in sheets suitable for cone speakers of 13 inches to 30 inches diameter
special sizes to order.

-

Prompt shipment guaranteed.

The SEYMOUR CO., 323 W. 16th St., New York City
1

PA

CKING PROBLEMS
SOLVED

Wt

can overcome your packing
difi iculties, whether you ship
lar ge sets or small sets-heavy
pot ver equipment or fragile

silt akers -whether

the weight
ten pounds or five hundred
POI tads.
Our rears of experiis

ene

e in the

are at vyour
obi igation.

Mfg. Co.

SHIELDING, METAL:
Copper and Brass Research TUILES, RECTIFIER:
Assn.
Arcturus Co.
Crowe Nameplate Co.
Armstrong Elec. & Mfg.
Van Doorn Co.
Zierick Machine Wks.

LThMBR71

radio shipping field

oun
cnam'

without

TIFFT BROS.
8

Shipping Cases fo,

Co.

C. E. Mfg. Cu.

Eureka T. and M. Co.
Q. R. S. Company, The.
TUILES, VACUUM:
Arcturus Co.
Armstrong Elec. & Mfg. Co.
C. E. Mfg. Co.
Eureka T. and M. Co.
Q. R. S. Company, The.

UNITS, SPEAKER:
Amplion Corp. of America.
VOLTMETERS, A. C.:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
VOLTMETER, D. C.:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
WASHERS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
WIRE, ANTENNA:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling, J. A.. Sons, Co.
WIRE. BARE COPPER:
Acme Wire Co.
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
WIRE. COTTON COVERED:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling. .1 a., Sons Co.
WIRE. ENAMELED COPPER:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling. .1. A., Sons Co.
WIRE, LITZENDRAHT:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
lt,,,blin:;. J. A., Sons Co.
WIRE, PIGTAIL:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
[tabling. J. A.. Sons Co.
WIRE. SILK COVERED:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
'tabling. J. A., Sons Co.
WIRE. TINNED COPPER:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Ioebling. J. A.. Sons. Co.

[roadway, New York City

Difficult Problems

r

WI RE

STRAND -Anten nae (plain o r
enameled) -Doub le Galvanized.
WIRE-Antennae (plain or enameled) Connectin g and Ground
(Rubber) covered,, braided or plain.
BAR-Litze ndraht -Loop. '
MAGNET ( Cotto n or Silk).

John A. Roeb ling Son's Co.
Trenton, N. J.

TINFOIL
FOR CONDENSERS
All

grades of
TIN FOIL
LEAD FOIL
COMPOSITION FOIL
ALUMINUM FOIL

UNITED STATES FOIL CO.
LOUISVILLE

-

-

KENTUCKY
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1

Bakelite Tapping
SOLVED!

Write today

for your copy of
"Copper Shielding for Radio"

The ETTCO High Speed Tapping Attachment will tap a good thread in BAKELITE
as well as other materials. If you are experiencing trouble try one out for 10 days.

This new book shows
how to improve the
reception of your set.
There is no charge.
Copper shielding means
greater selectivity and
sensitivity.

No. 1. ETTCO Tapper
Capacity Ya -inch
No. 2. ETTCO Tapper
Capacity % -inch
No. 3. ETTCO Tapper
Capacity % -inch

COPPER & BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
25 Broadway, New York

ETTCO Tappers eliminate
tap breakage, whatever the
cause. A "green" operator
can bang the bottom of a
tapped hole using an
ETTCO and still not break
the tap -he has no friction
to adjust.
Where ETTCO Tappers
have been installed tap
breakage has been eliminated and production increased 100 to 500 %é.

Try an ETTCO TAPPER
for ten DAYS. No obligation for the Trial.

Eastern Tube & Tool Co.,

600

OOKLYN, N.Y.
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A Jewell A. C.
Meter -For
Filament Control

The right flux for radio
can make a manufacturer
The wrong flux
can quickly break him
After costly experiments scores of
radio manufacturers have found
there is but one safe flux for radio

soldering- rosin.

Rosin, an organic mixture, is a
non -conductor and non -corrosive.
The glass -like surface of this material does not readily lend itself to
the collection of dust (carbon particles) as will the sticky organic

greases of paste. Nor will rosin
attract moisture from the atmosphere; the chlorides of pastes and
fluids will. Moisture plus carbon
Pattern
No. 190
A. C. Filament

Control Meter

(Actual Size)

The advent of vacuum tubes having filaments adaptable for excitation from
alternating currents creates the necessity for
an absolute means of control other than the
filament rheostat, for it is frequently found
that a particular setting of the filament voltage is necessary to eliminate objectionable
hum.
For A. C. filament control the new
Jewell A. C. Voltmeter, Pattern No. 190, is
very desirable. Jewell Pattern No. 190 instruments have a body diameter of two inches
and in general appearance are similar to the
Jewell Pattern No. 135 direct current style.
The movement is of the moving vane type,
with special modifications for the small size
case. The instruments are accurate and neat
in appearance and are designed for continuous
service. Energy consumption is very small.
Pattern No. 190 instruments are
available in many ranges, of which the 0 -1.5,
0 -3, 0 -15 and 0 -150 volt ranges are most in
demand. The 0 -1.5 volt range is suitable for
tubes having a direct heated Cathode, the 0 -3
volt range for tubes having an indirectly
heated Cathode, and the 0 -150 volt range
where primary control is used.
Write for a copy of our 15 -C catalogue supplement, which describes this instrument in detail.

particles defeat the best insulations produced. Moisture plus chlorides direct
a slow but determined corrosive attack upon supporting metals. Such
slow corrosion in wiring causes a

steadily increasing resistance to the
flow of electrical energy.
Kester Rosin -Core Radio Solder

scientifically combines radio's
premier flux, rosin, with a solder
alloy of unvarying quality. The use
of Kester Radio Solder furnishes
the user with a means of accomplishing safer, faster and cleaner set
wiring.

Manufacturers using Kester

Rosin -Core Solder are assured that

no part of their production will
ever be returned or fall into discard
through the corrosive and conductive action of a chloride flux.
Our experimental and research laboratory has assisted many
manufacturers in the solving of their soldering problems. A post
card will bring you further information without obligation.

KESTER SOLDER
Rosin -Core

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.

CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY

1650 Walnut St., Chicago
"27 Years Making Good Instruments"

4224 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago, U. S. A.

Originators and
World's Largest Manufacturers of Self-fluxing Solder

Page
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1OSS

AN

INFORMATION
SERVICE
for
DEALERS
DISTRIBUTORS
MANUFACTURERS
CUSTOM BUILDERS
ENGINEERING, in addition
to covering comprehensively, each
month, the technical and industrial
developments as they apply to the
business of Radio Manufacturing
and Distributing, offers also a valuable information service to its subscribers.
RADIO

A production manager wishes to learn

about sources of supply.
A designer wishes some specialized information to help him meet a problem.

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF THE
NEW
TWO YEAR
SUBSCRIPTION
RATE of

X3.00

A dealer wishes technical information to
help him in his selection of lines.
A professional set builder wants dope
about a new circuit or system.
usually has this
information available at a moment's
notice. If not, the information is obtained from the proper source and
passed on to the person interested.
RADIO ENGINEERING

Subscribers are invited to avail themselves of
this service.

If you don't get the magazine regularly the coupon below
RADIO ENGINEERING, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. City.
Enclosed find j $2.00
3.00} for which { enter } my subscription for

1

2

yyr'

rs.

is

for your conrenience

to RADIO ENGINEERI

NG

beginning

with the next issue.

Name
Address
Town and State

I am a

Dealer.

Distributor.
Manufacturer.
Prof. Set Builder.

I am employed by a
Dealer.

Distributor.
Manufacturer.
As

position.

WILLIAMS

PRESS,

INC., NEW YORE- ALBANY

Complete Electrical Operation
with this A B C Power Unit
used with UX 226 and 227 Tubes
UX 280 Rectifier Tube
No. 5553

$22 List

Complete power to operate your set-consistently,
night after night, without thought of batteries or
charger -complete power at your instant command.
Keener enjoyment of radio

No. 5552

Similar to No. 5553 used
with UX 226 and 227 tubes
together with Raytheon BH
Tube

$20 List

is

the result.

This newest Dongan achievement -No. 5553 A B C
Power Supply Unit -together with UX 226 and 227
A C Filament Supply Tubes and the UX 280 Rectifier Tube equips your set to secure all the needed
power from the light socket. No. 5553 Unit contains one transformer and two chokes especially
designed for these particular tubes which take the
place of standard 201 A tubes. Sets equipped with
either one or two UX 171 Power Amplifier tube
are also furnished with adequate power.
This compact unit is comparatively small -easy to
find a convenient place for it.

No. 4586
A C

Filament Supply
Transformer

Used with UX 226 and 227
tubes No. 4586 transformer
provides A C power supply,
thus eliminating need of
A Battery and Charger.

$8 List

You will find a new enjoyment in your radio electrically operated by the new Dongan A B C
Power Supply Unit.
If your dealer cannot supply you send check or
money order direct to factory. Complete data upon
request.

MANUFACTURERS
Your individual problems concerning electrical operation
will receive immediate attention. All the latest approved
types of power supply factors are now in production. Write
to nearest Dongan representative or to factory direct.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2995-3001 Franklin St.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

TRANSFO'MERS of MERIT for FIFTEEN YEARS
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"Phantom" Receiver, showing the extensive use
Made by Golden -Leutz, Inc., Long Island City, N. Y.

Two views of Transoceanic

of Bakelite Materials.

Insulated throughout with Bakelite Materials
to assure superlative performance
IN the Transoceanic "Phantom," Golden-Leutz, Inc., sought to produce a
Broadcast Receiver that would exceed
the expectations of the most expert radio
enthusiast. One that would tune 35

meters to 3600 meters -that in receiving
range, selectivity, electrical design, amplification and quality of reproduction
would be unrivaled. It is significant that
this powerful receiver is insulated
throughout with Bakelite Materials
both Molded and Laminated.

-

The reasons given by the makers for the
extensive use of Bakelite Materials in
this set are: "Bakelite Materials possess
the best insulation properties of any, particularly over a period of time. As they

will not cold -flow the assembled parts
will remain in place permanently -there
will be no loose contacts. They are me-

chanically strong and capable of support ting all necessary parts. They are unaffected by age, moisture or heat."
Since the earliest days of Radio, the
Bakelite Corporation has kept pace with
the development of Broadcast Receivers,
and its engineers and research laboratories have cooperated with manufacturers in adapting Bakelite Materials to
The wealth of
each exacting need.
knowledge acquired during these years
of experience is offered to the radio industry through our Service Engineers
located in important industrial centers.

Write for BookletjN°. 38

BAKELITE CORPORATION

247

Park Ave., New York, N.Y. Chicago Office, 635 W. 22nd St.

BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA. LTD..

163

Dufferin) St.. Toronto. Ont.

BAK LITE
THE MATERIAL OF

-The rpnstered trade Mark and Symbol shown abn.e may be

quantity

A THOUSAND USES

used only on preducts made horn

maten,!.

It ymbdrlae the mfuúte number oftprnrnt and Bfuture ne, of Bakelite Corporation's products.

